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ABSTRACT 
This thesis presents the development of a finite element model 
for unsteady non-Darcy flow. The unsteady flow model is used to solve 
a free surface flow problem in which the initial conditions are given and 
the boundary conditions are specified functions of time. 
The unsteady flow problem is solved in small time steps, At 
each time step the internal flow is solved by steady flow methods and 
a Lagrangian technique used to compute the new free surface. A trans-
formation of the dependent variable is proposed in order to account for 
small inertial effects in tle unsteady flow. The unsteady finite element 
model is applied to the solution of rapid drawdown in rockfill. There 
was good agreement between the experimental and computed drawdown profiles. 
A theoretical evaluation of the unsteady inertial term indicates 
that this term is only of secondary importance for the material used in 
the experimental studies, i.e. 1.66 cm and 4.40 cm crushed rock. The 
finite element solutions, also, indicated that the unsteady inertial term 
was relatively small compared with frictional resistance. 
The results of the experimental studies which were carried out to 
establish flow resistarce equations for the verification studies, are 
also given. Both parallel and radial flow tests were made. A tendency, 
for the flow resistance of a material in a converging flow permeameter to 
be slightly less than for the same material in the parallel flow permea-
meter, is noted. General flow resistance equations based on the Ward 
equation and the Kovacs equation are proposed . 
In the course of developing the unsteady flow finite element 
models, steady flow finite element models were developed. The steady 
iii 
flow finite element models were also verified experimentally. A brief 
review of the steady flow development is presented. 
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1. 1 Objective 
The purpose of this thesis is the development of a finite 
element model to represent unsteady free surface non-Darcy flow. 
Steady flow techniques are deve]oped and extended to the solution of 
problems with prescribed time dependent boundary conditions. 
1.2 Definition of the Problem 
A porous medium is defined by ColJins (17)as: 11a solid contain-
ing holes or voids either connected or disconnected, dispersed within it 
in either a regular or random manner provided that the holes occur 
relatively frequently within the solid. 11 
Saturated fluid flowing in porous media can be classified in 






Non-Newtonian or microseepage; 
Laminar Newtonian flow with negligible inertia 1 effects, 
i. e. Darcy flow; 
Non-linear laminar flow, i.e. flow with stable streamlines 
in the pores but with significant inertial effects; 
Turbulent transitional flo~, i.e. flow in which some of 
the streamlines in the pores become unstable (turbulence) 
while steady inertial and viscous effects still exist and 
are significant; 
Fully turbulent flow, i.e. flow in which inertial effects 
are much greater than viscous effects and practically no 




Very little literature exists on tile solution of unsteady 
non-Darcy flow probl ms. Yet the writer has found a number of examples 
of the occurrence of unsteady non-Darcy £low. A few examples are: 
a) Wave absorption and transmission in rubble-mound break-
waters; 
b) Water level fluctuations, in the rockfill and filter 
layers of a dam, due to ,mve action on the dam; 
c) Transmission of floods or tides through rockfill dams 
and causeways; 
d) Unsteady non-Newtonian flow may occur in concrete and in 
some clay soils. 
A challenging problem which can be solved by the proposed 
techniques of this thesis arises in the determination of the freeboard 
for the 1impervious 1 core of a rock protected dam. Freeboard allow-
ances, as shown in figure 1.2, are provided so that the wave nction 
and wind set up will not cause over-topping of either the embankment 
or the 'effective' portion of the 'impervious' core. Only the lower 
portion of the 1 impervious 1 core can be relied upon to prevent seepage 
since the top portion (say the top three feet) would be subject to 
frost action and might be ineffective. If the conservative assumption, 
that the maximum water level on the core is the same as the maximum 
run-up on the rock face, is made the freeboard on the core will govern 
the maximum allowable reservoir level. A technique of computing the 
water 'ievel fluctuations within the rockfill would permit rational 
freeboards to be established. In some instances this would permit an 
engineer to justify either lower embankments or higher maximum reservoir 
levels with obvious economic benifits to the project. 
3 
Regimes (a), (c), (d) and (e) are referred to as non-Darcy flows. In 
this thesis the main emphasis is on the solution of unsteady non-Darcy 
flows in the turbulent transitional regime. 
In particular a finite element technique is sought to determine 
the unsteady water surface profiles and internal piezometric heads in a 
rockfi 11 section for given initial conditions and known time ~dependent 
boundary conditions. The solution although restricted in practice to 
a two dimensional medium should, theoretically, be applicable to a three 
dimensional medium. The solution technique should also account for the 
inertial term due to the macroscopic acceleration~ in unsteady flow. 
A typical unsteady flow problem is illustrated in figure 1.1 
0( t) = ( t) 
a0(x,y, t)=O 
an 
Figure 1.1 A Typical Unsteady Flow Problem 
INITIAL W. L. 
0(0)=y(O) 













































































































1.4 The Approach in General 
Even though the main theme of this thesis is the study of 
unsteady non-Darcy flow some preliminary work was required on steady 
non-Darcy flow. The character.istics of the media to be used in the 
5 
study ha<l to be established using steady flow tests. Steady flow exper-
iments were carried out in permeameters with parallel, converging and 
diverging walls. Also in 1966 when this project was started no finite 
element method for non-Darcy flow was available; therefore the writer 
developed his own finite element model [McCorquodale and Ng (70) 
IAHR, Kyoto, Sept. 1969 and subsequent discussions (71) J. This steady 
flow model was similar to the one developed independently by Volker 
1(122), ASCE, November 1969]. A brief review of the writer's steady flow 
finite element method is presented as a background to the work on unsteady 
non-Darcy flow. The steady flow finite element method is verified by 
experimental data and analytical solutions. 
The steady flow techniques are then extended to unsteady flow 
problems with given ini tia 1 conditions and known time dependent boundary 
conditions. The proposed solution progresses in small time steps. At 
each time step the unsteady flow problem is reduced to one in which the 
internal flow field can be solved by a modification of the steady flow 
finite element method. The free surface is adjusted at each step using 
a Lagranian representation of the movement of the free surface particles. 
The unsteady flow finite element model results are compared 
with the experimental results for rapid drawdown in coarse crushed rock. 
Models with and without the inerti.:.i term, ( c ~) are presented and 
c1t 
compared to eva 1 ua te the importance of this tenn. 
CHAPTER II 
BACKGROUND AND REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
2. 1 Scope 
In 1901 Forch heimer ( 3 2) published a paper in which he noted 
that Darcy 1 s Law (19) is not universally valid for flow in porous media. 
Since that time several research papers have been presented on the 
hydrodynamics of this so called non-Darcy flow. This chapter reviews 
some prominent contributions to the study of non-Darcy flow. The liter-
ature pertinent to steady one dimensional flow (i . e. steady flow in 
which the macroscopic velocity or bulk velocity vectors are parallel) is 
treated first. Then the literature concerned with steady two dimen -
sional flow is considered. Finally .Lhe existing researche f', on unsteady 
non-Darcy flow are reviewed. In the section on unsteady flow some of the 
Darcy flow techniques are re-examined in the light of the non -Darcy flow 
equations. Some modifications of these techniques, to include non-Darcy 
flow, are suggested. 
2. 2 Steady One-Dimensional Flow in ·Porous Media 
2.2.1 The Nature of Flows in Porous Media 
Stokes! Law (115) which dates from 1851 indicates that the drag 
on a sphere moving through a fluid is proportional to the first power 
of its velocity provided its Reynolds number is less than about 0.1. 
As the Reynolds number increases the linear relatiol"s~ip between drag 
and velocity breaks down; t '., e exponent on the velocity increases with 
increasing Reynolds number approaching a value of 2.0 for very 
6 
7 
turbulent (low (98). Some useful analogies between flow in a porous 
medium and flow past a single particle ( eg. a sphere) can be drawn. 
Of course in a porous medium there wlll be interference of flow patterns 
which will affect the drag on the particles of the medium; thus it will 
not be possible to obtain quantitative estimates of drag forces in a 
porous medium from the drag characteristics of the individual particles 
of the medium. llowever there is a correspondence between the flow 
regimes in a porous medium and the flow regimes for flow around a single 
particle. 
In both cases a linear laminar or viscous regime exists at low 
Reynolds numbers i.e. drag is proportional to velocity. In a porous 
medium this is ea lled Darcy flow ( 19); in the case of a single particle 
it is called Stokes flow (115). Viscous forces predominate over inertial 
1 forces 1 and the drag is primarily due to skin friction. The streamlines 
are steady and stable with a tendency for symmetry fore and aft of the 
particle ( 55) 11 as shown in figure 2. 1. 




2 = µIJ q p 
V.q = 0 
p 
where p local pressure; 
qp = local velocity (pore velocity); 
( 2. 1) 




Figure 2. 2 
FLOW -
(b) 





Flow in the Non-linear Laminar Regime 
8 
andµ = dynamic viscosity. 
Solving equations 2.1 and 2.2 for the streamfunctions for a 
sphere gives (55) 
9 
( 2. 3) 
where a = radius of sphere; 
( r ,e )=polar coordinates ; 
Uc.0 = free-stream velocity 
The drag on the sphere is given by 
FD = 6TTa µ u()CJ 
which is comparable to Darcy 1 s Law 
i = µq/k 
where i hydraulic gradient 
q = macroscopic or bulk velocity, 
k = permeability of the medium. 
( 2. 4) 
As the inertial 1forces 1 (i,.e. the local acceleration term) 
increase relative to the viscous forces the streamlines become more 
distorted, as shown schematically in figure 2. 2, and the drag increases 
more rapidly than the first power of the velocity. However the stream-
lines remain stable i.e. they do not fluctuate. Some steady secondary 
10 
flow may appear at the higher velocities of this regime. This regime 
is sometimes referred to as Osecn flow in the case of flow past a sphere; 
in porous media it is called non-linear laminar or steady inertial 
flow. 
Oseen[(84).,1910Japproximated the equations of this regime 















where qp is the local velocity. 
of these equations as 




( 2. 6) 
( 2. 7) 
Lamb (55) gives a solution 
(1 - Cos B) 
1 
( 2. 8) 
( 2. 9) 
A plot of '1J shows that the symmetry mentioned in the linear 
laminar case is lost as inertia becomes important. A similar phenomenon 
in porous media has been noted by Chauveteau and Thirriot (15), 
For this regime the hydr auli c gradient in the porous medium 
ea n be a pproxirna ted by 
i = (a + b q)q 1 1 ( 2. 10) 
where q is the macro-velocity (also referred to as the bulk 
velocity); a 1 and b1 are constants fur a particular meditnn. 
11 
Increasing the Reynolds number sti 11 further (i. e. increasing 
the inertial 1 forces 1 relative to the viscous forces) may cause the 
streamlines to become unstable and separate from the particle or particles. 
Thus the streamlines in at least some regions of the flow become unsteady 
and fluctuate either in a periodic or random in.armer ( 24, 133), i. e. turbu-
lence exists in the flow. This is illustrated in figure 2.3. 
The drag in this regime, depends on both the viscous and the 
inertial 1forces 1 ; however increasing the Reynoldls number increases the 
relative importance of turbulence. Thus in this regime Oseen 1 s solution 
is not applicable for the sphere and equation 2.10 is not applicable 
for the porous medium (24) . The hydraulic gradient for the porous medium 
could now be represented by 
( 2. 11) 
where a 2 and b 2 are constants for a particular medium. 
12 
(a) ( b) 
Figure 2.3 Flow in the Turbuient Transitional Regiae 
(a) (b) 
Figure 2.4 Flow in the Fully Turbulent Regime 
13 
The a 2 ard b 2 would probably be different from the a 1 and b1 
for the non-linear laminar regime. It should also be noted that the 
drag on a particle is affected by the location of the point of flow 
, 
separation. This may change with Reynolds number and is influenced 
by the particle shape. 
The fully turbulent regime exists at very high Reynolds 
numbers when the skin friction can be ignored, turbulence exists in 
all regions of the floi, flow separation is stabilized, and the hydraulic 
gradient can be taken as 
i = ( 2. 1 2) 
This is illustrated in figure 2.4. 
There is sti 11 another non-Darcy flow regime but this is 
associated with extremely small velocities of the order of l0-5cm/sec (39) 
at which the flow may become non-Newtonian. In this regime the forces 
of molecular attraction become important. Impurities in the fluid can 
affect the friction in the flow. Kovacs ( 52) refers to this regime as 
microseepage and represents it by 
i = i + aq 
0 
where i is a threshold or adherence gradient. 
0 
( 2. 13) 
More complex relationships have been proposed for the micro-
seepage regime. For example, Swartzendruber ( 118) gives 
14 
( 2. 14) 
where c 1 and c 2 arc constants, for micro seepage through clays. Equation 
2.14 is similar to the non-Da:i:cy equations for high velocity flow, thus 
although tbis thesis is not pri.marily concerned with microseepage, 
some of the proposed fjnitc element techniques could be extended to 
study two dirnensiona 1 flow in the microseepage regime. 
Figure 2.5, adapted from Kovacs (54), illustrates schematically 
the five flow regimes mentioned above. 
log _i_ 
q 
I I --..:..0.+a q q 
I -=a q 
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Figure 2.5 Flow Regimes in Porous Media [(after Kovacs (54) J 
log q 
15 
2. 2. 2 The Historical Development of Ncvtonian Hon-Darcy flow 
The familiar li1war lami11ar flow or Darcy 1 s Flow Law was first 
proposed b/ Darcy (19) in 1856. In 1900 Allen (3) suggested that for 
relatively high flow velocities around a sphere the resistance is propor-
tiona 1 to the velocity to approximately the power 1. 5 rather than to the 
first power as given by Stokes. A year later Forchheimer ( 32) proposed 
an equation of the form 
i (a + bg) q ( 2. 15) 
where a, b are constants, for the nou-linear or non-Darcy flow regime 
jn porous mecUa. For.chheimer defended this e'luation on the basis of 
an analogy with tube flow. In 1924 he (33) also gave a revised equa-
tion 
i = aq ·+ 3 cq ( 2. 16) 
which was found to fit his experimental data better. It would appear 
that Forchheimerrs data were obtained from non-linear laminar flow (120). 
There have emerged a number of representations for flow at 
high velocities in porous media: 
a) the empirical form 
i 
where 1 <; M ~ 2, 
H = aq ( 2. 1 7) 
b) the semi -theoretica 1 series form 
i 
2 = aq + bq + 
c) graphical representations, 
c) statistical models. 
16 
( 2. 18) 
Exponential Form: Missbach ( 74), ( 1937)., suggested a more 
general form of equation 2.17, although White (127) in 1935 had earlier 
attempted to obtain values for 1M1• Bakhmeteff and Feodoroff ( 7) in 1937 
expressed equation 2.17 in the form of a friction factor as 
f "'- C /RO. 2 
p p 
( 2. 19) 
where R is a Reynolds number; 
p 




i = :e m 3 2gD ( 2. 20) 
m = porosity; 
and D = grain size. 
The exponential equation was also used by Dudgeon in his 
studies (24, 25, 26). He expressed 
i =~ 
2gD 
( 2. 21) 
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where f is a friction factor ~1ich is a function of the local Reynolds 
number, Dis a length characteristic of the medium. He suggested the 
approximate relationship 
f 0:: (porosity) 5 ( 222) 
Dudgeon (26), Mott (75) Saunders and Ford (100) and Rose (96) 
have noted the importance of the wa 11 effect in permeameter tests. Dudgeon 
indicates that the i in the core is about 5 ~ to 10~ higher than the 
average i for the whole cross-section of a permeameter. 
Escande (29), Parkin et al (86) Curtis and Lawson (18) Ananda-
krishnan and Varadaraiulu (6) and Kirkham (50) have presented variations 
of the exponential relationship for non-Darcy flow. In 1967 Oliver (82) 













= e-A s 
= void ratio 
gradient, 
V = volume of rock 
A = surface area of rock 
s 
~and~ are exponents, 
to compute seepage through a rockfi 11 dam. 
( 2. 23) 
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The main disadvantage of the exponential equation is that the 
exponent is usually a function of the local Reynolds number, thus making 
it difficult to treat two dimensional flow if large variations in the 
Reynolds nwnber occurs, 
Series Expressions: Besides the analogy used by Forchheimer 
(32) several approaches have been used to obtain equations of the form 
of equation 2.18. Dimensional analysis, capillaric models, hydraulic radius 
models, numerical solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations and other 
more: intuitive approaches have been used and generally lead to equations 
of the form of equation 2.18. 
Rose ( 94, 95, 96, 97) was one of the first to use dimensional 
analysis in the study of non-Darcy flow and proposed the relationship 
where 
( At) 'Y 
D 
t.H = F [ (Q.g_)'-,:(~) ~ (_!:_) 0 (.f.)~(m)A(SF)w(o)cl 
D u 2 D D D • 
g 
t.H = head loss 
Af = flow distance 
D = permearneter size 
T 
E: = particle roughness 
SF = particle shape factor 
o = particle distribution 
but on the basis of his experiments he gaVe (95) 
=-- + + 
where 11. a resistance coefficient 
( 2. 24) 




= i f ( ; ' m) ( 2. 26) 2 
q 
~ = Dqj~ 
Cl, c 2 and c3 are constants. 
Rosers equation can easily be rewritten as 
i = aq + bq3/ 2 + cq 2 ( 2. 27) 
W,ard ( 123, 124, 125, 8, 58, 83, 109) also used dimensiona 1 
analysis to obtain an equation 
£E. 
dl = f ( q' k' p' µ) ( 2. 28) 
_l!_g_ 
2 
or i = + ~ k gkl/2 
( 2. 29) 
where k is the premea bi li ty 
C is a constant 
"' .55 
p = pressure 




( 2. 30) 




k ( 2. 31) 
where s = specific surface, 
0 
K = constant (depends on shape of pore L:ross-section), 
T = tortuosity, 
M - geometric mean particle size, 
g 
O"g = geometric standard deviation, 
~ = grain shape factor. 
Ward used k 1 / 2 as a characteristic dimension of the medium. 
Harleman et al (40) also used k 1 / 2 as a characteristic length for their 
study of disperison in porous media, 
Amhed and Sunada (2) developed Ward 1 s equation by analyzing 
the Navier-Stokes equations. They neglected the presence of turbulence 
in the pores and limited their derivation to the case of one dimensional 
(mean) flow. 
Lindquist (63) proposed a dimensionless equation 
f (R) = 2500 + 4R ( 2. 3 2) 
where f = 






which has a similar form to the forchheimer equation 2. 18. 
Chaveteau and Thirriot ( 15) have also obtained an equation 
similar to Iind~uist 1 s. 
Engelund (27) on the basis of the observations of Lindquist 
( 63), Muskat ( 76) and others ( 124, 58, 117) proposed the following 




(1 - rn) g_ 
cc 
0 2 D2 
( 2. 34) 
m 
and b ~o 
( 1 - m) .Q_ 
= 3 D ( 2. 35) 
rn 
where cc and~ are shape factors. 
0 0 
For example: 
a) spheres: ex: 780 
0 
and ~o = 1. 8; 
b) rounded sand: cc = 1000 and ~o = 2. 8; 0 
c) irregular angular graiRs: ex 
0 
= 1,500 and ~o = 3.6 
Ng (79) has made studies on crushed rock in an attempt to adapt 
the Ward equation to angular materials. His results indicated that Ward's 
porosity function may not adequately describe the turbulent term in 
2. 18. 
A capillaric model is one in which the medium is represented 
by a system of tubes. This analogy is reviewed by Scheidegger ( 105). 
The tube flow is assumed to be separable into a 'laminar' zone where 
i c..c q and a 1turbulent' zone where i cc q 2 which naturally leads to the 
Forchh eimer equation 2.18. 
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Extending the Kozeny-Carman ( 105) theory to the capillaric 
model with turbulence making use of a tube flow equation proposed by 
Reynolds (93) 
AP 2 = aV + b p V AL 
Ergun and Orning (28) derived 
= So::' 
2 l 
( l -m) S 2 Ji ( 1 -m ) 25 
m µ oq + 8 3 pq o 
m 
where a is obtained from Carnien (12) as 
2 
a 5 
, ( 1-m) S 2 
= ex: -- µ 
3 0 
m 
b = ~·12,· 
c· 4m = S ( 1-m) 
0 
s = specific surface 
0 
= 
(surface exposed to flow) 
volume of solids 
a:' and ~' indicated the distribution of laminar or turbulent flow 
respectively. 
( 2. 36) 
( 2. 37) 
( 2. 38) 
(2.39) 
( 2. 40) 
Re·cently ·;watson (126) and Stark (114) have numerically inte-
grated the Navier-Stokes equations to obtain solutions for non-Darcy 
flow. Watson and Stark solved an idealized two-dtmensional medium by 
finite differences. Stark indicates how the a and bin equation 2.18 
can be found from a computer analysis. 
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Graphical Representations:- A number of researchers have 
presented their conductivity data in graphical form. Prinz (91, 60) in 
1930 made a dimensional plot of 1 i 1 verses 1 q 1 for various materials. 
He placed the limit on Darcy 1 s law at the point on each curve where the 
curve deviated from a straight line. 
Mott (75) in 1950 present..:ed a paper on the movement of particles 
through a fluid and the movement of a fluid through a bed of particles; 
similar wall effects and resistance cu1:ves were noted. He plotted 11. 
versus RN where 
2gi 3 D 
"-
m ( 2. 41) = 2 6 ( 1-m) 4D /DT + pq g 
qD 4 
and RN 
....:.._g_ = 3.9 + 1.6 Dg/DT 1) 
where Dg is the grain size and DT is the permeameter size. 
The experimental results of Bakhmeteff and Feodoroff (7), 
Burke and Plummer (11) Sanders and Ford (100) Chambers et al (13) and 
Chilton and Colburn (75) were utilized by Mott. 
Dudgeon (24, 25) also plotted 1 i 1 verses 1 q 1 but on a log-log 
plot. He attempted to define various flow regimes by the straight line 
segments of his curves. Dudgcon 1 s work included angular and rounded 
-4 
material with n,acroscopic velocit..:ics in the range 10 to 40 cm. per 
second. This very extensive work wi 11 be examined in Chapter 111 in 
connection with the development of a general non-Darcy flow equation. 
Dudgeon has also presented his results in a dimensionless form as a 
friction factor, 
f = 
2g D soi 
2 
q 
versus a Reynolds nu1nber, 
however the curves for the various materials did not plot on a single 
curve. 
', 
Lane (56) has also given some experimental data for crushed 
rock and rounded glacial gravels. 
Wright (133) also used a friction factor versus Reynolds 









( 2. 42) 
. 1067 q s(shape, 
where the subscript g refers to the grains; 
8 = roughness of the grains. 
and his Reynolds number 
= 
. 6 q D 
g 
)J(l-m) 
( 2. 43) 
versus 





i g D 
6. 
25 
( 2. 44) 
( 2. 45) 
to present hb experimental results on a Fanning type diagram. He 
defined his terms as follows: 
= q/m2/3 ( 2. 46) 
D6 = reduced radius of the medium 
= f ~m U ( 2. 4 7) 
l 
The reduced radius is similar to the characteristic dimension jK used 
by Ward (124) and Massarani (68). 
Kovacs (52, 53, 54) has presented some of his own research as 
well as a review of other research (mainly European) on Newtonian and 
non-Newtonian non-Darcy flow in porous media. In the case of Newtonian 
flows he uses the work of Zunker (141), Lindquist (63), and Nagy (77) 







m = f (R ) ep 
















(Grain Surface Arca) 
(Grain Volume) Dh 
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( 2. 4 9) 
( 2. 50) 
This relationship is based on the Kozeny-Carman (105) equation. 
Kovacs (53) studied the applicnbility of this relationship for 
various particle shapes and porosities and found that spherical particles 
packed at various porosities could adequately be represented but that 
disc shaped particles could not be represented. This would suggest a 
modification of the shape factor to take into account flat surfacmand 
angularity of the materials; this will be considered further in Chapter 
v. 
Statistical Models: - Scheidegger (103, 104, 105) has 
extended his own statistical treatment of Darcy flow which was based on 
Gibbs' work ( 37) to the case of non-Darcy flow. llc introduces a proba-
bility - density function, P(x, t), for a fluid or particle to be at 
a point x at a time t, (in an ensemble of porous media): 
P (x, t) = 
1 
( - 2 _ [ x-x) J 
4D. t 
l ( 2. 51) 
( 4rrD . t) 3 /2 
l 
e 
where D. is a dispersivity factor. 
]. 
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Further denoting, for the purely turbulent regime, the particle 
displacement1 during a small time step r 1 as 
I El = 
T ( 2. 5 2) 
where C = constant; ,. 
\vp! magnitude of the gradient of the field of forces 
B = angle between~ and ~P; 
and averaging (in an ensemble) he obt~ins the pore velocity 
= -n (2 . 53} 
.... 
where n is the direction of Vp, 
-.... .s. since qp = 'T 
and \cipl = 15_1 Cos & 
'T 
( 2. 54) 
Now x = qt in the probability density equation 2. 51 . Apparently 
p 
the factor D. can be found by observing the dispersion of a tracer in 
l. 
the medium. 
Critical Reynolds Number: - Since the pores in porous 
media are usually random in size, shape and orientation it is difficult 
to predict with any accuracy the limits of a particular regime, e.g. 
28 
estimates of the critical Reynolds number for the upper limit of Darcy 
flow vary from about O. l to 70 ( 105). However because of the random 
nature of porous media the change from one regime to another is gradual 
as conti:astecl with the abrupt changes ar,sociated with flow in straight 
prismatic channels or pipes (99, 17). 
2.3 Steady Non-Darcy Flow in Two Dimensions 
2. 3. 1 Genera 1 
Some of the research on non-Darcy flow has been associated with 
the design of rockfi 11 dams. Wilkins (129, 18) in 1956 appears to be the 
first to propose the use of a rockfill dam capable of passing flow both 
through and over the rockfill. Largely as a result of his work the Laugh -
ing Jai:k Dam in Tasmania was built as a through-and-overflew structure. 
This rockfi 11 has an impervious core wich a dropped centra 1 overflow section 
( in-buiJ t spillway) which is protected by a layer of concre_te. The over-
flow section of the core is completely imbedded in the rockfill. One of 
the advantages of the inbuilt spill1,~y is that the extensive energy dissi-
pation works associated with conventional spillway are avoided . A typical 
arrangement of an inbuilt spillway is shown in figure 2. 6 . 
Figure 2. 6 A Sketch of an Inbuilt Spillway 
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OU vier ( 8 2) reports the results of various through-and-over.flow 
spillways, such as the one shown in figure 2. 7. 
IMPERVIOUS 
ROCK 
Figure 2.7 One of OlivierTs Rockfill Dams 
Parkin et al (85), Curtis and Lawson (18) and Fenton (30) have 
studied the hydrodynamics of flow through rockfill dams. Parkin and 
Fenton have discussed the stability of structures with in-built spi 11-
ways. Curtis and Lawsm consider the hydraulics of flow through and 
over rockfill structures; they also give a selected bibliography on 
rockfi 11 dams. 
The literature pertaining to the nature and computations of 
steady two dimensional non-Darcy flow will now be considered. 
2. 3. 2 The Governing Equations for Steady Two Dimensional Non-
Darcy flow 
Many investigators ( see for example, Khri stianovich ( 49) Soko lo-
vshil (ll2} Engelund ( 27), Parkin et a 1 ( 85)) have adapted the one dimen-
dional non-Darcy equation 
i = F(q} q 
to describe two and three dimensional non-Darcy flow by putting 
-+ = -F(q) q 
where ~ = piezometric head 
= E. + y y 
and q = jCij 
When equation 2.56 is combined with the continuity equation 
_, 
v · q = o 
one obtains 
'iZ1_ 
V •[ F ( q) ] = 0 
or V{K(q)V9J]= 0 
where K(q) - hydraulic conductivity 
= (F(q))-1 
30 
( 2. 5 5) 
( 2. 56) 
( 2. 5 7) 
(2. 58) 
( 2. 59) 
( 2. 60) 
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Khristianovicb (49) mentlons both the modified Forchheimer 
equation 
F(q) 2 = a + bq ·l cq 
and the exponential equation 
F(q) 
M-1 = _q __ 
k 
0 
( 2. 61) 
( 2. 6 2) 
where a, b, c and k are constants and the exponent M is slightly 
0 
dependent on the local Reynoldls number. 
Engelund ( 27), Oka (81), Baturic-Rubcic (9, 10), Volker (122) 




1K( q) ] 
= a+ bq 
as well as the relations 
..... 
q = ui + vj 
u = -K(q) iQ 
X 
v = -K(q) qi 
y 
( 2. 6 3) 
( 2. 64) 
( 2. 65) 
( 2. 6 6) 
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and the continuity equ tion 2.58 in their derivation of equation 2.60. 
From equations 2.63 to 2.65 it is possible to solve for K(q) as 
a function of \vi? ! , vi z, 
where c = 2 4b/a • 
( 2. 6 7) 
The writer ( 71) in discussing the work of Oka Un) suggested 
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- lv1~1 [ 
where~ is the strea~function; 
)Q ( ~) 
and the subscripts x, y denote partial differentiation. 
( 2. 68) 
(2.69) 
( 2. 70) 
These equations indicate the deviation from the Laplace equation 
due to non-linearity. 
The Australian group (85, 18, 30) hav.e preferred equation 2.62 
to express F (q); thus instead of equation 2. 70 they obtain 
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2 
'v ~ • -





Kirkham (50) modified equation (2.71.) using the total energy 
head, E, instead of t to obtain 
( 2. 72) 
where N1 =-- -[2kM (M-1) + q( 2(1/1) + k~ ln \vE \) J 
0 0 q O q 
( 2. 73) 
Equation 2. 72 is based on the assumption that the flow will 
follow the maximum energy gradient. 
The Russian investigator, Sokolovskii (112) found it useful 
from an analytical point of view to take 
F ( q) = k Al -( q /N) 2) 
0 
where k is a constant 
0 
and q ~ N ~ oo • 
( 2. 74) 
The value of N indicates the importance of the non-Darcy component of 
the flow. 
Recently Wright (133) has questioned the validity of applying 
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equations of F(q), that have been derived from one dimensional studies, 
to two dimensional flow. In particular he made a study of flow resist-
ance in parallel and converging ( radia 1 flow) permeameters. Rounded 
granular media were used in his studies. He found that the resistance 
factor A, was reduced up to 30 percent in the convergent flow relative 
to the paralle] flow. The explanation for the phenomenon is not com-
pletely understood but it would appear that convergence (on a macroscopic 
scale) may affect the flow as follows: 
a) there may be a slight change in the flow separation pattern 
thus reducing the drag; 
b) convective acceleration on a macroscopic scale ro..ay delay 
the onset of turbulence; 
c) the formation and decay of turbulent 1 eddies 1 may be affected 
by convergence; 
d) the average kinetic energy will vary from point to point in 
converging flow giving a relatively lower piezometric reading 
for the higher velocities; 
Also experimental errors such as sltght changes in porosity and 
the variable wall effect could contribute tot he apparent effect. 
2. 3.3 Solution of Steady Two Dimensional Non-Darcy Flow 
Since the partial differential equation for non-Darcy flow (equa-
tion 2. 60) is non-linear, many of the analytical techniques for linear 
equations (e.g. superposition) are not applicable. However in some 
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instances the non-linear ' system can be transformed into a linear system 
and the available analytic techniques applied. Another method of solving 
non-linear systems is the numerical method of replacing the governing 
equations by a set of finite difference equations. If the non-linear 
system can be described in a variational form (e.g. as an extremal of 
energy functional) a finite element analysis might be attempted . Elec-
trical analogues have been used to simulate non-Darcy flow . Hydraulic 
Models will at least give qualitative information about prototype non-
Darcy flows. There are a number of other methods that can be used to 
solve non-Darcy flow. Trial and error flow nets can be used. 
Linearization and simplification of the original equations l ead 
to approximate solutions. The method of perturbations has not as yet 
been developed for non-Darcy flow. In a few special cases the non-Darcy 
flow equations can be solved exactly e.g . radial flow which is considered 
in Chapter III. 
Method of Transformations: Kristianovich (49) in 1940 intro-
duced a method of solving non-Darcy flow. His method involved a number 
of transformations and an analytic function. He considered 
..... 
'vip - F(q) q 
= -q/K(q) ( 2. 75) 
from which he obtains 
(~) 
K x = 0 ( 2. 76) 
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and for incomprcnsible flow 
~·q = 0 ( 2. 58) 
He introduces a streamfunction, t, by 
= q cos (} ( 2. 77) 
and ~r = -v 
X 
= -q sin e ( 2. 78) 
Now transforming to~ and ~r as independent variables gives 
e~r -~ q ~ = 0 (2.79) 
and e~ + 
f I ( g) 
qt = 0 F(q) ( 2. 80) 
He then obtains a set of simultan~ous equations for q, (} ' 'V and 
~ as functions of new (auxi l:ia ry) independent variables (p' u) i. e. 
'Vu + 
tl9.l in = 0 ( 2. 81) F(q) -µ 
'11µ 
!tl.tl <1i = 0 ( 2. 82) F(q) -u 
} (q) q - () = 0 u µ 
and 0 
where f(q) -- F(q)/q 
and R(q) /f'(q)/F(q) 
Defining a fictitious velocity 
S = ln q = JR(q)dq 
He finally obtains: 
- e µ = 0 
= 0 
also 
~ =- -L(q) "\j/ 
u µ 




( 2. 85) 
( 2. 86) 
( 2. 8 7) 
( 2. 88) 
(2.89) 
( 2. 90) 
Therefore, once (s, B) are found from 2.86and 2.87, L(q) can be 
found in terms of(µ, u) and Q and~ solved in terms of (µ, u) from 
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2.88 and 2.89. 
It remains to relate the (µ, u) plane to the (x, y) plane, which 
he assumes are related by an analytic function, Z, viz. 
(µ + iV) = Z(x + iy) ( 2. 91) 
Sokolovshii (112) also proposed a method for obtaining analytical 
solutions to non-Darcy flow but his solution required that F(q) be 
defined by equation 2.74. He also used analytic functions in his solu-
tions; in fact his method appears quite similar to the hodograph method 
used for solving compressible potential flow of gases (5, 14). The 
hodograph method is also suggested by Poritsky (90) as a possible means 
for solving saturated magnetic field pro~lems (which have governing 
equations similar to non-Darcy flow). 
Engelund (27) in 1953 , transformed the independent variables 
x and y of equation 2.60 [with F{q) = a+ bq] to (q, 6) thus linearizing 
the internal flow equation as 
" 1 F' ::.2 .r, 0 (-L m'-) + .J,. (- + --J~ 
oCJ. F(q) oq F q F oi?2 ( 2. 9 2) 
and introducing a new variables 
b 
= ;er he writes 
( 2. 93 ). 
He so 1 ves equation 2. 93 for the specia 1 boundary conditions shown in 
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fi gurc 2. 8. 
/ 
t./) = Q 
Figure 2.8 Engelund 1 s Boundary Conditions 
In solving equation 2.93 he assumes on the basis of experimental 
data that 






F = a(l + 
0.07 
for s > 0,07 
as a form of Reynolds number. 
(2.94) 
( 2. 95) 
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Finite Difference Solution: Finite difference solutions 
to non-linear equations similar to equation 2.60 are to be fo md in other 
fields of engineering. A saturated magnetic field can be modelled 
(4, 5, 90, 121) by the equation 
0 ( 2. 96) 
where 'V is a scalar magnet5c potential, 
µ is the magnetic permea b.i.1.i ty which in a saturated ferromagnetic 
material depends on the magnetic intensity. 
Poritsky (90) and Trutt et al (121) have applied the finite 
difference method (FDM) to solve equation 2.96. Poritsky used the 






Figure 2.9 Regular 5-Point Finite Difference Grid 
He then rewrites equation 2. 96 as 
,,, ·f '\jl + }1 ~I + 1f ~{ = 0 
~xx yy X x Y'Y 
where M = ln µ 
and thus obtains the difference equation 
(t. - '+' ) 
). 0 
4 4 
+ L N.'¥. - EM.'¥. 2 1 ). l 1 ). 1±. = 0 






( 2. 9 7) 
( 2. 98) 
Figure 2.10 Irregular Finite Difference Grid (After Trutt et al) 
They proposed a relaxation formula 
4,d 
E µac\'Vi lia 
~I = 4,d 
0 
E µa o::i 
i=l 
( 2. 99) 
(2.100) 
The case of 
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µ (2.101) 
was considered. An iterative procedure was used to solve 2.99. 
An FDM was used by Young and h'hecler (136) to solve the problem 
of steady laminar non-Newtonian flow in a square duct. The governing 
equation for their problem was 
(Fq ) + 
X X 
fRN 
( Fq ) + 2 
y y 
0 (2,102) 
where q velocity in the z direction; 
F = [ ( 2 qx I 2)1/2Jn-1. qy ' 
f = friction factor; 
RN = Reynolds number. 
Their method of solution was similar to Poritsky 1s, except that the 
term ( ~ )h 2 was added to the difference equations. Their difference 
equations were 
l ( W + W ) U - l( \.J + W 4 ) U 4 = h 2 2 0 2 2 2 0 ( 2.103) 
where U = u/c n-1 
(-) 
w = (u2+u2) 2 X y 
F = cn-lw 
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C r W dxdy ., J udxdy 1 
and - en 
The system 2. 103 was so 1 ved by a Pcaceman-Rachford ( 88) inner 
iteration loop (to solve for U) with an outer iteration loop that updated 
the values of W. Convergence was found to be good except for n 1 2" 
Curtis and !Bwson (18) and Fenton (30} have applied the FDM to 
non-Darcy flow for the exponential conductivity equation 2.62. They 




















Figure 2.11 Regular 9-Point Finite Difference Molecule 
(After Curtis and lBwson) 
Their relaxation equation (applied to equation 2. 71) was 
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= 
The case of an overtopped rectangular dyke was solved for boundary 
conditions obtained from a small scale laboratory model. 
Oka (81) has recently applied the FDM to non-Darcy flow using 
a special anisotropic form of the Forchheimer equations. He used a 
5-point computation molecule. The writer (71) has indicated how Oka 1 s 
work could be extended to the more general caae of non-Darcy flow 
represented by equation 2.60. 
Finite Element Analysis:- The possibility of applying 
variational calculus to steady non-Darcy flow was first suggested by 
Engelund (27) in 1953. The finite element method for non-Darcy flow 
was developed simultaneously at the University of Windsor by the writer 
(72) and in Australia by Fenton (30) and Volker (122). Fenton restricted 
his work to the use of the exponential form of the conductivity equation. 
Volker and the writer used equation 2.63 in their developments . 
The basis of the finite element method, which is widely used in 
structural engineering, are outlined by ~ienkiewicz (138), U.39) . Recently 
the finite element method has been applied to steady Darcy flow through 
porous media, by Zienkiewicz, Meyer and Cheung ( 140), Finn ( 31) and 
Taylor and Brown (119). Mauersberger (69) in 1.968 applied variational 
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calculus and error distribution to the solution of Darcy flow problems. 
The writer (72) following the vork of Engelund ( 27) attempted 
to solve non-Darcy free surface flow problens by finite element analysis. 
Engc1 und gave the functiona 1 for turbulent and Lransi tiona 1 two dimen-
sional flow as 
X = ( 2.105) 
Engclund states that tle minimization of Eq. 2.105 will yield 
the non-Darcy flow part.ia 1 diff erentia 1 equation 2. 60. 
As pointed out by the writer ( 7 3 ) a finite element analysis 
based on Eq. 2.105 gives good results for: 
(a) highly turbulent flow; 
(b) laminar flow; 
(c) parallel or nearly parallel transitional flow; 
(d) certain forms of the functions, K( I v~I), for example the 
exponentia 1 form used by Curtis and Lawson ( 18). 
However, in the general case, it appears that a simple minimiza-
tion of Eq. 2.105 could lead to flow discontinuity. This thesis presents 
a modification of the functional (Eq. 2.105) which will be suitable for 
laminar, turbulent and transitional two dimensional flows. More details 
of the finite element approach are given in Chapter III. 
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ElectYical Analogues : Poritsky (90) describes the use of 
a D.C. board to study saturated magnetic problems (equation 2. 96); the 
variable ~d IV\¥ I) was related to the inverse of the loca 1 plate resist-
ance; the electric field was analogous to the magnetic field; voltage 
represented na gnetic potentia 1; current was anal oguous with the flux 
density. Ta reproduce non-linear behaviou~ the local resistance of 
the board had to be adjusted manually so that it was a function of the 
observed local electric field. 
Khristianovich (49) in 1940 suggested the use of an electrical 
analogue for studying non-Darcy flow. More recently Batric-Rubcic (9,10) 
developed an electrical analogue to represent 
_, 
'i7~ = - (a + bq) q (2.106) 
by utilizing non-linear electrical elements, i. e. elements which do not 
conform to Ohm 1 s Law. He found that the voltage-current relationship 
for certain electrical light bulbs could be approximated by 
V = (a + b I) I 0 0 (2. 107) 
where Vis voltage 
and I is current. 
He installed the bulbs in a grid (see circuit shown in figure 2.12) 







Figure 2.12 An Electrical Analogue of Non-Darcy Flow 
(After Baturic-Rubcic). 
Hydraulic Models: - Hydraulic models have been employed 
47 
by Olivier (82), Curtis and Lawson (18), Parkin et al (85), Ng (79) Wong 
(132) and Sharma (107) in their studies of non-Darcy flow. Olivier 
investigated the feasibility of designing rockfill dams for both through 
and overflow. Curtis and Lawson used a mode 1 to establish the boundary 
conditions for their numerical analysis. Parkin et al used a flume model 
to show the development of a slip circle in a rockfill dam. Sharma 
48 
studied the critical exit gradients in the presence of non-Darcy flow. 
Ng (79), Wong (132) and the writer (73) have used two dimensional 
flume models to study the boundary conditions for free surface non-Darcy 
flow. For example, experLmental studies have been made to establish 
correlation equations to find the seepage height shown in figure 2, 13. 
r 
L ~I 
Figure 2.13 Defining Sketch-Flow Through a Rockfill Darn 
Ng proposed the seepage height equation for a rectangular section, 
(8 







L -. 611 
( 1 + R) .190 Hd S.SO(l+ll) L -2.06 ( i - H-) ( 1 +H ) 
u u 
(2.108) 
This equation was later modified by Ng and the writer (73), 






A comparison, of the empirical non-Darcy equation for seepage 
height with the analytical seepage height solutions presented by 
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Wong (132) studi ed t he mo re general case with various combinations 





::. e ) -2. 45 
d 
( 2. 110) 
lie also found that the entrance angle ~ deviated significantly from 
0 
the theoretica 1 value of 90 as shown in figure 2. 15. A possible explan-
ation for this deviation is that the theory neglects the effect of grain 
size. In the model the radius curvature of the macroscopic streamlines 
at B is of the same order as the grain si zc; thus the flow around the 
grains may mask the macroscopic flow pattern in the neighbourhood of tl. 
The theoretical tangency condition at the outcrop point C was also 
violated in the hydraulic models. 
Other Approaches:- Poritsky (90) suggested a graphical. 
flow net approach for obtaining the flux and potential lines in a non-
linear field (i.e. for non-Darcy flow, stream functions and piezornetric 
heads). Instead of the I squares I of the Darcy &w nets, 'rectangles 1 
are obtained in the non-Darcy case, as shown in figure 2. 16. 
Figure 2.16 Non-Darcy and Darcy Flow n e ts 
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Th e r a tio of the sides of a 1·ectang le in non-Darcy flow is 
!~I -- K( ) \~ I q .u'V ( 2. 111) .c.n 
The conductivity, K(q), can be found from a trial fl.crw net, e.g. a 
Darcy fl!M ~et, and hcnc a .c,s recalculated and the flownet adjusted . 
An 
Thirriot (120) suggested an approximate solution, to non-Darcy 
flow through a rectangular section, in which the Dupius-Forchheimer 
assumption that tbe dischar ge / unit width, 
Q :- - K(q) 11 dH 
dx 
( 2. 112) 

















( 2. 113) 





For the exponentjal resistance fonnula 
A ex: R cx:- 2 
( 2. 114) 
( 2. 115 ) 




where 9?~ is the Darcy flow ip. 
(2. 116 ) 
Established numerical methods are available for solving the 
Poisson equation [see e.g. Smith (111) J. 
By using polar coordinates Kirkham was able to solve equation 
2. 72 for non-Darcy radial flow. Further considerations of analytical 
solutions of non-Darcy radial flow are given in Chapter III . 
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2.4 Unsteady Non-Darcv Flow 
One of the practical applications of unsteady non-Darcy flo,~ that 
was described in Chapter I, is related to wave energy dissipation in 
rockfill hydraulic structures. Knowledge of the flow within the rockfill 
protection of a dam would enable an engineer to determine the possible 
fluctuations in water levels at the impervious core and thus establish 
a rational free board for the core. Also more insight into the influence 
of filter layers on the stability of armour blocks (protecting dykes and 
breakwaters) could be gained by studying the unsteady non-Darcy flow in 
the filters. A technique for solving unsteady non-Darcy flow would aid 
in computa Lions of wave transmission and absorption by permeable break-
waters. 
The following background to the unsteady non-Darcy flow develop-
ments of this thesis considers: 
flow as 
a) the literature on the governing equations; 
b) the published solutions of these equations or techniques 
for studying unsteady non-Darcy flow; 
c) some of the promising methods that have been used for 
similar linear and non-linear problems. 
2.4.1 The Governing Equations 
Polubarinova-Kochina (89) gives the equation for unsteady non-Darcy 
i = a q + bq 2 ·t C Q.9_ ot ( 2. 117) 
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where a, b ancl care constaits. 
This equation is sirni Jar to the unsteady Darcy flow equation 
.... 1 
-- aq + -gm (2.]18) 
Combining equation 2.118 with the continuity equation Hunt (4 2) shows 
that 
2 
V ci>(x, y, t) ...: 0 ( 2. 119) 
It wi 11 be shown in Chapter III that the non-Darcy equations 
2.117 cannot be reduced to the simple Laplacian. 
T_l _ _?g_ I 
The term 
gm ot 
is commonly ignored in Darcy flow (see Liggett (62)~ Karadi et al 
( 47)). 
Proudman (92) and Lean (59) give the simplified equations for 
















k.u iu I 
-gl") X - h 
water surface elevation 
horizon ta 1 velocity, 
a resi_stance factor, 
depth to the mean water 
( 2. 120) 
(2 , 121) 
above the mean level 
level. 
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2.4.2 Solution of Non-Darcy Flow 
Few analytical solutions have been published for unsteady non-
Darcy flow. Lean (59) linearizes the equations 2.121 following a pro-
cedure suggested by Lorentz (64) and Proudman (92). The quadratic term 




3rrh u ( 2. 12 2) 
where U is the amplitude of the local wave particle velocity. The 
factor f is chosen so that the linearized term will give the same energy 
loss per unit plan per cycle as the quadratic term. Thus equation 2.121 
can be written in a linear form 
u 
t = - gil - fu X ( 2.123) 
which with equation 2.120 may be solved by conventional means, Lean 
computes reflection coefficients for high porosity wire mesh absorbers. 
Experimental wave reflection coefficients have been determined 
by Straub et al (116), for highly permeaole and impermeable wave absorbers. 
Uohnson et al (45) made an experimental study of scale effects 
on wave energy transmission through rockfill models. They used the 
Froude Law (57) for scaling three models which varied in length from 
15 cm. to 60 cm, with particle sizes scaled from 0.90 cm to 3.60 cm. 
Their ploL of transmission ratio 11 2/1\ against wave steepness is shown 








0 ,__ __ ...___,_..__ ................... .........,,..._ _ _,____._.,__..__.~~ 
0.001 0.01 .I 
WAVE STEEPNESS H1/Lo 
Figure 2.18 Scale Effects on Wave Transmission 
(After Johnson et al) 
2. 4. 3 Techniques for Solving Unsteady Flow Problems 
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Some of the techniques that have been used to solve unsteady 
Darcy flow may be extended to solve non-Darcy flow. A few of the prom-
ising methods will be described. They include: 
a) Finite difference methods, 
b) The method of characteristics, 
c) The finite clement method, 
d) Others {e.g. perturbation methods and linearization). 
Finite Difference Methods:- Wigle (128) used the finite 
difference method to solve the problem of rapid drawdown in the two 












Figure 2.19 Defining Diagram for Unsteady Free Surface Flow 




where q> g/(x, y, t) (2.124) 
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Wigle consider•d that a ~rtlcle once on the free surface would remain 
on it and since the free su·face level quals the piezornetric level, 
D [ q,(x, y, t) - y] 
Dt 
0 ( 2. 125) 
on the free surface. lie then solves the unsteady flow problem in small 
time steps, 6t. Equation 2. 119 is solved first, assuming steady boundary 
conditions, using the extrapolated Liebmann (61) procedure 
( 2.126) 
where w is tl1e r~laxation factor. 
Then, the time is varied by 6t~ and a new free surface is computed by 
the difference equation for 2.125. 
= 
where K is the hydraulic conductivity 
and m is the draina ble porosity. 
Hence a new internal flow solutio~ is possible. 
( 2. 127) 
The finite difference method could be extended to non-Darcy flow 
problems if the inertia term 1 c :~ 1 is ignored and the difference 
equation 2.126 is replaced by Poritsky 1 s equation or by the difference 
equation of Trutt et al (i.e. equation 2.98 or equation 2.99). The main 
difficu1 ty with using this method lies in programming the boundary 
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adjustments of the computational grid. Also the streamline boundary 
condition can be treated more easily by a finite element method than by 
the finite difference method. 
The Method of Characteristics:- The method of characteristics 
is a useful method for solving hyperbolic differential equations. The 
method may be applied to linear or non-linear systems (1, 4) . It has 
been used extensively to study the movement of,flood waves in open channels 
(see for example how (16), Isaacson et al (44)). 
Dracos (21, 22) applied the method of characteristics to determine 
wave energy dissipation in the Darcy regime . Mahdaviani (67) used this 
method to solve unsteady free surface Darcy flow to a well. lle uses 
the Dupuis - Forchheimer approximation thus reducing the independent 
variables to (r, t) in the axially symmetric system. His final solution 
is obtained from a set of difference equations . 
If the Dupuis - Forchheimer approximation is applied to non-Darcy 
flow (cf. Lean (59)) one obtains the following system for flow in a 





u/m 1 gm 
dX dt 0 
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Figure 2. 20 Wave Movement in Rockfi 11 
Putting the determinant of the coefficient matrix equal to 







= uM + M/g ( h0 + r\ + 0:1<:bKE) 
~ = dxl dt ~-
uM - Mjg (h0 + r\ + o:i,hKE) 





( 1 - m ) 
m 
2 
( u/m) /2g 
( 2. 129) 
(2. 130) 
Since g (h0 + ,,+ ~KE) is non-zero and positive the system is hyperbolic 
and may be solved by the method of characteristics (1, 4, 5). 
In addition, to the two characteristic equations 2. l::9and 2.130, 
62 
there are two more equations, i.e. 
- gm F(u) u ( 2. 131) 
and - gm F(u) u (2. 132) 
where F ( u) = a ; bu. 
Equations 2. 128 to 1.132 can be solved for u = u (x, t) and 
'11 = '11 (x, t) if the initial and boundary conditions are known . The 
v elocity head hKE is normally negligible compared with ( h0 +'f'\ ) • The 




































Figure 2. 21 Advancing t he Solution by the Heth od Characteristics 
The point P can be located from the characteristic equations and 
be used to determine the conditions at a finite difference scheme can 
p from the conditions on A~IB . 
In theory the method of characteristics could be extended to more 
than two independent variables as shown by Abbott (1), but most of the 
development has been for the two variable case. 
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The Finite Element Method: No reference in the literature 
was found concerning the application of the finite element method (FEM) 
to unsteady non-Darcy flow. However a number of transient flow problems 
have been solved by the rEM, 
Wilson and Nickel (130) in 1966 following Gurtin 1 s variational 
approach {38) set up a FEM to solve transient heat conduction problems, 
ZienKiewicz { 138) outlines a finite element approach to solving time 
dependent field problems of the type described by the linear differential 
equations 
;::.; 
n& + Q - -
V - Qt = 0 
where K = hydraulic conductivity in direction x. x. l 
l 
He gives the functional for this problem as 





{ 1. 134) 
( 1. 135) 
where S .. is a 'stiffness' matrix that includes K , p .. is similar to a 
lJ X. lJ 
l 
stiffness matrix except it is obtained from the term, ~; F. is an 
t 1 
equivalent 11oad 1 associated with Q. 
Witherspoon et al (131) also took advantage of the work of Gurtin 
(38) to solve the problem of confined unsteady Darcy flow in a radial 
flow system. Their governing equation was similar to equation 2.133; 
however they included the boundary conditions within their functional . 
Recently, Sandhu and Wilson (101) made a FE11 analysis of soil 
consolidation i.e. seepage in an elastic medium. They discretized the 
x - t plane by triangular elements . 
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Further details of the finite element approach are given in Chapter 
III. 
Some Other Methods:- A matrix method developed by Karadi et 
al (47) for the Dupuis - Forchheimer form of the unsteady Darcy flow 
equation could be applied to the linearized non-Darcy equations 2.120 
and 2.121 given by Lean (59). Karadi et al solved the unsteady flow 
equation 
(h ~) ox 
in the dimensionless form 
~ = Ju a2u 
oT cX 2 
( 2.136) 
(2.137) 
by replacing equation 2.137 with the following differential difference 
equations (in matrix form): 
d[U1 ~ 
dT 







fA] = 0 
1 0 0 
-2 1 0 
1 -2 1 
etc. 
th 




( 2. 140) 
0 
0 1 -2 1 





= e i {u 1 
Tr-1 
where ll.f is a sma 11 time step, 
B 
r 
~ 1 (n) 
{2 
and (o) is the average of (or) and (Dr-I). 
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( 2. 142) 
(2.143) 
Liggett ( 62) used the Lagrangian fo1:m of the unsteady two dimensiona 1 
Darcy flow equations to study initial motion during rapid drawdown in 
an earth embankment. The equations of motion and continuity in Lagranian 
form are: 
= 
and 1 (~ ]y 
m ?A oB 
where X 
y = 
and p = 
- l .QE - g_ ?x 









Liggett represented x, y and 
( 2. 144) 
(2,145) 
(2.146) 
p in time series as follows: 
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x (A, 13, t) ::._ 
y (A, B, t) B + y(l)(A, B)t + y( 2)(A, B)t 2 + ... ( 2.147) 
p(A, B, t) = 
where the superscri. pts in parentheses represent the order of the approx-
imation. Equations 2.147 arc substituted into equations 2. 144 to 2. 145 
and after some algebraic 1mnipulation the first order solution is found 
and with it the second order solution can be found. 
In non-Darcy flow the K would be given by 
1 ( 2. 148) = a + bq 
where 
q (2.149) 
This of course makes equations 2.144 and 2.145 non-linear but this 
could be overcome by lincarizing or at least simplifying the K(q) term . 
for a small time interval. Although this method looked promising for the 
initial motion problem it appeared to be too cumbersome for the complete 
solution. 
3.1 General Comments 
CHAPTER III 
THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENTS 
The developments in this chapter are treated in three parts namely: 
a) the derivation of the governing equations, 
b) the expression of the problem in variational form, 
c) the development of the finite element models 
The general governing equations are developed for three dimensional 
unsteady flow in the turbulent transi tfona l regime; however the finite 
element models are restricted practically (but not theoretically) to 
the two dimensional flow case. Finite element -models are presented for 
steady confined radial flow, steady unconfined two dimensional flow and 
unsteady unconfined two dimensional flow. Although the case of non-Darcy 
flow is stressed the methods discussed are also applicable to the special 
case of Darcy flow. 
3.2 The Governing Equations for Non-Darcy Flow 
3.2.l Derivation of the Differential Equations for Non-linear Flow 
in the Turbulent Transitional Regime 
In Chapter II the existing developments pertaining to the equations 
that govern one and two dimensional steady non-Darcy flow in porous media 
were reviewed. No particular difficulty (Ref. (2), (105) and (124)) arose 
in the development of the one dimensional steady flow equation 
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i = = (a + bq)q { 3. 1) 
However the extension of this equation to unsteady two or three dimen-
sional flow, as the Forchheimer type equation 
V ~ - - ( a + bq) q 
1 -+ _]g_ 
gm ot ( 3. 2) 
requires a number of assumptions. The Navier-Stokes equations cannot 
be reduced exactly to equation 3.2. Thus if the Forchheimer type of 
equation is to b·e used for two or three dimensiona 1 flows, one might 
expect the parameters 1 b 1 and possibly Ta 1 to depend on the curvature, 
convergence or divergence of the macro-streamlines. Wright ( 133) has 
experimentally confirmed this dependence for the converging flow case. 
The Navier-Stokes equations are now examined to show the limitations 
of equation 3. 2 and the form of the parameters a and b. In applying the 
Navier-Stokes equations to the turbulent transitional regime one should 
be aware of the £o llowin~ effects: 
a) viscous, 
b) steady inertial, 
c) turbulence, 
d) dispersion (due to the randomness of the medium (105)). 
In order to include all of these effects the equations of motion will 
be applied to: a single pore; an ensemble of identical pores; a repre sent-
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ative control volume. 
A Sir,gle Pore:- Consider the flow in the single pore shown 
in figure 3.1. Note the presence of viscous, steady inertial and turbulence 
effects. 
TURBULENCE" 
Figure 3.1 Sketch of Turbulent Transitional Flow 
The Navier - Stokes equations ( 41) applicable to this pore are: 
= 0~ - pg -
cXi 
where~ is the instantaneous local velocity 
i is instantaneous local piezometric head 
= 
A 











0 ( 3. 4) 
Since turbulence (see Wright (133), also Appendix A) exists within 
the pore (in the turbulent transitional regime) the instantaneous velo-
city should be taken as 
= 
I\ + u (3.5) 
where~ is an average point velocity taken over several geometrically 
identical pores (i.e. an identical ensemble average). 
and ~ is the random (turbulent) component of~. 
Similarly 
i= ( 3. 6) 
Hinze (41) shows the substitution of equations 3.5 and 3.6 into 
equations 3.3 and 3.4,yields, after averaging, the Reynolds equations 
for flow in a single pore, 
~A. o~. 
(o_Ui_ + e _1 



















( 3. 7) 
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0 ( 3. 9) = and 
oX1 
In addition there are certain boundary conditions on the pore walls 
and at the entrance and exit to the pore which should be satisfied by 
the solution of equations 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9. 
Equations For a System of Pores:- Now considering the flow 
through a system of pores which are random in orientation, shape and 
size i.e. random (about some mean pore characteristics for the medium), 




Figure 3. 2 Flow Through a Random System of Pores 
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tuates about the mean direction of flow. The particle velocity changes 
in magnitude and orientation as it moves from one pore to the next. 
Scheidegger (105) describes this pheonomenon as dispersion in his stat-
istical model. Other investigators have accounted for . this effect by 
a tortuosity term in the co~ductivity equation (see equation 2.31). In 
this thesis the 'dispersion' effect is incorporated in the Navier-Stokes 
equations in the same manner as used by Ahmed and Sunada (2) i.e.by 
• 
defining the control volume as a statistically representative volume of 
the medium. 
A rrean or macroscopic flow within a medium may be defined (Hunt (42)) 









= { 3. 11) 
~ = macroscopic velocity or bulk velocity (i.e., in a 
statistical sense, the average of the point velocities 
taken from an infinite ensemble of random media having 
the same average pore characteristic~ 
= 
= 
the macroscopic piezometric head; 
the apparent' force per unit mass in the x. d.ir ection 
l. 
due to vicosity and inertial terms. 
The term X1 incorporates the viscous forces, as well as the turbulence 
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and steady inertial terms that have not been accounted for by the macro-
dq. 
scopic term, ..Q --1 
m dt 
Now the actual point velocity varies from (q./m) due to local 
l. 
viscosity and inertial effects. For the purposes of this discussion the 
local velocity is represented by 
~ I\ 
(q/rn) + u + u (3.12) 
where u = the average identical ensemble deviation from q/m at a point; 
and 
/1. 
u = the component due to turbulence. 
and the local piezornetric head is represented by 
11 - I\ -~ = ~+cp+cp (3.13) 
where ~ the average {identical ensemble) deviation from~ at. a point; 
A cp = the deviation from~ due to turbulence. 
Substituting equations 3.12 and 3.13 into 3.3 and 3.4 and taking a point 
ensemble average over many identical models leads to an equation similar 
to the Reynolds equation: 
dq. ou. . rq. 
..Q __ l. + 1 9( fu)) + _..Q._[ µ o ml. I ' u~ I\ I\ ( 3. 14) p~ = - pg pu. u .-pl] m dt oxi ox. ox l. J 
I. I I J j 1 
macro- micro. macro-+ viscous turb. 
scopic 'time 1 micro 
inertia inertia piez. 
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where (3.15) 
= relative steady inertial effect. 
From equation 3.15 it can be seen that 11r depends on both the pore 
and mean flow patterns; thus the steady inertial term will be a 
function ot the curvature and convergence or divergence of macroscopic 
streamlines. 
Certain assumptions and approximations are now introduced in order 
to simplify equation 3.14: 
A A 
a) .The turbulence term ( u.u.) is replaced by an eddy viscosity, 
l. J 
S (Ref 23, 41) which is assumed to be related to the 1 pore 1 inertial term, 
(D q/m) where D 
p p 
pore size; the grain roughness, €; the flow 
separation pattern. 
b) The steady inertial term (-I) is replaced by a velocity distri-
bution coefficient, S , which is similar to 1 ; 1 but related to: the 
V 
!pore' inertia, D q/m; the radius of curvature of the nacrosc9pic stream-
p 
lines, rK; the radius of divergence, rr' (or convergence), of the macro-
scopic streamlines; particle shape_.~; flow separation. 
Following Hinze (41) the stress tensor may now be written 
o .. 
l. J 
- pg(~ + ~' + cp)S.j + rµ + p(~+; )Jn .. 
l. . -v 1.J (3.16) 
( 3. 17) 












the deformation tensor 
* (IU, OU. __ 1 
+ --1 ?Ix. ?lxi J 
Substitution of equation 3.16 into 3.14 gives 
-dq. oU. ~(if>+ I + cp) .Q 1 1 ~ +_Q_ dt+ -- - - pg m ot ;,xi oxj 
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* ou. 
[rµ + p(e;+i;)) ?ox~} 
J 
(3.18) 
Following the procedureof Ahmed and Sunada (2) equation 3.18 is 
averaged (i.e. integrated) over a representative control volume, mV. This 
control volume S1ould account for the dispersion effect since its 
boundary conditions are representative of the medium in a statistical 
sense. 
Therefore, if ~and; are considered to be constant within the 
V 
control volume, 
dqi -; [ JJJ ctt d(mv) 
m 
ou. 
+ J 0/ d(mv)) 
mV 
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.m fff ~( tH 1-ir0) 




rl!±cl_~.JJ J Jf o ui 
. 2 
mV ox. 
d (mY.) (3 . 19) 
J 
Since the average of 
au. 
1. 







= - pg + . ox. 
1. 
where dis a characteristic length for the medium; 
Sff 
2 * ~ u. __ l 
2 ox. 
J 
c 1 is a constant for the medium. 
The eddy coefficient, ;, was assumerl to be 
!; = f (D , q, m, €, flow separation pattern) 
~ p 
( 3 . 20) 
(3 . 21) 
( 3 . 22) 
and since the flow separation pattern depends on the particle shape, 
the macroscopic flow pattern and RN, dimensiona 1 analysis produced 
s = d'q f 2 (m, {, ( 3. 23) 
similarly 
\ = (3.24) 
1 1 
where c 2 and c 3 are constants; 
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q = ;;;;{_ i. e. the magnitude of the macroscopic velocity; f 2 and 
f 3 are functions to be determined experimentally; and RN is a Reynolds 
number. 
Equation 3.20 can now be written 
-- -
m dt 
- ~ ;,( fi--¥) + 
ox. 
1. 
Ward (124) defines 
k 
where k is the permeability of the medium. 
( 3. 25) 
( 3. 26) 
The 'inertial' term i' , included in the piezometric term, is of 
the same order of magnitude as the local velocity head and therefore, 
quite small in most cases. Also for a stable separation pattern within 
a given flow regime, the term RN can be dropped from equation 3.25. 











where c is a constant for a particular flow regime. Now equation 3. 27 
has the same form as equation 3. 10 proposed by Hunt ( 42). Equation 3. 27 




= gm dt 
where a = 
and b = 




C rK f 5 (m, 
r. 
gk 1/2 d' d' 




' d (3.30) 
Using Ward's (125) modification of the Kozeny-Carman permeability 
(equation 2.31) gives 








£ (m, L _L ' cc) = o::'H 3/2 ' g M M M g m g g g 
(3.32) 
Hunt (42) has shown that macroscopic vorticity, if it exists in a 
porous medium decays rapidly. Furthermore the macroscopic velocity 
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head is small and except for regions of high convergence (or divergence) 
where rr = O(D) the rate ~ 2, is also small compared with~!; therefore 
an approximate form of equation 3.28 is 
c,q. 1 1 ----
gm ot + (a -t bq)q. · 1. (3.33) 
which has the same form as equation 3. 2. 
Combining equation 3.33 and the continuity equation 3.11 gives 




or in the case of steady flow 





where a and bare given by equation 3.31 and 3.32 respectively. 
3.2.2 Special Cases of the Governing Equations 
{3.34) 
(3.35) 
In a few special cases analytical solutions may be obtained for 
equation 3.34. Two such cases which will later be utilized in this 
thesis are: 
a) steady radial flow with constant a and b; 
b) unsteady one dimensiona 1 flow. 
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Steady Radial Flow:- It has already been indicated that bis 
probably not constant in radial flow (see equation 3.32 and Ref. 133) 
however in order to verify this theory it will be useful . to compare the 
analytical solution based on a constant b with the experimentally derived 
b for radial flow. Also the analytical solution will be used in the 
evaluation of the finite element method. 
Transforming equation 3.35 into polar coordinates (r, e) one 
obtains 
(3.36) 
where W is the width of the radial perrnearneter; and the remaining notation 
and boundary conditions are shown in figure 3.3. 
Equation 3.36 is readily solved by two integrations to yield 
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Equations 3.37 and 3.38 and the boundary conditions shown in figure 
3.3 can be used to solve for b assuming a to be constant, viz. 
b ( 3. 41) 
Equation 3.41 can be used with experimental data to estimate the 
effect of convergence or divergence on b since equations 3.31 and 3.32 
indicate that convergence mainly affects ~he 1 b 1 term. 
Unsteady One Dimensional Flow:- The one dimensional form of 
equation 3.33 is 












































where i is the magnitude of the piezometric gradient which will be 
taken to be constant. Although equation 3.42 is non-linear it may be 
transformed to a linear form as follows. 
Equation 3.42 may be written 
~ + (q - 111)(q - rr) 
' 
= 0 (3.43) 
where T - gm bt ( 3. 44) 
(~b (/l+ci - 1) (3.45) 
{3.46) 
C = 4b/a 2 
Defining a new dependent variable 
u = (3.47) 
equation 3.43 becomes 
du 2 
d 1 -1:- u + AU = 0 (3.48) 
where ;>.. = 111 - rr2 ( 3. 49) 
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Equation 3.48 is the Bernoulli differential equation (Spiegel 
:1 
u and sub-(113)) which may be linearizedby the transformation V = 
sequently solved to obtain for, q ( o) = 0 and i i= QI 
II. 'T' II. 'T' 
q ( 'T') = q (co) + (~ _e_) II. q (=) (3.50) 
where q(ctj ;is the steady state velocity; q(t) is the transient velocity 
at time t, 
For the special case in which i = 0 and q(t) 
0 
f O the solution 
of equation 3.42 is 
gm a ( t-t ) -1 






where q ( t ) is ·the initial velocity i. e. at time t = t • 
0 0 
Equation 3.50 represents an accelerating or initial motion problem. 
Figure 3.4 (for 1.6 cm crushed rock and i = 1.0) indicates that the 
q(t) rapidly approaches the equilibrium velocity, q(co). Figure 3.4 
also shows the fluid particle displacements obtained from the integration 
of equation 3.50. The error, in predicting fluid particle displacements 
due to neglecting tl"f:! inertial tenn, (1- ~), is only 20 percent of the 
gm ot 
grain size of the medium as shown on figure 3.4. 
Equation 3.51 represents decaying or decelerating motion. Figure 3.5 
(for 1.6 cm crushed rock) indicates that the transient velocity decreased 
to zero in about 1 second. The fluid particle displacement error due 
to neglecting , l_ ~, is also shown on figure 3.5. For the sample 
gm ot 
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Figure ).5 The Effect of 1nercia on Decelerating Flow 
particle displacement computation q(t) was taken to be 9.50 cm/sec 
0 
86 
which is the value of q(oo} from figure 3.4 for i = 1.0. For decaying 
motion the fluid displacement error due to neglecting, .L.. ~, is approx-
gm ut 
iroately one grain diameter, D. 
3.3 Variational Formulations for Non-Darcy Flow 
3.3.1 The Case of Steady Flow 
' 
The Energy Functional:- The energy dissipation rate per 
unit volume at a point in a porous medium is 
= (ucp + vcp + wcp ) X y Z { 3. 5 2) 
The total energy dissipation rate for a region R is 
x' = { 3. 53) 
or 
{3.54) 
since u = - Kip 
X 
V = - Kai -y 
w = - Kt z 
where K is the hydraulic conductivity. If K is a constant or a function 
of x, y and z the extremal of X', obtained by applying the Euler--La grange 
{87) equation ie. 
87 
= 0 {3.55) oz 
to the integrand f of equation 3. 54, yie lds 
v· (Kv~) = 0 ( 3. 56) 
# 
which is the partial differential equation for Darcy flow. However if 
K is a function of~ and~, as it is for non-Darcy flow, the extremal -x -y 
of X1 , gives, for the two dimensional case 
(3.57) 
where K = K(Jv~l) 
wh1ch approaches equation 3.35 for the conditions listed in section 2.33; 
however for transitional flow when K is given by equation 2.67 the mini-
mization of equation 3.54 does not exactly yield equation 3.35. Thus 
for (See Ref. 70) 
(3.58) 
equation 3.57 gives 
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(3.59) 
which violates the continuity equation 
.... 
v·q = 0 ( 2. 58) 
Therefore the direct minimization of the energy dissipation rate 
does not, in general, correspond to the true solution of equation 3.35. 
However if a term 
(3.60) 
is added to the integrand of the functional i 1 , the cont.inuity requirement 
can be aatisfied and equations 3.35 obtained, exactly from the Euler-
Lagrange equation (see appendix B). Now the functional can be written 
(for the two dimensional case for a region A), 
~ = If (K( !v1~ !) ( ~~ + ~~) + 6~c ( 2 - c lv1<J? ! )/1 + c !v1~ l 1 dxdy 
(3.61) 
where c = 2 4b/a • 
Equation 3.61 can be expressed as 
X = ff (r: + G) dxdy (3.62) 
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. 
where Eis the rate of energy dissipation; and G is related to the rate 
of energy dissipation required to maintain continuity in the fla.. 
The solution of the non-linear elliptic partial differential equa-
tion 3.35 is now reduced to finding the distribution of~ which minimi-
zes X subject to certain boundary conditions, i.e. the solution is 
represented, in variational fonn, by 
~ 
8X = {f 8 (E + G) dx dy 0 (3.63) 
This is equivalent to finding the function~ (x, y) which minimizes 
the rate of energy dissipation with enforced flow continuity. 
The Second Variational:- In order for,8)( = O, to represent 
a true extremal, i.e. a maximum or minimumcm.d 11ot a saddle point, the 
second variational of X is 
(3.64) 
For a minimum (102) 
> 0 (3.65) 
and for a maximum 
< 0 (3.66) 
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It is shown in Appendix B that the second variation of~ leads to 
> 0 
therefore 
f>-x, = 0 
must represent a true minimum. 
Boundary Conditions:- The boundary conditions of the steady 
free surface non-Darcy flow problem are,(for example, see figure 3.6): 
a) ~ = 0 or t = c1) along an impervious boundary; 
b) M _ on - 0 or t = c 2) and ~ = y + c3 along the free surface; 
c) ~ = y + c3 along the seepage face; 
d) i = c4 along the inflow face; , 
e) ~ = c5 along the submerged outflow face. 
It is shown in Appendix B that the variation formulation automatically 
takes into account the streamline boundary conditt.on ~: = 0. 
The imposed boundary condition can also be satisfied as will be 
shown in the numerical analysis. However the location of the free surface 




























































































condition at the free surface. If a solution exists then by trial and 
error it should be possible to obtain a free surface on which both boun-
dary conditions are satisfied. For example if~ is unspecified on a 
. l f f 1 t. ld ' ld h 1 · d · · ?I~ 0 tria . ·ree sur ace a sou ion wou yie t e stream ine con 1t1on--= 
Oh 
but unless this was the true free surface it would give~ f (y + c3). 
A new trial surface then could be chosen such tha: the error 
[~ - (y + G3) J decreases. 
3.3.2 A Variational Expression for Unsteady Flow 
The unsteady non-Darcy flow equation was developed in section 3.2.1 
as 
_a_ 1 oqi 
ox. fK(q) [ ~x. + g!Tl ~) J = 0 
1 1 
(3.34) 
or ~:. (K(q)px~ + l._ 
o 1 1 8m 
oqi 
et • K(q)x. 
1 
= 0 (3.67) 
Only in the special case of K(q) = O, (i.e. K(q) = constant), does 
x. 
1 
equation 3.67 reduce to an equation similar to the steady flow equation 
3.35, i.e. 
_a_ (K~ ) = 0 
~ X. 
Ux. . 1 
(3.68) 
1 
where~ = ~(x, y, z, t). 
In the general case of non-Darcy flow K(q) i O; however it was shown 
. xi 
in section 3.2.2 that the term (l_ ..rS.) is relatively srrall compared with 
gm ot 
the friction effects therefore an approximate unsteady flow equation is 
93 
(3.69) 
where <1i = <1i ( x , y , z , t ) 
which now has the sa~e form as the steady flow equation 3.35. 
If it is assumed for a given region A that the fluid and medium are 
incompressible then at any instant of time the flow within the porous 
' media should satisfy simultaneously the requirements of a minimum energy 
dissipation rate and flow continuity (section 3. 3. l). In a short interval 
of time, 6t, the amount of energy dissipated should also be the minimum 
possible while maintaining continuity. 
The rate of energy dissipation with enforced flow continuity at an 
instant, t, in two dimensions, is 
(3.70) 
whe re ip = <1i ( x , y , t ) . 
The total functional for an interval of time, 6t, can be obtained 
by ·reference to the work of Luke (66) as 
.t.t 
){ = J L dt 
0 
.t.t 
= J JJ rK( lv<1i!Ht2 + ~:) + G( lvcpj)J dx dy dt 
0 A(t) . . x 
(3.71) 
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If A(t) is constant or a known function oft then the first variation 
o X = 0 
leads to equation 3.34 with the natural boundary conditions given by 
equation B-3 i.e. the same as for steady flow except ~ = ~(x, y, t). 
For example: 
a) 
M( ) on x, y' t = O; 
and/or 
b) imposed boundary condition ~ = ~(t) where ~(t) is known, 
are acceptable boundary conditions. 
If A is not a known function, but rather is one of the unknowns 
itself, the first variational gives 
= 0 { 3. 7 2) 
Two approaches were considered for the solutioncf this problem: 
a) redefine the integrand f 
such that 8f (3.73) 
and (3.74) 
95 
b) choose a very small time interva 1, flt, over which SA is very 
small such that an estimate of A(t) may be made in terms of 
the initial condition e.g. 
A( t) 
t2 
A(o) + A' (o)t + A 1 '(o) 2 + .•• (3.75) 
' The second approach was developed because of its simplicity. 
This approach is extended in section 3.4. 3. 
Further complications ariseif the term ,l... _Q9., is rot ignored; 
gm ot 
however a transformation of the dependent variable~ to~ as defined 
by 
1 .... 
V( = V ~ + - _gg_ 
gm at 
reduces equation 3.34 to 
(3.76) 
( 3. 77) 
which has the same form as equation 3.69, thus the same form of the 
functional, :i.e. 
(3.78) 
can be used provided the boundary conditions on the new dependent variable 
are of the natural type. 
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From equation 3.76 it is evident that on a streamline (e.g. an 
impermeable boundary) 




On the boundaries where ~ is prescribed C will also be prescribed. 
' The transformation from t to~ is required only pn these boundaries 
and is treated by a finite difference scheme (see section 3.4.3). 
Thus the initial value unsteady non-Darcy flow problem, with small 
inertia, (1- _aq) has been reduced to a variational form subject to 
gm ot ' 
a set of transformed boundary conditions. 
3.4 Development of the Finite Element Models 
In this section a brief presentation of the development, of the 
steady flow non-Darcy finite element models, is given as a background 
to the development of an effective unsteady flow model for non-D~rcy 
flow. The steady radial flow model is treated first; then the steady 
free surface model is considered. Finally a detailed development is 
presented for unsteady flow including the inertial term,.!._~. · gm 0 t 
Oden (80) describes the finite element representation of a func-
tion as a topolqgical construction. In the finite element method 
(138, 139, 140, 119, 31, 130, 131) the flow field (i.e. the region of the 
solution) is divided into a number of finite subregions called finite 
elements. In two dimensional flow problems these elements are usually 
triangular in shape; although in structural problems other shapes, such 
as rectangles, have been used (139). A typical triangular discretiza-
97 
tion of a flow field is shown in figure 3. 7. 
The next step in constructing a finite element model (FEM) is the 
specification of the variation of the function(s) within each element 
in terms of the boundary or nodal conditions on the element. In so doing 
the requirements of: 
a) continuity of the function(s) and certain of its derivatives in 
tqe region of the solution, 
and b) &1fficient differentiability of the approximation to the func-
tion(s) within ea~h element, 
should be satisfied ( 139) to En sure monotonic convergence of the numerical 
solutions as the elements become very small . 
For the variational approach with 
R 
J f(x, f • , , f n) d R 
X X 
(3.80) X = 
Zienkiewicz (139) states that, " q? and all its (n-1) derivatives must 
be continuous and finite on the finite interface (element boundaries). 11 
This implies that the n-th derivative must also be finite but may be 
discontinuous on the element boundaries, For X defined by equations 
3.61 or 3.77 the highest derivatives are of first order, therefore a 
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where cx:1 cx:2 and cx:3 form the three nodal values of ~ and the nodal coord-
inates (the nodes are located at the vertices of the triangles as shown 
in figure 3. 8). 
l 
Fig. 3.8 A Triangular Element 
In the finite element approximation the total dissipation functional 




where X.e is the functional for an element e with ~e represented by an 
approximate equation such as equation 3.81. 
From the fact that the desired solution for~ (in the non-Darcy 
flow problems) minimizes X, differential calculus gives 
= 0 (3.83) 
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where i = l+n and n is the number of unknown nodal values -of ip, i.e. 
a set of n simultaneous algebraic equations in then unknown values of 
ip is obtained. In general if the original partial differential equa-
tion is linear the system 3.83 will be linear and if the original partial 
differential equations is non-linear the system 3.83 will be mn-linear. 
Equations 3.61 and 3.77 can be expected to yield sets of non-linear 
simultane6us equations in the finite element me~hod. 
3.4.1 The Steady Radial Flow Model 
Since the equations for non-Darcy radial flow can readily be solved 
analytically, it would be useful to check the accuracy of . the finite 
element method by comparing the numerical and analytical solutions 
for this special case. 
The functional for non-Darcy flow in two dimensions was developed 
in section 3.3.1. Transforming to polar coordinates, for radial flow, 
equation 3.61 becomes 
R2 81 





W is the width of the section; and the remaining symbols 
are defined in figure 3. 9. 














































Equation 3.85 leads to a one dimensional variational problem. 
Considering the radia 1 flow problem shown in figure 3J with the 
indicated boundary conditions, the obvious choice of a finite element 
is a segment of an annulus as sh:>wn. Using a linear variation of~ 
within each element 
where 
and 
~ ipe = 
°i. = 
°i. + o:.2r 
ip,r .-CF.r. 
l. ] ] 1. 
r. -
J 
ip. - cpl.. 
] 




From equation 3.86 the gradient within an element is 
ipr 0:.2 
ip. - qi. 






Now the functional (ie. the FEM) must be minimized in order to 
obtain the nodal values of~. This is accomplished by equation 3.83. 
For a particular element, e, 
r. 
we 1 J J 
r. 
l. 
fK( I ipr l)e ipr ( ~r\. J rdr 
. . 1 
Substituting equation 3.90 for tr gives 
(3.91) 
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r. - r.) 
1 
rdr ( 3. 92) 
l. J 
and after integration 
WB 1 (r. +r.) 
= rK ( I <I> t) e ( a> • - <I> . ) l. 1 J 




From equation 3.83 the finite element solution is represented by 
the system 
a = E E K(j<I> l)e S, .<I>. = 0 
o<I>i . r l.J J 
(3.94) 
r. + r. 
where s .. ( l. 1 = 
l. J r. - r. 
l. J 
( 3. 95) 
and the summations are taken over all the elements and all the nodes. 
The Numerical Solution:- It can be shown that equation 3.94 
is a symmetric tridiagonal non-linear system (see appendix c). 
A number of methods have been presented for solving non-linear 
systems (4, 5, 34) of which two were c<.nsidered for the solut:kn of 
3. 94; i.e., 
a) A succes~iv~ over-relaxation method (SOR) in which the system 
was linearized by holding the K( l<I>rl)e terms constant within 
an inner iteration loop then varying K( l~rl)e in an outer loop, 
b) A modified Newton procedure which Ames (4) refers to as non-
linear over-relaxation (NLOR). 
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Successive Over-relaxation:- If equation 3.94 is linear-
I p-1 e ized by treating K( ~r I) as constant (where p is the number of outer 
iteration cycle) in each element a solution for ~P can be attempted by 
tm SOR procedure. If the linearized system can be solved a new value 
of K( I~ l)e can be computed in the outer loop and the whole procedure 
r 
repeated until the change in~ with successive outer cycles is less 
# 
than a small prescribed value. The flow chart for this computation is 
shown in figure 3.9 and the FORTRAN IV programme is given in Appendix C. 
Will the solution converge? Very few mathematical criteria are 
available to apply to the convergence of non-linear simultaneous equations. 
The1investigator can however be guided by criteria for similar linear 
systems and by the results of numerical experimentation on non-linear 
systems. 
The successive over-relaxation (SOR) procedure for linear systems 
developed by Frankel (36) and Young (134, 4) is defined by 
~~ (1 -w) +we}. 
:L :L 





i-1 n+l N Q 
( -wi. + .E1 a .. ~. + . >.'.l a .. CR.) J= :LJ J :LT :LJ J 
where w is the over-relaxation factor; 
N is the number of unknown values of~. 
(3.96) 
( 3. 97) 
In the present special case the linearization (see appendix C) of 
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J.94 by holding K( I t l)e constant leads to a system which satisfies r, 
the convergence requirements for the SOR procedure as given by Young 
( 135) , i.e. , 





la .. I; ( 3. 99) a .. ~ E 
l. l. 
j= l 
. l. l. 
l/i 
c) Matrix A is irreducible; (3.100) 
d) Matrix A has property TAY; (3.101) 
e) 0 > w. > 2 (3.102) 
Convergent solutions were obtained for the range of w's investigated, 
i. e •• 9 > w > 2, using the method outlined in the flow chart shown 
in figure 3. 9. 
The Modified Newton Method:- A modified Newton method 
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A direct application of this method to equations 3.94 failed 
to yield a convergent solution; therefore the method was modified slightly 
as shown below: 
= cp~ ( 1 - w) 
1 
( n+l n n) n 
f i 'Pl • • • g/i • • • cpk -aii ipi 
-w[ n n n } 
-a .. +sf. (ip ••• ip •••• dik 




where sis called a stabilizing factor; s = 0 yields the SOR method 
thus showing it to be a special case of this modified Newtm metro d. 
The flow chart and programme of the modified Newton method are 
shown in Appendix C. 
The convergence of the non-linear system for various values of w 
and s was studied and the results summarized in figure 3.10. 
Although a slight decrease in the number of iterations, could be 
achieved by increasings from Oto about .4 the convergence was very 
sensitive to changes ins near the optimum wands . Thus the reliability 
of the method did rot appear to be good. 
3.4.2 The Finite Element Model for Steady Free Surface Flow 
Since steady flow non-Darcy finite element models have been presented 
elsewhere (by Fenton (30), Volker (122) and the writer (70, 71)) only 
a brief description, of the writer's steady flow model, is presented 
here. 
It has been established (section 3.3.1) that the determination of~ 
cp(x, y) which minimizes the dissipation functional 3.61, is equivalent 
to solving the non-Darcy partial differential equation 3.35. 




































































































































































as illustrated in figure 3.7. The triangles are sc.aled so that the 
energy dissipation is approximately the same in each element. This 
can be accomplished by making the element boundaries coincide (approx-
imately) with sides and diagonals of the rectangles of an approximate 
ficTtnet as figure 3.11 indicates. 
Figure 3. 11 
/ 
APPROX I fv'\A--rE 
FLOW NET 
Scaling the Elemental Areas 
. VJ. 
4-
Equation 3.81 is employed to approxinate the variations of~ within 











where e indicates an element. 
Using equation 3.81 the elemental gradients are: 
q>x = ( 3. 107) 
and = (3.108) 
hence from equation 3.61 
xe = JJ (K( !vqipe (a:~+ a:;J + G( lvi!ile} dx dy (3.109) 
Ae 
where 
From equations 3.83 and 3.109 
~ = E il 
oi!ii oilii 
e 6X2 
a:3 00:3 J dx dy = E JJ(K( Jvi!il) [a:2 M. + 
A e , i. _ oilii 
( 3. 110) 
= 0 
Completing the integration in equation 3.110 gives 
(3.111) 
where S .. = (b. b. + c. c.)/Ae 
1J 1 J 1 J 
c. 
1 





( 3. 114) 
Ae i~ the area of the triangular element; and i, j, k are the 
element node numbers and are interchanged in cyclic order. The summations 
in equation 3.111 are taken over all the elements and all the na:les 
(including the nodes with prescribed values of~). Equation 3.111 
represents a set of non-linear simultaneous equations in the unknown 
values of ip. 
The Numerical Solution:- A number of researchers (see for 
example Poritsky (90), Trutt, Erdelyi and Jackson (121), and Young 
and Wheeler ( 136)), have obtained finite difference solutions to non linear 
partial differential equations similar to equation 3.35. The method most 
commonly used involves an inner iteration loop based on a system of 
equations that are linearized by treating the 'conductivity' K, as 
constant at each node of the grid and an outer iteration loop which 
varies Kon the basis of the current inner solutions. 
The convergence of iteration schem~s for the solution of sets of 
equations arising from finite difference schemes, particularly the 5-
point molecule, have been studied exhaustively (see for example Young 
(135]. However, the study of convergence of the iterative solutions for 
sets of equations arising from the variational approach is much less 
111 
advanced. 
In general systems developed by the variational approach do not 
possess property TA 1 • The linearization of the system 3.111 satisfies 
all of Young's conditions (equations 3.98 to 3.102) for the SOR procedure 
except that it does not possess property TA'. However there are some 
instances in which the SOR procedure has proven effective for solving 
systems that do not possess property TAT. For example, the SOR method 
# 
converges for the 9-point computation molecule (135). Kahan (46, 135) 
has indicated that the syrrunetric positive definite matrices that are 
often obtained by the variational approach can be solved by SOR even 
though they do not possess property 1AT. Since no theoretical equation 
is available to predict the optimum over-relaxation factor for equation 
3.111 the optimum W was found by experimentation with the computer 
programme. 
In this study, the nonlinear system 3.111 was solved by three 
iteration loops as shown in the flow chart figure 3.12 and the com-
puter programme shown in Appendix D. The inner loop solved, by success-
ive over-relaxation, the linearized system with K constant in each 
element; the second loop revised the K based on the current solution 
for~; the outer loop adjusted the free surface profile in such a way 
that the surface~ approached the surface y. 
The finite element method was applied to determine the flow rates 
and flow patterns for rockfill sections such as the one shown in figure 
3. 6. In order to start the numerical solution an initial approximate 
solution was required fort and the position of the free surface. The 
free surface was located arbitrarily and an approximate solution for iJ? 
113 
was obtained drawing an ordinary {Darcy Flow) flow net. 
To complete the problem, the system 3.111 must be solved subject 
to boundary conditions such as those shown in figure 3.6. The known 
values of~ on AB and DE can be entered directly into equation 3.111 
and yield the constant vector in the linearized system 
(w} = [A)(t} (3.115) 
The streamline condition along BC and AE is satisfied if the nodal values 
of ~ along BC and AE are treated as uni<nowns. In this study the membrane 
analogy method was used to find the free surface which gives t equal 
to y. However, the exit point C was established by the requirement 
· 'that flow continuity must exist between the faces AB and EDC. In 
this case~ was initially equated ~o y and streamline condition, 
C C 
'V = Q, satisfied in the outer iteration by adjusting y. C 
3.4.3 The Finite Element Model For Unsteady Free Surface Flow 
The Non-linear System:- For the general case where the 
1 .?a. inertia term (gm ot) is included the functional, representing energy 
dissipation during a short period of time was developed in section 3.3.2 
as 
= 0 (3.78) 
where G ( p) = (3.58) 
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L~ + gm at (3.76) 
and A ( t) = A(O) (3.75) 
The function G is introduced to maintain flow continuity. The integrand 
of this frunctional has the natural boundary conditions: 
a) 0 
b) prescribed boundary C ; 
where n is the direction normal to the boundary. 
In order to deal with the difficulties associated with the time 
dependent domain in , the finite element model, the ~ystem is solved in 
small time steps during which the domain A is assumed to be independent 
oft. Therefore A(t) is replaced by its average value, A, for the 
interval t to (t + 6t). For very small 6t. 
0 0 
and 
A(t) <=- A(O) + A(0)6t 
A' (o) ~ 
A(6t) - A(O) 
6t 
thus the average area of integration during 6t would be 
A <=- A(o) + A' (o) 6 t = 
2 
A(O) + A(6t) 
2 (3.116) 
115 
where A(at) is a trial value of A at at. 
For a very small 6t, the functional can be approximated by 
t.t 
X = ff f 
A 0 






+ G( !vC !) }it dx dy (3.117) 
0 ( 3, 118) 
where t is a time at which c;(x, y, t ) is known, i.e. the initial condi-
o 0 
tions. For convenience sett = O. 
0 
Now, the problem is to find C( x, 
subject to the initial conditions and 
type (a), and/or (b). 
The flow field in (x-y-t) space 
y, t + at) which minimizes X 
0 
a set of boundary conditions of 
can be discretized by elements 
of the type shown in figure 3.13 and 3.14, Using a linear distribution 
of C, within each element at any instant in time the elemental Ce is 
= (3,119) 
where t varies from t = 0 tot = 6t and the values of~ may be 
0 
obtained from the 6 nodal conditions shown in figure 3.13. The condi-













































































































































































'i At X.At y.At 1 X. Yi /31 1 1 1 
cj At X.At y.At l l x. yj /3 2 J J J 
ck At "kAt yktit 1 X yk /33 k = 
C1 0 0 0 1 xl yl /3 4 
# 
~ 0 0 0 1 X ym /35 m 
~ 0 0 0 1 X yn /36 n 
( 3. 120) 
Equation 3.120 is a reducible system and may be solved in two parts. 
Therefore solving first for 134 , 135 and 136 gives 
13 4 = det 
1 


















C ~m ( 3. 123) 
~n 
Using the above equations for f3 4 , f3s and p6 permits the solution 
for p1 , p2 and p3 to be written as, 
t.<,;;. 
l. 
13i = det t.(j 
t.(k 
1 


















( 3. 125) 
( 3. 126) 
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A 
where 1 = area of triangle ijk; 
A2 = area of triangle lmn; 
and (3.127) 
( 3. 128) 
# 
The procedure for minimizing X for the unsteady flow case is almost 
identical to the steady flow case. Equation 3.119 is substituted into 
the functional equation 3.117 and the finite element approximation is 
applied as follows: 
X = r:x_e 
or 
At 
= ~ Jff 8 (K( lv{:le)(13 2t+f35 ) 2 + (133t+136 ) 2J +c( \v(\)e}dtdxdy 
i..e o 











K( \vi;:,I ) e = average elemental conductivity during At; 
( 3.132) 
-e 
A = average elemental area during At 
(3.133) 
It is noted that Ke and A(At)e represent, respectively, trial 
At 
'\8lues of the elemental conductivity and element area at time At. 
Making use of equations 3.121 to 3.128, equation 3.131 can be 
simplified to give the following system of non-linear simultaneous 




= EE (A) 
1 
e 
= 0 (3 . 134) 
K = average elemental hydraulic conductivity during At; 
bi yj - yk; 
ci = "k - xj; 
S .. = (b.b. + c.c.)Ae1 ; 1J 1 J 1 J 
In order to complete the solution the boundary conditions must be 
expressed in terms of C· 
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Boundary Conditions:- It is usual (128) to assume that once 
a particle is on the free surface it will remain there. Therefore, 
using a Lagrangian approach, if one computed the position of the free 
surface particles in time, the free surface profiles would be defined 
(62). Thus the free surface movement during each time step can be 
computed ,by 





q (A0 , %, t) dt + s (Ac, B", 0) · 
0 
.... . . 
""" q 6 t /m + -; ( ~, ~ , 0) (3.135) 
where ;(f\, ~, t) is the position of a fluid particle on the free surface 
at time t; A and Bare the rectangular coordinates of the particle at 
t = O; q is the average 1bulk 1 velocity during 6t. Since 4t is 
taken to be very small, an initial estimate of q can be obtained by 
putting the surface ((6t) = C(O) . To improve the estimate of the 
new free surface equations 3.134 and 3.135 are solved alternately until 
a stable free surface is obtained. 
The boundary conditions used in this study are restricted to 
types (a) and (b). (see section 3.3.2) as illustrated in figures 3.14 
and 3.15. On impervic:us boundaries, type (a) will exist; on the free 
surface and other permeable parts of the boundary, in genera 1, C will 
be prescribed i.e. type (b) boundary conditions. However it is usually 
~ that is known and the prescribed boundary ( must be obtained through 
equation 3. 76. A finite difference scheme (see figure 3.16) is proposed 
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to make the transformation from~ to C• If the inertial term is assumed 
to be very small, equation 3.76 may be represented py the difference 
equation, (see appendix E), 
= rooo + 6~ + 1_ (u AX+ V 6y) - (~ - ( )6t 
b gm t t t · t (3.136) 
whereroocr refers to the initial position of the particle and 1 111 1 the 
final position. It was shown in section 3.2.2 that the inertial term 
is quite small for the media being studied in this thesis. 
On the free surface 
= 6 y (3.137) 
Other approximate 
in Appendix E. 
relationships to replace equation 3.136 are given 
In the unsteady flow system 3.134 the initial conditions on{: 
and the prescribed boundary values of C give rise to the constant 
vector 
(1.138) 
which is comparable to equation 3.115 for steady flow, 
The Numerical Analysis:- In order to demonstrate the numerical 
solution of the system 3.134 and the accompanying boundary conditions 
the problem of rapid drawdown in a rockfill section is analysed. 
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The first step in the analysis is the specification of the 
initial conditions and the boundary conditl ons. Typical boundary and 
initial conditions are indicated in figure 3.14 and 3.15. The next 
step is the discretization of the flow field (also shown in figure 3.14) 
The node numbers shown in figure 3.14 are arranged, as suggested by 
Finn (31), in such a way as to minimize the band width of the matrix 
(A). The 'unknown' nodes are numbered from 1 ton where n is the 
total number of unknowns while the 1known 1 nodes are numbered from 
n+l up. 
The 1 triangular 1 elements are of the type shown in figure 3.13, the 
ordinates of the elemental nodes, y., are adjusted in direct proportion 
1 




In computing the new free surface position, using equation 3.135, 
the position of the 1tagged I free surface particles at L\t/2 was assumed 
to be directly over the centroid of the surface element as illustrated 
in figure 3.17. An approximate extrapolation fo~mula 
q = - + u-i + v_ 
C C 
(3.140) 
was used to obtain the surface particle velocities. The extrapolation 
accounts in part for the fact that magnitude of the vertical velocities 
tend to increase from the bed to the free surface. 
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Figure J.17 Free Surface Adjustments 
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Equation 3.135 gives the change in the x and y coordinates, (6x, 6y), 
of a free surface (fluid) particle during a short interval 6t. However 
it would be more useful to have the vertical drop, 6ys in the surface 
profile at a particular value of x (say x~). The relationship between 
6Y.s and 6Y can be obtained from figure 3.17, i.e. 
6y = 6y - S 6X 
s a 
or 6y = 6y - 6x.s •S 
S e C (3.141) 
The slope correction factor, S used in the programme was estimated 
C 
from a preliminary computation asswning S 
C 
1.0. It was found that 
S varied between 0.66 and 0.85; therefore a value of 0.75 was used 
C 
in the programme. 
Other details of the finite element solution are best explained 
by reference to the flow charts in figures 3:18 to 3.25 and the computer 
programme in appendix F· 
Referring to the master flow chart (figure 3.18), the initial 
computations include non-repetitive computations e.g. generation of 
the (1, m, n)e array and initialization of time, t. The programme then 
enters the outer computation loop (loop 4) in which time is varied. The 
new tailwater level is established and the prescribed boundary conditions 
are set along the seepage face and at the tailwater. On the outer iter-
ation, only, an approximate solution including free surface boundary 
conditions is read. 
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On entering loop 3 the elemental areas and the stiffness matrix are 
computed. A detailed flow chart for these compu~at{ons is shown in 
figure 3. 19. 
Loop 2 is shown in figure 3.18 and consists of: 
a) a non-linear subroutine shown in figure 3.20 which computes: 
i) the non-linear terms required to assemble equation 3.134; 
ii) the velocities required for equations 3.135 and 3.136. 
iii) the inertial terms for equation 3.136. 
b) a subroutine (shown in figure 3.21) which ~esembles equation 
3.134; 
c) the successive over-relaxation subroutine (loop 1, shown in 
figure 3.22) that solves the linearized form of equation 3.134 
for the trial boundary conditions; 
d} the free surface adjustments subroutines (shown in figures 
3.23 3.24 and 3.25) which compute: 
i) the movement of free surface particles (equation 3.135); 
ii) the drop in the free surface at XC (equation 3.141); 
iii) the changes in ips and (. at x-; s C 
iv) the changes in ip and (. at the surface nodes; 
v) the average of the nodal changes in 69, 6Y and 6(. for 
successive trials and hence a new trial free surface; 
vi) the adjustments of the interna 1 element geometries by 
equation 3. 139. 
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Loop 2 is executed twice as indicated by ~LV in figure 3.18 before 
the 1 stability 1 of the trial free surface is checked. 
The 1 stability 1 of the trial free surface is checked by determining 
the number of iterations of the SOR (loop 1) subroutine that are required 
h . h · b d I "'n+l n\ f f f to ac ieve t e prescri e accuracy ~ - ~ a ter a trial ree sur ace 
has been computed. If the prescribed accuracy can be obtained with only 
one iteration the trial solution is considered stable and a new time step 
is started. If more than two SOR iterations are required to achieve the 
prescribed accuracy then loop 3 is repeated. 
At the beginning of each new time step the free surface and internal 
values of C (or~) that have just been computed become the initial 
conditions for the new computation i.e. the i, j, k nodes are relabelled 
1, m, n. 
The inner loop (loop 1) used the SOR procedure defined by equation 
3,96 to solve the linearized form of equation 3,134. The linearization 
is achieved by using the K{l VP pe obtained from the values of ip computed 
in the preceding l.oop 2. 
The effect of the inertial term, !m ~, can easi~y be suppressed 
in the computer programme (Appendix F) by putting C2 = 0.0 in the 
ADJUSY subroutine. 
The development of the finite element method without inertia, is 
very similar to the case with inertia except that no transformation of 
the boundary conditions is required, The non-inertial model develop-
ment is sununarized in the form of a paper given in Appendix G along with 
the modified computer programme. 
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The stability of the unsteady flow solutions depends on the 
choice of 6t. After a number of trial solutions it was found that, 
without the 1averaging'procedure, 
.tit ( 3. 142) 
yielded stable solutions (where Ax is the average horizontal spacing 
i 
of the free surface nodes). The solution stability is further improved 
by averaging the trial free surface displacements, of the selected 
surface particles, for each time interva 1. This I averaging procedure 1 
is also applied to the computed changes in the free surface values of(. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES 
The main objective of the experimental programme was to aid in 
the evaluation and verification of the finite element models. Some 
preliminary work was required to establish the resistance character-
istics oe the media (namely 1.66 cm and 4.40 cm crushed Dolomite, see 
photographs 4.1 and 4.2) to be used in the verification studies . 
Three types of resistance tests were performed on each of the selected 
materials using: 
a) parallel permeameters, 
b) converging and diverging permeameters, 
c) free surface models. 
Once the resistance equations were determined steady flow free 
surface models were operated to obtain data for comparison with the 
steady flow finite element solution. 
Finally unsteady flow free surface experiments were conducted 
on each of the selected materials. These consisted of rapid drawdown 
tests which could be compared with the finite element solutions. 
The geometric properties of the grains and the instit~e porosities 
of the media were also determined. 
4.1 Experimental Apparatus 
All the experimental flow studies for this thesis were performed in 
133 
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Photo 4.1 Sample of 1.66 cm Crushed Rock 
Photo 4. 2 Sample of 4.40 cm Crushed Rock 
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the 122 cm long test section of the 30.5 cm wide by 122 cm high flume 
shown in figure 4.1 and photograph 4.3. This flume had a 180 cm long 
plexiglass window for viewing the flow in the media. An array, of 
piezometric tappings, was installed in the window as shown in figure 
4.1. Each piezometric tap was connected by plastic tubing to a piezo-
meter on the vertical piezometer bank at the left hand side of the view-
ing window,as shown in photograph 4.3, The piezometer tubing could 
# 
also be connected to a variable angle inclined manometer. Vertical 
grooves were provided at either end of the test section so that 
barriers or screens could be inserted. A rubberized fibre baffle was 
placed between the inflow pipe and the test section to dissipate large 
scale turbulence. 
Water was supplied to the flume by a 240 US gpm centrifugal pump 
which could be operated to discharge, directly (to the flume) or 
through a 50 ft, constant head tank Ito the flume). The discharge into 
the flume was regulated by a stem valve in the 6-inch diameter inflow 
pipe shown in figure 4.1. A venturlmeter located in the inflow pipe 
and connected to a calibrated Merriam manometer was available to measure 
the higher discharges (10 to 240 gpm). The smaller discharges were 
determined volumetrically by using the flow from the drain valve (see 
figure 4.1). 
The special adaptations to the flume, that were required for the 
various tests are described below: 
4.1.1 Parallel Flow Set-up: 
A typical setup for a parallel flow test is illustrated in figure 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































dye was used to check for possible leakage. An attempt was made to 
decrease the wall effect at the ceiling of the permeameter by 1roughening 1 
the plywood surface with plasticene strips as indicated in figure 4. 2. 
Also crusl1ed rock of approximately half the normal size of the test 
material was placed in the larger voids along the upper rock surface. 
The piezometric taps were connected by plastic tubing to either the 
vertical manometer or the tilting manometer. 
4.1. 2 Radial Flow Set-up 
Figure 4.3 and 4.4 respectively show test arrangements for the con-
verging and diverging flow tests. Photograph 4.4 also shows a converging 
flow test in operation. The same techniques that were described for 
the parallel flow studies were employed to minimize the ceiling wall 
effect in the radial flow tests. 
4.1.3 The Set-up For Steady Free Surface Flow 
For the two dimensional steady fl~w tests, 1 expanded 1 galvanized 
steel screens, with openings 1~ cm by% cm, were inserted in the grooves 
at both ends of the test section as shown in figure 4. L The test 
materials were placed between the screens as shown in photograph 4.3. 
and the piezometer tappings connected by plastic tubing to the vertical 
manometer. 
4.1.4 The Unsteady Flow Set-up 
The experimental arrangement for the unsteady flow (rapid drawdown) 
studies is sro wn in figure 4. 5. A sheet of plywood was placed, against 
the upstream screen, and sealed with plasticene and tape. The rock 
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The hinged tailgate shown in figure 4.1 and 4.5 was used to control 
the tailwater level on the test section. A 35 mm Pentax camera was 
available along with a timer (located over the test section in photo-
graph 4.5). 
4. 2 The Experimental Procedures 
The experimental procedures are described under the h:adings: , 
a) Determination of grain and media characteristics, 
b) Parallel flow studies, 
c) Radial flow studies, 
d) Steady free surface flow studies, 
e) Unsteady free surface flow. 
4.2.1 The Characteristics of the Media 
The following properties of the media were considered: 
a) the size of the individual grains, e.g. equivalent spherical 
diameter and sieve size, 
b) the distribution of grain sizes, 
c) the particle shape, e.g. specific surface, 
d) the porosities of the media (both dry and drainable), 
e) the density of the rock particles. 
Determination of Grain Size: - All the materials used in this 
study were obtained by running a thoroughly washed quarry-run sample of 
crushed dolomite through a mechanical sieve analyser. The selected 
145 
Photo 4.5 Unsteady Flow Test 
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materials were: 
a) those which passed the '.}"4 inch sieve but were retained on the 
1/2 inch sieve ; 
b) Those which were retained on the 1-1/2 inch sieve (i.e. the 
1oversized 1 rock). 
The 1 oversized 1 sample was found by inspection to have a maximum 
sieve size of 3 inches (the occasional larger grains were hand sorted 
and removed from the sample). 
The equivalent spherical diameters of the individual rock particles 
were found from the measured particle masses and the density of the dolomite 
rock (2.60 gm/c.cJ. 
Particle Size Distribution:- The geometric standard deviation 
was chosen to indicate the distribution of particle sizes within each of 
the selected media (i.e. the 1.66 cm and 4.40 cm crushed rock). In 
order to compute a geometric mean and a geometric deviation several 
particles (at least 30 from each sample) were chosen at random from 
each of the selected media and the particle size analysis was carried 
out on each of the particles to determine their equivalent diameters. 
Particle Shape:- Two measures of particle shape were determined: 
a) the three mutually perpendicular axis that would describe the 
enclosing ellipsoid were measured (see figure 4.6 and photograph ~Q 
for several particles from each of the selected media; 
Photo 4.6 Measurement of SF 
1 










Figure 4.7 De termination of the Surfa ce Area of a Gra in 
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b) the surface areas and equivalent particle diameters were obtained 
for a number of particles from each of the selected media. 
The length width and depth measurements for the enclosing ellipsoid 
were made with a micrometer as shown in photograph 4.6. 
The surface areas of the particles were determined by coating 
the particles with a thin layer of plasticene. This coating was care-, 
fully peeled off and flattened as shown in photograph 4.7. The outline 
of the coating was then traced on a piece of paper and the outlined area 
measured with a planimeter (see figure 4.7). The particles were soaked 
in water before the coatings we~e applied, to prevent the plasticene 
from adhering to the rock surface. 
The Porosity of the Media:- Two types of porosities were 
measured for each of the tests, i.e. dry porosity(negligible pore water) 
and drainable porosity (porosity immediately after gravitational drainage 
has occurred.) . 
The institue dry porosities were determined as follows: 
a) the tailgate in the flume (figure 4.1) was set in its vertical 
position and sealed; 
b) with no rock in the test section a volume versus stage curve 
was established for the flume by filling the flume with water; 
c) the flume was drained and the rocks were then placed in the 
flume and another volume versus stage curve was determined by 
filling the flume again; 
d) the bulk volume of rock versus stage was determined; thus the 
dry porosity could be found from (b), (c) and (d); 
e) the flume was again drained through valve Band the outflow 
volume measured; thus with (b), (c), (d) and (e) the amount of 
water retained in the voids could be estimated and hence the 
drainable porosity obtained. 
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The porosity studies were repeated after the flow tests were 
completed. Waiting periods of two to seven days were allowed for evapor-
ation of pore water. 
The accuracy of the volumetric method of determining porosity ~~s 
checked in a few instances by weighing the material (rock) being placed 
in a given volume. 
Density of the Grantllar Particles:- The density of the dolo-
mite particles was determined by measuring the mass of a number of 
particles on a scale balance and dividing this mass by the volume of 
water displaced by the same particles when they were placed in a graduated 
cylinder. 
4.2.2 Parallel Flow Studies 
The rockfi 11 was placed between the screens shown in figure 4. 2 and 
levelled at a depth of approximately 40 cm. The larger voids along this 
levelled surface were filled with smaller rock (approximately one half 
the nominal grain size) to minimize th; ceiling wall effect. The L-
shaped plywood cover srown in figure 4.2 was then placed on top of the 
rock and compacted to eliminate any large gaps between the rock and the 
ceiling. This cover was sealed and weighted down as indicated in figure 
4. 2. 
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The institue porosities of the media were determined as described 
in section 4.2.1. 
After starting the pump, and setting valve A and the tailgate a 
period of time (5 to 30 minutes), was allowed for the flow in the flume 
to come to equilibrium, ie •• for the headwater and tailwater levels 
to become steady. For discharges greater than 10 gpm the flow was 
recorded from the venturimeter and the piezometric levels for the all 
piezometric taps on the front wall of the sample were read. For flows 
less than about 10 gpm the ventutlmeter manometer could not be read 
with sufficient accuracyj therefore the volumetric method was used to 
determine these flows. The free discharge from valve B was intercepted 
in a 5-gallon container and a stop watch used to measure the time of 
filling. The discharge was determined from the average of at least 4 
volumetric measurements . For flows greater than 10 gpm the vertical 
piezometers were used while for smaller flows the tilting manometer was 
used. 
The discharge was then changed and the above procedure repeated. 
Tests were performed on 1.66 cm. an:i 4.40 cm crushed rock. 
The water temperature was recorded at the beginning and end of 
each day's testing. 
4.2.3 Radial Flow Tests 
The test procedures for the converging and diverging flow tests 
were almost identical to those for the parallel flow tests except the 
test arrangements were changed to those shown in figures 4.3 and 4.4. 
The sloping surfaces were graded and compacted, and the large voids filled 
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with smaller grains in the same manner as described for the parallel 
flow tests. The institue porosity was determined, For a range of dis-
charges all the piezometers on the front wall of the sample were observed 
and recorded along with the radial positions of the tappings. Both 
1.66 cm. and 4.40 cm. crushed rock were tested for converging and diverg-
ing flow. Other radial configurations are shown in fig. 4.8. 
4.2.4 Steady Free Surface Flow 
Steady free surface tests were carried out on both the 1.66 cm 
and the 4.40 cm crushed rock. The experimental procedure was simliar 
to that described in section 4.2.2. 
Rectangular rockfill dykes were retained in the test section by the 
two screens indicated in figure 4,1 and photograph 4.3. The procedure 
for discharge and piezometric measurements was the same as described 
in section 4.2.2. In addition to reading all the internal piezometric 
1 
tap~ the waterlevels were measured (to ± 2 mm) at several points along 
the free surface in the rockfill, at the headwater, at the outcrop point 
(seepage face) and at the tailwater. 
A number of tailwater levels and discharges were used for each 
medium in order to obtain a representative sample of data for comparison 
with the finite element computations. 
Additional readings were taken of headwa~er levels, tailwater 
levels and seepage heights for a number of different discharges. This 
data was collected to supplement the seepage height studies of Ng (79) 




































































































































































































~.2.5 The Unsteady Flow Tests 
Rapid drawdown tests were carried out on both the 1. 66 cm and 4. 40 
cm crushed rock for the test arrangement shown in figure 4.5 and photo-
graph 4.5. After the rock had been placed in the ractangular test 
section the tailgate was set in a vertical position and stayed by a 
guy-wire as shown in figure 4. 5. The gate was sealed with plasticene 
on its upstream side. 
Before each run the test section and tailwater section was filled 
with water (from the mains) to a depth of 56.0 + .5 cm i.e. to approx-
imately the top of the tailgate. A dye (KMno4) was then added to the 
water in the test section to aid in flow visualization (for the photo-
graphs). The timer was zeroed in preparation for the start of each run. 
A photograph was then taken just before the tailgate was released. 
Three persons were required to complete each run. On a signal 
one assistant released the guy-wire allowing the tailgate to drop to 
a horizontal position and thus allowing the tailwater level to drop 
· rapidly. At the instant the gate was released the timer was started 
by the second assistant. The third person operated the 35 mm camera 
taking photographs in rapid succession (lapse times of about 1, 2, 4, 
6, 8, 10, 15, 20 and 30 seconds were used). A meter stick (for scale) 
and the timer were included in all the photographs. A number of runs of 
the rapid drawdown tests were made to obtain better mean experimenta 1 
curves as well as to check the reproducibility of the experiments. 
Also with the aid of five persons a series of manual observations 
were made of the falling waterlevel profiles. Three asistants marked 
the free surface positions at selected horizontal stations for lapse 
times of O, 1, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16, 20 and 24 seconds as indicated by a 
tapped signal from a timekeeper. In order to compensate in part for 
the reaction times of the 'markers 1 , the tailgate was released by 
another assistant on the initial signal from the timekeeper. 
4.3 Experimental Results 
' The experimental results are presented in the same order as the 
experimental procedures. 
4.3.1 The Characteristics of the Crushed Rock 
155 
Particle Size and Size Distribution:- The results of mass 
and volumetric measurements of individual grains randomly selected 
from each of the two media are sh:>wn in tables 4.1 and 4. 2. The accur.-
acies of the readings are also indicated. The sieve sizes are given 
for each of the materials. 
Particle Shape;- Tables 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 show the micrometer 
measurements of the three mutually perpendicular distances representative 
of the length, width and depth of the grain (see figure 4.6). A range 
o'f materials sizes from about 1.5 cm to 5.0 cm equivalent diameter, 
are represented. 
Tables 4.3 shows the surface areas of several particles varying 
in size from 1.5 cm to 4.5 cm. The mass and volume of each particle 
are also shown along with the length, width and depth dimensions. 
Porosity:- Average dry and drainable porosities for the 1.66 cm 
and the 4.40 cm rock for the various test arrangements are shown in 
table 4.4. The method of measurement is also indicated. 
156 
Densit·y of the Grains:- The density of the rock particles 
was found to be 2.60 ± .02 gm/c.c. 
4.3.2 Parallel Flow Studies 
Tables 4.5 to 4.7 give the diseharge and piezometric readings for 
the parallel flow tests on the 1.66 cm and the 4.40 cm crushed rock. 
The tables also indicate the accuracy to which the data could be read 
as well as the methods of measurement. 
4.3.3 Radial Flow Tests 
Readings of the discharges and piezometric heads for the radial 
(converging and diverging) flow experiments are given in table 4.8 to 
4. 12. 
4.3.4 Steady Free Surface Flow 
Typical steady free surface data for the two selected materials 
are shown in figures 4.9 and 4. 10. 
4.3.5 Unsteady free Surface Flow 
The sequence of photographs 4.8(a) to 4.8(h) show a typical rapid 
drawdown test for 1.66 cm crushed rock. Photographs 4.9(a) to 4.9(h) 
are for a similar test with 4.40 cm crushed rock. The measured water 
levels taken from these as well as other photographs are summarized in 
table 4.13 and table 4.14. In addition, data obtained by manually 
rrarking the falling waterlevels, on the flume window at specified times, 
are presented in table 4.15 for the 1.66 cm rock and in table 4.16 for 
the 4.40 cm rock. The drainab]e porosity for the 1.66 cm rock fell 
between .38 and .42 thus an average value of 0.40 + .015is given . 
For 4.40 cm rock the drainable porosity estimates ranged from .39 to 
157 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 4.1 Mass Measurements for 1,66 cm Crushed Rock 
Mass A B C 
gm inches inches inches 
9.93 ± .oos 1. 288 + .001 0.878 ± .001 o. 625 + .001 
2.87 o. 796 0.722 o. 291 
3.72 0.806 0.612 0.418 
4.18 1. 261 0.580 0.313 
4. 20 1. 081 0.787 o. 345 
3.80 0.869 0.645 o. 410 
3.51 0.769 0.575 0.440 
7.05 o. 950 0.693 0.668 
5.04 0.875 0.559 o. 440 
8.03 1.088 0.652 o. 459 
5.45 1.099 0.576 0.419 
3. 21 0.912 0.684 0.318 
5.90 1. 245 o. 710 o. 325 
4.40 1. 007 0.660 0.373 





























Table 4.2 Mass Measurements for 4.4 cm Crushed Rock 
Mass A B C 
gm inches inches inches 
147.1 + .05 2.75 ± .005 2.07 ± .005 1. 23 ± . 005 
. 78.8 2. 70 2.10 0.67 
165.3 2.85 1.90 1.43 
132. 3 3. 21 1. 26 1. 43 
90.3 2.65 2.09 0.75 
86.8 2.45 2.00 1.07 
82. 7 2. 32 1. 58 1.12 
121.0 2.64 2.35 1. 56 
95.7 3. 20 1. 67 1.03 
57.3 2.40 1. 73 0.99 
35.3 2.12 1;48 o,56 
85.4 2.49 1. 94 1. 22 
112. 2 3.10 1. 90 1.13 
138.3 2.68 2.08 1. 29 





























Table 4.3 Particle Shape Measurements 
Nominal Mass Volume 
Surface 
A B C Angularity Area 
Size ( inches) gm ml 2 inches inches inches factor 
i - cm 1--3 108.5 44.0 ± . 05 91.2 + .05 2.45 1. 26 1. 53 • 87 
2 
51. 4 24.0 62. 1 1. 93 1. 34 0.67 
66.6 29.0 7 2. 6 2. 24 1. 43 0.94 
97; 3 40.0 97.4 3.38 1. 72 o. 82 
63.4 23.0 77. 6 2.86 1. 27 0.77 
"97.8 38. 2 91. 6 3. 20 1. 77 o.94 
116.1 45.6 105. 9 3.09 1. 98 0.73 
1 - 11 2 
54. 2 24.0 77. 2 2.78 1.155 0.7)9 • 9 
46.5 14.1 5 7. 7 1. 9)5 1. 549 o. 879 
32.0 12. 5 53.5 1. 8i8 1.605 o. 7J7 
39.7 15.0 47. 2 1. 741 1.141 0.918 
57.5 22.8 59.7 2.010 1. 430 1.035 
63.0 29. 0 70.0 2.0<;() 1. 289 1. 459 
42. 7 17.0 54.8 1. 941 1.21.5 0.850 
3 
1 9; 26 3.7 22.95 o. S88 0.869 o. 510 .9+ - -
4 
18.15 7.0 33.4 l. 397 O. EOO o. 684 
10. 25 4.0 22. 3 1. 035 o. 794 o. 451 
13. 92 5.5 26. 4 1. J)8 0.781 o. 665 
9. 75 3.3 22. 2 0.861 0.684 o. 747 
15.66 5.9 33.9 1. 593 0.937 0.434 
10. 72 4.0 23.8 1. Oro 0.851 0.676 
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Table 4.3 Particle Shape Measurements (contd.) 
Nominal Mass Volume 
Surface A B C Angularity Area 
Size(inches) gm ml 2 inches inches inches Factor 
cm 
l_l 7. 92 3.5 22. 2 1.176 0.729 0.539 • 9+ 
2 4 
9.60 3.8 24.0 1. 497 0.853 0.490 
5.53 2. 2 19.3 1. 137 0.731 0.509 
. 6. 58 2. 7 16.4 0.739 0.554 0.546 
7.50 2.8 20.0 0.880 0.880 0.484 
5.03 1. 5 18.4 1.106 0.651 o. 205 
13.55 3.5 25.0 1. 443 0.548 0.484 
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Table 4.4 Results of Porosity Tests 
Material Porosity 
Size Remarks 
Test by by by 
Sieve Geometric weighing filling draining 
No. Size in. Mean cm. solids voids voids 
1.1 
1 3 1. 66 * * - - - • 43±. 015 2 4 • 40:t. 02 
Parallel 
1 
1. 2 1- - 3 4.40 • 415+. 01 • 40±· 01 Flow 2 
1 




1. 66 • 42+. 015 .38±.02 - - -
2 4 Converging 
2. 2 
1 3 Flow 
2 4 
1. 66 • 42±. 015 .4 o+. 02 
2.3 
1 
3 1- - 4. 40 • 42+. 01 .405+.0l 2 
3.1 
1 3 - - 1. 66 • 435+. 02 • 40+. 02 
2 4 Diverging 
11 3 3.2 4.40 
Flow 
2 4 
• 425+. 015 • 41+. 01 
~.l 
1 3 
2 4 1. 66 .43+.02 • 435±· 015 
.4o+.02 Steady 
Free 
4.2 1 3 
Surface 




1. 66 • 435±. 015 • 4o+. 015 Unsteady 
Free 
5.2 
1 3 Surface 1- - 4. 40 • 42±. 01 • 40±. 01 2 4 Flow 
* 
Errors shown are standard errors of the means. 
Table 4.5 
Parallel Flow Data 
Test No. 1. 1 
M = 1.66cm 
g 
Cross-sectional Area = 1050 
Manometer - Vertical; Flow - Venturi 
Q us 
gpm 




















































Run No. 1 









Table 4.5 (cont.) 
Q us H1 H2 llL Piez. 
gpm cm cm cm Position 
79.8 ± .OS 68.4 ± .os 40. 1 ' etc. etc. 
68.6 39.8 
63. 25 44.6 
63.4 44.2 
69.5 60.6 38.55 
60.9 38.4 
56.7 42.05 
56.9 41. 9 
62.1 55.4 37.5 
55.5 37.4 
52.1 40. 3 
52. 3 40. 2 








109.8 95. 7 45.2 
96.0 44.4 
86.5 53.0 
86.8 5 2. 7 
Test No. 1.1 
Q us 
gpm 













Table 4.5 (contd.) 
Run No. 1 
H2 AL Piez. 
cm cm Position 








Test No. 1.1 
M = 1. 66 cm 
g 
Cross-sectional Area 











Parallel Flow Result 
2 = 1050 cm 
Flow - Volumetric 
H1 H2 
cm cm 










56.0 55. 25 
56.6 55.7 
42. 8 42. 3 
43.3 42. 3 
42. 65 42.5 














Run No. 2 










Parallel Flow Results 
Test No. 1. 1 Run No. 3 
M = 1. 66 cm T = 74°F g 
Cross-sectional Area 1050 
2 
= cm 
Manometer - Inclined; Flow - Volumetric 
Q 
Mano. 
sl S2 t:.L Piez. i:ingle ml/sec degrees cm cm Position cm 
54. 2 + . 5 17.9 40.9 + .05 37.2 91. 44 Top 
40. 65 37.0 91.44 Bottom 
61.1 28.0 57.95 55.6 etc. etc. 
58.4 56.15 
66.9 24.6 41. 75 35.7 
42.5 38. 25 
136. 3 15.8 39.7 37.6 Bottom 
279.0±1.0 29.0 44.0 41. 7 Bottom 
· 176 
Table 4.6 
Parallel Flow Data 
Test No. 1. 2 Run No, 1 
M = 4.40 cm g T = 78°F 
Cross-sectional Area 1180. ± 1. 2 = cm 
Manometer-Vertical 
Q us H . H2 6L Piez. 
gpm cm cm cm Pesitte:n 
181. 3 ± .5 86.11 ± .o~ 47.96 + .05 91.44 Top 
85.34 47.45 91. 44 Bottom 
77.98 55.37 60. 96 Top 
78.28 54.05 60. 96 Bottom 
170.50 80.54 47. 27 91. 44 etc. 
80. 54 47. 27 91. 44 
73.66 53.64 60. 96 
74.55 52. 83 60.96 
160.8 76,78 46.56 etc. 
76.78 45. 72 
70.59 52. 32 
71, 25 51. 56 
150,2 72. 39 45.72 
72. 39 45.08 
67.67 50.77 
67.56 50.09 
138.2 67.34 44.58 
66.93 44.07 
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Table 4.6 l contd.) 
Q us H H2 61 Piez. 
gpm cm cm cm Position 
138. 20 ± .5 63. 04 ± .05 48. 74 ± .05 
62. 99 48.39 
118. 0 1 59. 72 42.98 
59.44 42.54 
56.69 45. 95 
56.62 45.80 
110.0 57. 23 42.19 
56.90 42. 21 
54.03 44.70 
54.36 4<... 65 
91. 2 51. 33 40.16 
52. 83 40.64 
48.82 42.19 
49.10 42.11 
79.0 47.80 38.99 
47. 24 39. 27 
45. 77 40. 44 
45. 92 40.54 
62. 0 42.04 36.58 
41.66 36.83 
41.02 37.59 
40. 89 37.64 
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Table 4.6 (continued) 
Q us H H2 6L Piez. 
gpm cm cm cm Position 
48.8 ± .5 54.10±.05 50.62 + .05 
53.97 50.95 
53.34 51. 31 
53.57 51. 31 




30. 5(' 44.96 43.10 
44. 96 43.10 
44.45 43.41 
44.70 43.43 
21. o:-, 61.16 59.87 
60.83 60.15 
60. 96 59.97 
60.50 60.07 
112. 52 57.94 43.43 
57.58 42. 34 
54.86 45.47 
54.99 45. 21 
102.0 54.36 42.16 
53.85 41. 27 
51. 56 43.87 
51.66 43.61 
Test No. 1. 3 
M = 4. 40 
g 
Table 4.7 
Parallel Flow Data 
Cross-sectional Area 
2 = 1167.0 cm 
Manometer - vertical 
Q us 
gpm 





























































Table 4.7 (contd.) 
Q us H1 H2 t.L Piez. 
gpm cm cm cm Position 
0 
195.0 89.87 44.83 
89. 41 43.94 
80.52 5 2. 83 
81. 31 51. 84 
185.0 84. 58 43.94 
84. 25 42.93 
76. 45 51.05 
77. 22 50. 29 
77.22 50.29 
180. 10 82. 30 43.56 
81. 79 42.42 
74.42 50.29 
75.18 49. 53 
175.0 79. 76 ' 42.93 
79. 50 42. 29 
72. 29 -49.28 
72. 92 48.89 
170.0 77. 47 42.67 
76.83 41. 91 
70.56 48. 77 
70.87 48.01 
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Table 4.7 (contd.) 
Q us Hl H2 .t.L Piez. 
gpm cm cm cm Position 




160.0 72. 90 41.78 
7 2. 31 41.15 
66.55 47.12 
67.06 46.61 
150.0 69.09 41.02 
68.58 40.51 
63.47 45. 85 
63.75 45.47 








122. 0 57. 15 38.61 
56.64 38.35 
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Table 4. 7 (contd.) 
Q us H1 H2 t:.L Piez. 
gpm cm cm cm Position 
122.0 53.34 41. 88 
53.34 41. 66 
112.0 53. 90 37.85 
53.09 37.39 
50.32 40. 41 
50.42 40. 26 
102.0 50.57 36.83 
49. 71 36.58 
47.50 39.12 
47.50 39.04 




83.0 44.15 35.00 
43.48 34.57 
42.19 36.53 
42. 16 36.32 
225.0 101. 60 42.93 
100.84 41. 86 
89. 71 52. 91 
90. 68 52.07 
183 
Table 4.7 (contd.) 
Q us H1 H2 AL Piez. 
gpm cm cm cm Position 
231.0 88.90 50.04 
89.41 49.0 
236.5 10 2. 62 37.85 
101.60 35.94 
89. 20 48. 82 
90.02 47.55 
239.30 103.17 36.78 
102. 36 34. 29 
89.69 48.08 
90.75 46.79 




89. 92 45.57 
132. 3 99.57 77. 77 
99.06 77.01 
94.87 81. 56 
95.50 81.03 
121.0 94. 72 76.10 
93.98 75. 62 
90.68 79.17 
184 
Table 4.7 (contd.) 
Q us Hl H2 61 Piez. 
gpm cm cm cm Position 
121.0 91.14 78.99 




llO.O 88.49 73.08 
88. 21 72. 64 
85.14 75.79 
85.60 75. li.4 
105.0 86.08 71. 83 
85.72 71.40 
83.06 74.22 
81. 83 73.91 
100.0 83.31 70.36 
83. 21 69.90 
80.67 72. 64 






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
In this chapter the experimental resistance laws for crushed 
rock are determined, in dimensional and dimensionless forms. The free 
surface experimental dataare reduced to convenient forms for comparison 
with the finite element solutions. 
After establishing the characteristics of the crushed rock particle~ 
(e.g. mean size, standard deviation and shape) general resistance equations 
for crushed rock are derived using the experimental data of this study 
as well as data presented by other researchers. The radial flow data 
are examined to determine the influence of convergence or divergence of 
the macroscopic flow on hydraulic cond•1ctivity. Resistance equations 
are then recommended for use in the finite element models. Four consider-
ations are used in arriving at these equations: 
a) the results of the parallel flow tests of this study; 
b) the general equation obtained from combining the results of 
a number of researchers; 
c) the results of the radial flow tests; 
d) a direct analysis of the measured gradients and flows in 
the steady free surface tests. 
5.1 The Particle Characteristics 
There are several ways of defining the grain size in a granular 
W2 
203 
medium. Some examples are: 
a) median size based on sieve analysis, i.e. 050 ; 
b) the arithmetic mean particle diameter (equivalent sphere); 
c) the geometric mean particle diameter; 
d) the 1 fall 1 diameter; 
e) the geometric mean sieve size. 
In this thesis the measure of average grain size is taken to be 
the geometric mean diameter (after Ward (124)), i.e. 
( 5. 1) 
Consequently the distribution of particle sizes is specified by the 
geometric standard deviation 
= ft:(ln D. - ln M i2°/(n - 1) e i g ( 5. 2) 
Formulae 5.1 and 5.2 were applied to the particle mass data 
shown in tables 4.1 and 4.2 and the resulting geometric mean diameters 
and geometric deviati~ns are shown in table 5.1. 
Some other mEBsures of particle size are also given in table 5.1. 










Sieve Size D cm 
Median Sieve 












1/211-3/411 1-1 /2 TI -3 II 
2. 60±· 02 2. 60± .02 
1. 66 ± . 01 4.40± .025 
1.13 1.15 
1. 56 5. 40 
1. 60 5.30 
2.15.±.2 1. 9 ± • 2 
2.1 + .1 1.7±.1 
11. 6±. 3 10. 3 f-. 3 
-,.., • 9 ,.., • 9 
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A number of particle shape factors are presented in table 5.1. 
These values represented are the arithmetic averages of the shape factors 
presented in figures 5.1 to 5.4. The shape factors are computed from 
the data given in table 4.3. 
Referring to figure 4.6 a shape factor can be defined as 
= (5.4) . 
A shape factor could also be defined in terms of the surface 
area of the particle by 
= 
= 
particle surface area 








(Sur face area :x D 









An angularity factor which indicates the fraction of the surface area 
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FLaure 5, 4 Correl<iltlon of Shape F-11ccora («5 and sr1) 
A ng 
= Are a of the six largest flat surfaces 
Total surface area 
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( 5. 7) 
This factor is suggested as a means of accounting in a correlation equa-, 
. 
tion1 for the flat face packing effect described by Kovacs (53) as well 
as the effect of angularity on flow separation at high velocities. 
This factor was estimated to be approximately 0.9 for the crushed rock 
used in this study. The value of A for a sphere is zero. ng 
5, 2 Analysis of Parallel Flow 
In this section the .parallel flow data for the 1.66 cm and 4.40 
cm crushed rock are treated separately and in combination with experimental 
data of other investigators (79, 24, 56, 53, 63, 77), The experimental 
data are analysed by an extension of Ward's analysis (124) and by Kovac's 
analysis (53). 
5.2.1 Particular Equations 
A check was made to determine whether the dimensiona 1 plot of 
i/q vs q could be represented by a Forchheimer type equation. Figures 5.5 
and 5.6 show the writer 1 s reduced experimental data for 1.66 cm and 4.40 cm 
rock respectively; the Forchheimer type equations, obtained by the method 
of least squares, are: 
i 
q = • 011 + 0.011 q 




q = • 0062 + .0037 q 
( 5, 8) 


































































































































































































































































with C = 0.952 for 4.40 cm rock. Although reasonably good correlations r 
were obtained for the Forchheimer type equations an apparent regime 
change is noted for low velocities for the 1.66 cm rock. Figure 5.5 
al so shows the experimenta 1 c,urve of Ng ( 79 ) for the same 1. 66 cm 
material but in a different permeameter and for a different porosity. 
5. 2. 2 General Equations 
Forchheimer Type Equation:- A modification of the Ward (124) 
equation 2.29 is utilized to obtain a general Forchheimer type equation 
for crushed rock. 
Rearranging equation 2. 29 gives the dimensionless equation 
(5.10) 




X = ~ lJ (5.12) 
c1 and c2 are dimensionless constants for given flow regime (see 
section 3.2); k is given by equation 2.31. 
For a given material (e.g. crushed rock) the shape factor (figure 
5.1 and 5.3) tortuosity and pore cross-section factor will remain approx-





where y = 
i Mg C (m)E'Q 
qµ E(c, ) 
g 
( 5. 14) 
qM [C(m) ]1/2 
X = g v ;n1(ag) (5.15) 
C(m) = m3/(1 - m) 2 (5.16) 
E( o )= lnog 
g Og 
and c1 and c 2 are constants for a particular medium. 
Two approaches were used to establish c1 and c 2: 
a) a least squares method using the full range of experimental 
data; 
b) a determination of c1 from the low flow data only (figure 5.7) 
and a least squares method using the full range of experimental 
data to determine c 2 (figure 5.8). 
Method (a) was applied to the data of Ng (79) and the write~ a.!Hl gave the 
correlation 
= 960, ± 500. 
= 8.5. ± (5.17) 
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and metho <l (b) gave 
cl "- 80 ·± 35 , 
1 (5.18) 
c2 8.7 ~ 1-3 J 
Equation 5.17 5hould give better results for the high flows while 
equation 5.18 would be better for low flows (see figures 5.7 and 5.8). 
Equation 5.13 can be generalized to account for small variations 
in grain shape factor by putting, (124, 125), 
y = cl + Cf (5.19) 
i 1•1 2 C ( m) (> 9 
where y = 
q E(a: ) f-l cx2 
g s 
( 5. 20) 
q M (C(m) ]1/2 
X = ,.-
vv'E(a, ) °'a 
g 
( 5. 21) 
Using the experimenta 1 data of Ng ( 79), Dudgeon ( 24), Lane ( 56) 
and the writer, method(a) gave 
= 6 . 0 ± 3.0 
= o.82 ± 0 07 ( s. 22) 
C -= • 987 
r 
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and method (b) gave 
= 2. 
( 5. 23) 
The reduced experimental data are presented in figure 5.9 and computer · 
input data are given in Appendix H. 
A correction for wall effect based on the equation (See Appendix I), 
C = q(X) w q 
L 
D ) -1 
= (c~ -+ 1 L ~ p 
where C = 2. 0; 
L is the perimeter subject to wall effect•Jt 
e 
L is the total perimeter of the permeameter; 
p 
D is the grain size; 
AT is the cross-sectional area of the permeameter; 
q is the velocity in an infinitively large permeameter; 
co 
is included in equation 5.25, below: 
y = cl +Cf 
i M2 C(m)eg 
where y g = µE (cr ) 2 C 
g o::sqo w 
M [C(m}J1/2 
X = g q C 
~ ex: 0 W 
g . s 
( 5. 24) 
( 5. 25) 
( 5. 26) 
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Figure 5.9 Ward Friction Curve for Combined Date (No Wall 
Correction) 
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Using the same experimental data, that were used for equations 
5.22 and 5.23, equation 5.25 yields 
_cl = ' 2\,0± 1.0 } 
~2 = 1,18 + OvlO ( 5. 28) 
C 0.986 r 
by method (a) 
cl = ·95 + ~5 
} 
. -
and c2 = 1·13 ± 0,,095 ( 5. 29) 
by method (b). The plot of equation 5.25 is shown in figure 5.10. The 
values of C for the various tests are given in Appendix H. 
w 
Kovacrs Analysis:- Kovacs (53) derived the empirical equation 










y = (-R) !!L_ 1.) q cc 2 
s ( 1-rt}) 
(5.32) 
Dis the grain diameter; 
ex: is a shape factor given by equation 5.7; 
s 
for spherical materials. In addition to his own experimental data, he 
utilized data from Lindquist (63), Zunker (141) and Nagy (77), as shown 
in figure 5. ll. 
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and 5.32 and plotting a sample of these data on Kovacs 1 plot, figure 5.11, 
indicates that the angular crushed rock data havehigher values of Y then 
the spherical materials. This was also noted by Kovacs (53) for disc-
shaped particles that he had tested. The angularity factor A is intro-
ng 
duced into equation 5.31 and 5.32 to account for this apparent increase. 
in resistance; thus (including the wall effect and a standard deviation 
effect), 
M 4q C (l+A }N 
X = 
g o w ng 
a: ./tE (Ci ) ( 1 - m} I) 
s g 
i 3 (1 +A } -N/2 M g n 6:_g) 
y n = s 
C ( 1 2 WU qo -n} E(Ci} g 
where N is an empirical exponent and 
and E ( cr ) 
g 
lno 
= O' g' g 
(5.33) 
( 5. 34) 
Applying equations 5.33 and 5,34 to the experimental data for 
crushed rock, with N """ 0.5 determined by trial and error, gives reasonably 
good agreement with Kovacs equation 5.30 as figure 5.12 indicates. Thus 
equations 5.30, 5.33 and 5.34 define an approximateresistance equation 
which covers a range of grain shapes and a range of flow regimes from 
Darcy to fully turbulent flow. 
Weighted Average Values of 1a 1 and 1 b 1 :- The results of the 
parallel flow analysis are summarized in table 5. 2 which shows the values 
of a and b computed by equations 5.8 to 5. 29 for various porosities 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































for all the values of a and b. Average values of 1a 1 and Tbl were 
determined from results of the combined equations 5.17 to 5.29, the 
particular equations 5.8 and 5.9 and Ng 1 s equation for 1.66 cm crushed 
rock (79). The average vaiues were computed as a weighted average with 
the weights being the relative errors in the respective values of 'ar or 
5.3 Analysis of the Radial Flow Data 
Assuming, as indicated in section 3.2, that convergence or 
divergence of the macroscopic streamlines mainly affects b, the non-Darcy 
term of the Forchheimer equation, the Darcy term 1a 1 can be treated as 
a constant and the effect of radial flow on 1 b 1 can be studied by compar-
ing values of 1b 1 for radial and parallel flow. Equation 3.41 can be 
used to compute the 1 b 1 for radial flow (the 1+1 sign indicates diverging 
flow and the 1 - 1 sign indicates converging flow). Equation 2.31 can be 
used to correct slight differences in porosity between the parallel and 
radial flow tests. Since both parallel and radial flow tests we.ire performed 
in the same flume, wall effects would tend to be approximately the same 
in all cases. 
Equation 3.41 requires the data in tables 4.8 to 4.12 to be 
analysed in pairs i.e. r (r1 , ~l) and ~ 2, ~ 2)1, For each set of radial 
flow data, an 1a 1 is obtained by correcting the corresponding parallel 
flow 'a' for any difference in porosity. The data of each experiment 
are divided into pairs of (r, ~), as indicated in tables 4.8 to 4.12; the 
pairs of data are chosen such that they fall as nearly as possible along 
radial lines. The analysis was performed by the computer using the 
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programme shown in Appendix J, and the results are shown in table 5.3 along 
with the corresponding parallel flow results. 
Figure 5.13 shows a typical plot of b versus r for 1.66 cm 
C 
crushed rock. The large s~atter shown in figure 5.13 was obtained for 
all the radial flow tests. Table 5.2 indicates a slight decrease in 
Tb 1 for converging flow and almost no difference between the 1b 1 forpar-
al lel and di verging flo\<l A stati stica 1 analysis is required to determine 
the significance of the apparent radial flow effects indicated in table 
5.3. The average value of b from each of the radial flow tests is 
compared with the corresponding value of b for parallel flow obtained 
from table 5.2. The standard errors in the means are indicated in tables 
5.2 and 5.3 for all values of b. 
Since the radial flow and pa~allel flow means are computed from 
large samples, the normal distribution test (78) is used to determine the 
significance of the apparent differences shown in table 5.3. 
Parallel and converging flows are compared in table 5.4. All data 
are corrected to a common porosity. The standard deviation of the differ-
ences in the means is computed from 
= 
and the quantity 
u = 
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is used as a measure of the significance of the difference between the 
- -The probability that the difference b1 - b2 is due 
to chance only can be found from a normal probability chart [e.g. see 
Neville and Kennedy 1 s Table A-4 (78) J. The computations of Smd and u 
are summarized in table 5.4. Table 5.4 shows that probability of the 
apparent converging flow effect being due to chance is approximately 
O.li when all the results are pooled although the individual tests have 
probabilities between .Oo and .44. Therefore there is some doubt concern-
ing the existance of the converging flow effect; however the trend of 
the results indicate that the value of b for converging flow is slightly 
less C..., 13 %) than for parallel flow. 
A similar statistical analysis for diverging flow is summarized 
in table 5.5. Table 5.5 indicates a high probability(,._, 27~) that the 
apparent differences between diverging and parallel flow are due to 
chance. 
5.4 Treatment of the Steady Fl~v Free Surface Data 
Lines of equal piezometric head (equipiezometric lines) are con-
structed as shown in figures 4. 9, 4.10, and 5. 1 (a) from the piezometric . 
readings on the front walls of the free surface models. The tests were 
divided into two sets. The first set was used to check the friction 
equation for the medium and the second set was reserved for comparison 
with the finite element model. 
Approximate estimates of the values of a and b for the free sur-
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Figure 5. 14 typical Expe.rimenta l Flow Net 
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and piezometric levels in the rockfill section. A flow net, (See figure 
5.14) can be constructed on the basis of the experimental data. From 
this f1ow net estim~tas of the 1 bulk 1 velocity and hydraulic gradient 
can be obtained . 
Referring to figure 5.14 the bulk velocity, q, at a point Min 
the rockfill is computed from 
q = (5 . 37) 
where t,QjW 
W = flume width; 
t,Q = discharge through stream tube C'D' 
and the magnitude of the hydraulic gradient, i, is found from 
i = (5.38) 
where A 1 and B1 are two points on a streamline as shown in 
figure 5. 14. 
A number of flow sections were analysed and the results (q/i vs q) 
are shown in figures 5.15 and 5.16. The values of a and b determ~ned 
by least squares analysis are shown in table 5.6. 
5.5 Treatment of the Unsteady Flav Data 
The unsteady flow data given in table 4.13 to 4.16 are plotted in 
figures 5.17 and 5.18 (water surface level versus time) and mean experimen-
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Scatter in Unsteady Water Profile Measurements 
u/s Middle D/S 
s s s s s m m cm cm cm cm cm 
0.5 0.3 1. 4 0.7 1. 5 
1.1 0.5 1.0 0.7 1. 5 
1,.'0 o,6 1r5 0.8 1~0 
1.1 0.5 1. 5 0.5 2. 0 
1.1 0.5 L 4 0.6 1. 2 
1.8 0.8 1. 8 0.8 2.0 
2.0 0.6 1. 5 0.7 1. 3 
1.4 0.5 1.0 0.5 1. 3 
1.0 0.4 1. 4 0.7 1. 4 















deviations of the means were made from figures 5.17 and 5.18 and are 
summarized in table 5.7. The average experimental drawdown curves given 
in Chapter VI (figures 6.14 to 6.23) were derived from figures 5.17 and 
5,1s. 
5.6 Reconunended Resistance Equations for the Finite Element Models 
On comparing the values of a and b from the direct analysis of 
the free surface models (table 5.6) with the values of a and b for para-
llel flow (table 5. 2) and radial flow (table 5.3) it was noted that the 
values of bin the free surface models were less than the corresponding 
parallel flow values but slightly greater than the corresponding converg-
ent flow values. This tends to confirm the existence of a convergence 
effect on the flow resistance in the free surface models. 
In the actual free surface models the flow varies from nearly 
parallel to highly convergent; therefore each of the finite element models 
was run with both the parallel and convergent flow resistance equations. 
The recommended values of a and b obtained from tables 5.2 and 5.3 are 
given in table 5.8. 




cm m a(sec/cm) 
2 
Type of Flow b ( sec/cm) 
1. 66 • 435 Parallel O. Oll+. 002 • 0106±, 0005 
Converging o. 011±· 00 2 .0086+.0016 
Actua 1 Free o. 0138±. 006 . 0095±, 0016 
Sur face (Direct 
Analysis) 
4. 40 • 42 Para lle 1 • 005 2+. 001 • 003 9±• OOO 25 
Converging .0052±.001 • OOJ4_. 00025 



























































































































































































































































































































































































EVALUATiili OF THE FINITE ELEMENT MODELS 
This chapter compares the flows, waterlevels and piezometric 
heads computed by the finite element models, with the corresponding 
experimental values. In the case of radial flow an analytical solution 
exists for the governing equation; therefore the finite element solution 
is compared with this ana lytica 1 solution. 
The effect of element size on the FEM is also considered in the 
two dimensional steady flow case. Some considerations of convergence and 
stability are presented. 
Finally experimental errors and theoretical limitations are dis-
cussed in relation to the comparisons of the finite element solutions 
and the experimental results. 
6.1 ~W'ttion of the Radial Flow Finite Element Model 
Equation 3.37 is the analytical solution of the steady, radial 
non-Darcy flow equation 3.35. If the finite element prograrrune is executed 
with the parallel flow \El lues of a and b: 
a 
b 
= O.Oll sec/cm 
2 
0.106 (sec/cm) 
and the boundary conditions: 




= 162 ~2 = 52.7 cm 
the numerical results shown in figure 6.1 are obtained. Table 6.1 also 
shows the resu.ts obtained when the diverging flow values of a and bare 
used i.e. a = .011 and b = . 0095. On comparison of the finite element 
solutions with the analytical solutions in table 6.1, a good agreement 
is noted. Only a slight difference exists between the solutions using 
the values of a and b obtained from parallel and diverging flow tests. 
Table 6. 1 and figure 6. 1 indicate that the FE piezometric heads 
tend to beaightly higher than the corresponding experimental data. 
This may be attributed in part to: 
a) small screen loss at the entrance to the permeameter, 
b ) a slightly increased flow resistance in the region of 












a= 75.5 u.s.G./min. 
a =0.01 t sec/cm 
b = 0.0106 ( sec/cm)2 
- -• - - FINITE ELEMENT METHOD -+- EXACT THEORY 
o EXPERIMENTAL VALUES 
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50&.--~.L-~.L-~.L-~"'-~"'-~"'-~......._~......._~------.______..__~.,.._----
40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 
r (cm) 
Figure b , l Comparison of fEM, Analytical anc :~ xperirnental 
Solu~ions for Diverging Flow 
Table 6.1 A Comparison of Analytical, Numerical and 
Experimental Solutions for Diverging Flow 





''Diverging I a &b 
Analytical 
1 Parallel 1 a&b 
Analytical 
Diverging 
a & b 
rd cm 
~ 





I 49. 4 57.40 81.4 99.4 126.4 163.3 
94.38 
I 
86.50 71. 78 65.15 58.51 52. 7 
94.40 86.53 71.82 65.19 . 58.54 52. 7 
94.39 86. 56 71. 84 65.20 58. 55 5 2. 7 
94.41 86. 58 71. 88 6525 58.57 52.7 
237 
Experiment a 1 105. 1±· 05 93. 8-h5 83. 9 71. 3 64.6 58.3 52.7±.05 
6. 2 Evahation of the Steady Flow Free Surface Finite Element Models 
The steady free surface flow finite element model was verified by 
comparisons with physical models. The models were rectangular rockfill 
sections which were described in Chapte:"s IV and V. Numerical results were 
obtained for both test media {1.66 cm and 4.40 cm rock) for values of 'a' 
and 1 b 1 corresponding to: 
a) para lle 1 flow, 
and b) converging flow. 
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The effect of element density was also considered by comparing 
the results of a fine and a relatively coarse grid. 
6.2.1 The Numerical Solutions 
Table 5.8 shows the recommended values of rar and fb 1 that 
were used in the FE solutions. 
The two discretizations, representing the fine and coarse element 
densities, are typified in figure 6.2 and 6.3. The fine grid has 59 elements 
and 29 unkrown nodal values of~' while the coarse grid has 39 elements 
and 19 unknowns. Figure 6. 2 and 6. 3 indicate the node numbers. In general 
the numbering of the 1 unknown 1 nodes is such as to minimize the band width 
of the coefficient matrix. No significance is attached to the numbering of 
the 1known1 nodes except that they are numbered after all the 1unknown 1 
nodes have been numbered. The numbering system for the elements is arbi-
trary. 
The boundary conditions for flow through a rectangular rockfill 
section are given in section 3.3.1 and figure 3.6. Satisfaction of the double 
boundary condition on the free surface was accomplished by using the 1membrane 
analogy', i.e. the free surface (which is a streamline) is positioned so 
that the pressure across it is zero. A trial 1 free 1 surface is chosen 
and the FE model used to solve for the pressure difference across the 
1membrane 1 , On the basis of the computed pressure differences the surface 
ordinates are adjusted to decrease these differences. The location of the 
outcrop point was determined by adjusting the seepage height (in the programme) 
until the upstream and downstream discharges are equal. Referring to figures 
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fi~ure b. ) Coa rse fJniL~ Flement Gr td 
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equa 1. The values of Q1 and Q2 were computed for a number of values of 
Ye and the correct Ye determined from an error plot i.e. 
Ql Q2 
( 6. 1) 
Ql 
versus ye 
as illustrated in figure 6.4(a). A typical horizort;1l velocity profile for 
section 2 is shown in figure 6.4(b). 
A typical computer input is given in Appendix D where the various 
data are identified. 
A few initial runs of the programme were made to establish the 
optimum value of the over-relaxation factor, w. Figure 6.5 shows theqrimum 
w (based on the minimum number of iterations) for the inner iteration loop 
is approximately 1. 5. Figure 6. 5 also shows that an w of 1. 5 yields the 
minimum number of iterations for the complete solution. 
Figure 6.6(a), 6.7(a) and 6.8(a) show the discretizations and 
assumed free surfaces for three of the verification runs. The principle 
input data are summarized in table 6.2. The discharge error plots for the 
respective verification models are shown in figures 6.6(b), 6.7(b), and 6.8~ 
and the final computed discharges and seepage heights are given in table 
6.2. Using the recommended values of a and b from the parallel flow studies 
the numerical solutions shown in figures 6.6(c), 6. 7(c) and 6.8(c) were 
obtained. Similarly using the convergi.ng t"low values of a and b the results 
shown in figures 6.6(c) and6.S(c) were derived. In figures 6.6(c) to 6.8(c) 
and figure 6. 10 the cquipiezometric lines obtained from the finite 
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Summary of Steady Flow Input-Output Data 
.. 
Input I Output Experimental 
I 
No. 2 cm I 
Figure a b w of Q sec ye cm . Q Ye 
Elements 
·- '-
6. 2 .011 .0106 1. 5 39 320 39.0 360 37.3 
6.10 .011 .0086 1. 5 59 355 39.0 360 37.3 
6.3 .011 • 0106 1. 5 39 325 37.2 360 31.3 
6. 10 .Oll .0086 l. 5 59 357 37.0 360 37.3 
6.6 .011 .0106 l. 5 39 454 55.4 
6.6 .011 .0086 l. 5 59 423 53. 5 454 55.4 
6.6 .011 .0106 l. 5 39 460 55.4 454 55.4 
6.6 .Oll .0086 l. 5 59 462 53.5 454 55.4 
6.7 .Oll .0106 1. 5 39 208 27.6 
6.7 .011 .0106 1. 5 59 196 28.9 208 27.6 
6.7 t .011 ,0086 1.s 39 210 27.0 208 27. 6 
6.7 .011 .0086 1. 5 59 215 28.6 208 27. 6 
6.8 .011 .0039 l. 5 39 489 38.3 
6.8 .011 .0039 1. 5 59 460 36.0 489 38.3 
6.8 .Oll .0034 1. 5 39 490 36.6 489 38.3 
6.8 .011 .0034 l. 5 59 49 36.4 489 38. 3 · 
The experimental discharges and seepage heights are also shown in table 
6. 2. 
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It is noted that the use of the converging flow values of rar 
and 1 b 1 consistently gave better estimates of the total observed discharges 
than did the parallel flow values . The seepage height does not appear to 
be very sensitive to changes in a and bas table 6. 2 indicates . Similarly 
the computed piezometric levels in the FE model were not changed very much 
by changing b from .011 to . 0086 or from .0040 to .0034. In all the finite 
element solutions the free surface elevation tended to be underestimated 
(i.e. it fell below the experimental free surface), except in the neighbour -
hood of the outcrop point where there does not appear to be a significant 
trend in the estimates, Als:,, as figures 6. 6 to 6. 8 indicate the experimental 
hydraulic gradients tended to be greater than the computed gradients at the 
upstream and less than the computed gradients at the downstream end. 
In sununary the FEM gave excellent predictions of discharge and 
good predictions of the seepage height and fair predictions of the piezo-
metric levels. 
6.2.2 Errors and Limitations 
The possible experimental error in reading the internal 
piezometric levels was +.05 cm. Since in a number of cases the deviations 
of the computed values of qi exceed this error it is necessary to look 
elsewhere for an explanation of the difference between computed and experim-
ental values of ip. 
The piezometric levels vary somewhat from pore to pore due to 
local variations in porosity. The standard deviation of the piezometric 
248 
head due to this effect was estimated by considering a number of piezometric 
readings for different pores at corresponding distances along a sa~ple 
in the parallel flow tests. Some typical test data for 1.66 cmard 4.40 cm 
rock are given in Tables 4.5 and 4.6. The standard deviation due to 
pore variation was estimated to be .7 and for the ·1.66 cm material and 1.0 
cm for the 4.40 material. Assuming that the number of degrees of freedom 
for the mean experimental curves shown in figures 6.6 to 6.8 is two, the 
standard deviation of the mean curve for 1.66 cm rock is 0.5 and for 4.40 cm 
rock is O. 7 cm. These deviations cannot completely account for differences 
between the numerical and experimental curves. 
The free surface,of flow through coarse granular materia~ tends 
to be irregular as illustrated in figure 6.9. Since the irregularity of the 
Figure 6.9 Sketch Free Surface in Coarse Rock 
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surface was of the same order as the particle size, it was necessary to 
assign an error to the estimated average waterlevel reading. The errors 
given in figures 4.9 and 4.10 indicate the range of the fluctuations near 
the points of measurement. While the experimental errors due to interpret-
ing this fluctuation could explain the difference between the numerical and 
experimental free surface curves for 4. 40 cm rock, the differences for 1. 66 
cm rock are often too great to be explained by this error alone. · 
Since the values of a and b for the finite element solution 
were developed from studies carried out in the same flume as the free 
surface tests, the wall effects would tend to be incorporated in the values 
of a and b. 
A possible error in the numerical solution could result from the 
discretization of the flow regime. In theory, the true minimizing distri-
bution is only achieved as the element size approaches zero. The effect 
of element size was studied by comparing the results obtained f~om fine 
and relatively coarse grids shown in figures 6.2 and 6.3. The computed 
discharges, seepage heights and piezometric lines are compared in figure 
6.10 and table 6.2. Apart from an improvement in the definition of the 
computed outcrop point and discharge as shown in figure 6. 10 (a), increas-
ing the density of elements did not significantly change the numerical 
solution. 
Finally, one is led to question the validity of the Forchheirner 
type equation for non-parallel flow. The experimental hydraulic gradients 
in the downstream zones tend to be less than the numerically computed 


















-, (b J 
Flgure 6.10( b) Solutions from Coars~ and Fi ne Gri d 
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~l 
in the resistance due to convergence of the macroscopic streamlines. On 
the other hand the experimental gradients in the upstream zones are nearly 
the same or slightly greater than the computed gradients indicating no 
appreciable convergence eftect. These effects can partially be attributed 
to the variation in the wall effect between the upstream and downstream 
zones. Based on equation 5.24, for the wall effect, the downstream resistance 
would be about 1.5~ less than upstream resistance for the 1.66 cm crushed 
rock. Table 5.4 shows that convergence may decrease the value of b by 
about 13 %.Thus the differences between the experimental and computed 
results are probably attributable to a combination of convergence effects, 
wall effects, discretization errors and experimental errors. 
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6.3 Evaluation of the Unsteady Flow Finite Element Models 
No analytical solutions exist for two dimensional unsteady non-
Darcy flow; therefore the numerical solutions were verified by comparisons 
with physical models. The experimental studies consisted of rapid draw-
down tests in rectangular rockfill sections. These tests were described 
in Chapters IV and V. 
6.3.1 Preliminary Considerations 
The unsteady flow finite element model was described in Chapter 
III. In order to predict, numerically, the drawdown profiles for the 
physical models the following data must be supplied to the finite element 
programme: 
a) the values of a and b,for the medium, 
b) the drainable porosity, 
c) the initial conditions, i.e. the initial piezometric heads 
at all the nodes, 
d) the boundary conditions, e.g. the tailwater level as a func-
tion of time, 
e) the nodal coordinates, 
f) identification of the elements, 
g) an approximate solution for the first time step (This can be 
very crude but should indicate the trend of the solution i.e. 
whether~ is increasing or decreasing.), 
h) the time step, At, 
i) tolerances and limit9' on the iterative solutions, 
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j) certain factors, e.g. over-relaxation factor and slope correc-
tion factor. 
A typical computer input is shown in Appendix F. 
The recommended values of a and b, shown in table 5.8, were used 
in the unsteady flow computations. Both 1parallel 1 and 1converging 1 
values of a and b were tried to determine which gave the best agreement 
with the experimental results. Computer simulations were made for both 
test media, i.e. 1.66 cm and 4.40 cm crushed rock, 
The drainable porosities of the test media are shown in table 
4. 4. 
The initial piezometric heads at all the nodes were set at a 
constant value (56.0 cm). 
Computations were made for an instantaneous drop in the tailwater 
level from 56.0 cm to 5.0 cm as well as for the observed tailwater recession 
curve which was approximated by 
y( t) = 
60.0 2 
t t 1.0 - •0 
( 6. 2) 
t ~ 0.4 seconds. 
Other boundary conditions, which are automatically set within the 
progranune are the piezometric heads along the free surface and seepage 
face (see figure 3.14 and 6.11). On both of these boundaries 
= y (6.3) 









Figure 6.11 Dlscretlzation for Unsteady Flow Problem 
t = 0 I sec 
Figure 6.12 Typical Ass•.1med Starting Solution 
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boundary conditions shown in figure 3.15 are natural boundary conditions 
for the variational formulation and therefore are automatically satisfied 
by simply treating the boundary values of p or C as unknowns. 
The discretization of the flow field is shown in figure 6.11. The 
element and node numbers are also shown. Each element is of the type 
shown in figure 3.13. 
A typical assumed 1 starting 1 solution is illustrated in figure 
6. 12. 
A few preliminary runs of the finite element programme indicated 
that the use of a large time step could lead to instabilities in the 
solution. Two procedures were used to prevent these instabilities: 
a) equation 3.142 was used as a guide to setting 6t; 
b) the averaging procedure described in section 3.4.3 was included 
in all programmes, 
For y = 56 cm and .6x """30.0, equation J.142 gives 
s 
6t = 0.12 seconds 
The initial motion drawdown computations (t ~ 3.0 minutes) were 
made with 6t = 0.1 seconds and thereafter the 6t was increased (up to 
0.5 in some progranunes). 
The inner iteration loop (LOOP 1) terminates when 
( 6. 3) 
The trial free surfaces are computed and averaged until the change in the 
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computed free surface has a negligible effect on the inner iteration 
solution i.e. one cycle of the inner iteration solution re-establishes 
the 1 tolerance 1 given by equation 6.3. 
The method of determining the optimum w was the same as described 
for the steady flow FEM i.e. a plot of w versus the number of iterations 
to satisfy equation 6.3 was developed from a few preliminary runs. Figure 




Mg= 1.66 cm 
150 
1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 
Figure 6.13 Optimum Over-Relaxation Factor 
for the Unsteady FlavFE Model 
The determination of the slope correction factor was discussed 
in section 3.4.3. 
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6.3.2 Conparison of Numerical and Experimental Results 
Table 6. 3 shows the main combination of input data for which numer-
ical solutions were obtained. 
Table 6.3 Unsteady Flow-Sample of Input Data 
Run Mg a b 2 m T ,W,L. Slope Remarks 
No. an sec/cm (sec/cm) drainable Inertia cm Factor 
6. 1 1. 66 .011 .0106 • 40 Yes 5.0 0.75 Parallel 
6. 2 1. 66 .oi1 .0106 • 40 No 5.0 0.75 a & b 
6.3 1. 66 .011 .0086 • 40 Yes 5.0 o. 75 Parallel 
6.4 1. 66 .011 .0086 • 40 No 5.0 o. 75 a & b 
6.5 4.40 ,0052 .0039 • 40 Yes 5.0 o. 75 Parallel 
6.6 4.40 .0052 .0039 • 40 No 5.0 0.75 a & b 
6.7 4.40 .0052 .0034 • 40 Yes 5.0 o. 75 Converging 
6.8 4.40 .0052 .0034 • 40 No 5.0 0.75 a & b 
6.9 1. 66 .011 .0106 • 40 Yes 5.0 1.0 No slope 
6.10 4.40 .0052 .0039 • 40 No 5.0 1.0 Correction 
6.11 1.66 .OU .0086 • 40 Yes Eq, .75 Tailwater 
Recession 
6.12 4.40 .0052 .0034 • 40 Yes 6.2 • 75 Curve 
6.13 4.40 .0050 .0040 • 40 Yes Eq, 1.0 Wave 
7. 2 Motion 
An example of a partial computer output is shown in Appendix E. 
The computed water su.rface profiles for all the computer runs 
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are compared with the corresponding experimental curves in figures 6.14 
to 6.21. Figures 6.22 and 6.23 corrpare the computed water surface levels 
for various input data with corresponding experimental data at selected 
verticals. 
Figures 6.14, 6.15 and 6.22 indicate that the inertial term is 
. 
not very important in the case of the 1.66 cm rock; however, figures 6.16, 
6.17 and 6.23 indicate that inertia is more important for the 4.40 cm 
rock although the effect is still not great. 
Figures 6.14 to 6.17 indicate that the use of the values of a and 
b, from the converging flow tests rather than the parallel flow tests, 
results in better prediction~ of the experimental profiles. 
Figures 6.18 and 6.19 show the effect of introducing a tailwater 
recession curve in the place of the assumed sudden drop in the tailwater 
level. As one would expect the receding tai lwater level retards the draw-
down, but since the recession is quite rapid the retarding effect is only 
slight as figures 6.18 and 6.l9 indicate. 
The effect of the slope correction factor is shown in figures 
60 20 and 6. 21. The inclusion of a slope correction factor mainly affects 
the shape of the computed drawdown profile. The profiles based on a slope 
correction factor of 0.75 were in better agreement with the experimental 
curves than the profiles that did not include a slope correction. It 
would appear that the factor 0.75 is probably too small, especially in the 
outflow region; this will be discussed further in the ~xt Chapter. 
In gen era 1 the agreement between the computed and experimenta 1 
results is good except for large t (t ~ 8 seconds) where the computer 
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Figure 6.22 Water Surface Recession Curves (l .66 CUI Rock ) 
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6.3.3 Experimental Errors 
The experimental errors are treated in two groups : 
a) those associated with the unsteady flow tests , 
b) those associated with the experimentally derived input data 
for the FE programme . 
Errors in the Unsteady Flow Data :- Estimates of the 
standard deviations and standard deviations of the means for the experimental 
drawdown profiles are given in table S. 7. The range of the experimental 
data measured from the photographs is shown in figures 6.22 to 6.23. In 
general the computed profiles {corrected ior convergencing flow) fall 
:vithin the range of the experimental data; however there is a tendency 
for the computer profiles to be higher than the mean experimental profiles 
during the latter stages of the drawdown. 
In addition to the scatter in the experimental data there may be 
a number of other errors {some of them consistent) which could contribute 
to the differences between the computed and experimental curves. Some of 
these errors are : 
a) errors in interpreting the irregularities of the free surface, 
b) errors in time measurements due to human reaction times, 
c) errors in interpreting the photographs. 
A random error is introduced by averaging the free surface irreg-
ularities; however this would be reflected in the scatter of the measured 
data. There may be a consistent error introduced by assuming tl1at the 
average of the irregularities represents the true free surface. Perhaps 
the true free surface lies slightly above or below the average. Since the 
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irregularity increased with increasing flow velocity and particle aze 
any consistent error due co false interpretation of the irregular surface 
would mainly affect the upper profiles in the 4.40 cm rock. 
The error in reading the time from the photographs was + 0.1 
seconds and would be reflected in the scatter in the experimental data . 
Besides the reading errors there would be errors, in the indicated lapsed 
times, because of the human response times involved in releasing the tai l-
gate and starting the timer . From a study of the photographs , that were 
taken immediately after the start of the various runs, it would appear 
that the response time error had a random component of about 0 . 2 seconds 
(included in the estimated S ) and a consistent component of about 0 . 1 
m 
second, i . e . there was a tendency for the average recorded times to be 
slightly less than the actual lapsed times. This TdelayT error would 
only be important during the initial drawdown period (say for t < 2.0) . 
The errors in the indicated lapsed times for the lmanual 1 rneasure-
mer1ts of the waterlevel profiles appeared to be slightly larger than in 
the case of the photographic method. The human response time error for 
these tests was estimated to vary between +.4 to - . 2 seconds (or a random 
error of about 0.3 and a consistent error of about 0.1 second) . Also 
the Tmanua 1 r measurements were subject to greater interpretation errors 
because of speed at which the markings of the profiles were made. 
In order to keep the errors due to photographic interpretation 
to a minimum a meter scale was located in front of the flow section for 
each photograph. Scale variations from point to point in a photograph 
were determined by measuring the known regular grid intervals between 
the piezometric taps. A correction was applied to the measured water 
depths to account for the fact that the meter. scale was located slightly 
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in front of the water surface (2.5 cm compared ~nth a distance of 150. cm 
to the camera). A small error would result from neglecting the refraction 
of light through the plexiglass viewing window. The refraction error, 
as illustrated in figure 6.24, results in the upper profiles being over-
estimated by less than 0.1 cm and the lower profiles being under-estimated 
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Experimental Errors in Input Data:- Much of the input 
data [or the finite element programme were determined experimentally and 
thus are subject to expcrimP-nta l errors. The following are the most prom-
inent experimental input errors: 
to be 
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a) errors in the determination of the drainable porosities, 
b) errors in the recommended values of a and b, 
c) errors in the determination of the dry porosities since these 
affect the computation of a and b, 
d) calibration errors in the venturi meter (up to+ 2 ~). 
Since the velocity of the free surface fluid particles is assumed 
= q/m e (6.4)° 
where m is the drainable porosity, any error in m will produce a similar 
e 
error in the fluid particle velocities and displacements. The standard 
error of the mean of m is about 2.5% which would yield an error of about 
±1. 2 cm in the water surface profiles at t ::,. 20 seconds. 
The standard errors in the recommended values of a and bare 
shown in table 5.8. Figure 6.25 shows the effect of a change in 1 b 1 on 
the prediction of the midpoint of the profile fort - 20 seconds. 
3· 
2 
a. -= COl\1ST A NT 








Additional errors in a and b could also result due to errors in 
the porosity adjustments since the dry porosities upon which these are 
based have errors of approximately± 2.54,. Thus the standard errors in a 
and b should be increased as indicated in table 6.4. 
Most of the discharge measurements on which a and bare based 
were obtained from the venturi meter which has a possible calibration 
error of about± zfo. Thus the possible calibration error could produce 
an error in 1a 1 of about± 2i and an error in 1 b 1 of about± 4~. 
All the experimental errors are combined into effective errors 
in table 6.5 for the purposes of checking the significance of the differ-
ences between the experimental and computed drawdown profiles. Table 6.5 
shows that in general the difference between the computed and experimental 
profiles is not statistically significant. 
6.3.4 Limitations of the Finite Element Model 
The finite element model is subject to the following 
errors or limitations: 
a) errors of idealization, 
b) discretization errors, 
c) limitations of the governing equations, 
d) computation errors. 
Idealization Errors:- In developing the FE model it 
was assumed that the physical system was homogeneous, isotropic and two 
dimensional. Since the pore and grain sizes are significant the assumption 
of a homogeneous and isotropic medium is only true in a statistical. sense 
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The values of a and b reconunended in table 5.8 include some wall 
effect i.e. the average wall effect for the parallel and converging flow 
tests; however in the unsteady flow tests the wall effect varies with time 
and is most significant in the latter stages of drawdown. The reason for 
this is that the portion of the total section in the 1wall' zone increases 
with drawdown (See Table 6.6). Equation 5.24 was used to compute the wall 
factors shown in table 6.6. 























Thus the average velocities in the physical model will tend to be higher 
than the computed values~ during the latter stages of dra,vdown. This is 
probably an important contributing factor to the apparent difference between 
the experimental and numerical results. Table 6.6 indicates that C has 
w 
decreased by about 6%, from the assumed average value, at the lapse time 
of 20 seconds; this would result in an increase in the velocity at t = 20 
seconds of about 6~ . On the average an increase in velocity of about 
2% over the 20 second period can be attributed to the variable wall effect; 
this would result in the 1 20 seem d I computed profiles being about O. 8 cm 
lower. if this effect had been included in the programme. 
The screen losses (exit losses) were also neglected in the FE 
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model; however these losses would be quite small(~ 0.25 cm) 
Discretization Errors:- Discretization errors due to element 
. 
size were discussed in the steady flow section. In unsteady flow the 
discretization error may be affected by ~t; however preliminary runs with 
a m.unber of t.tTs less than the unstable.dt gave almost the same results. 
The x-y discretization was probably adequate except at the free surface 
where an approximate extrapolation equation was introduced to obtain the 
free surface velocities from the computed centroidal velocities of the 
free surface elements. Obviously more accuracy could have been achieved 
by a higher element density but this accuracy was sacrificed to save 
computation time. 
The free surface profile discretization necessitated a slope 
aojustment which is described by equation 3.141. Smaller surface elements 
would cause the slope correction factor, in equation 3.141, to approach 
unity thus decreasing the error due to estimating this factor. 
Limitation of the Governing Equations:- Equation 3.33, with 
a and b assumed to be constant, was used in the finite element model. 
This Forchheimer assumption is open to question. Equation 3.32 indicates 
that Tb 1 may be a function of Lhe convergence of the macroscopic flow; 
this was also experimentally supported as shown in Chapter V. Also, 
figures ~14 to 6. 17 indicate that use of the converging flow values 
of a and b improves agreement between the numerical and experimental 
profiles. Macroscopic convective acceleration, in the unsteady flow 
models, results from the convergence of the flow and the 1 spacially 1 varied 
nature of the flow. Since the convective acceleration effect varies 
throughout the flow as well as with time, it is probably not correct to 
use a constant a and b throughout the programme. 
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Computation Errors:- A detailed study, of the roundoff and 
truncation errors in the computer programme, was not made. All of the 
results were computed using single precision accuracy (i.e. 8 significant 
figures). Reproducibility of the numerical results was checked by using 
different starting solutions, different values of the over-relaxation 
factor and different tolerances on the iterative solutions. 
6.3.5 Summary 
The proposed finite element model for unsteady non-Darcy 
flow predicts the experimental drawdown curves within the standard errors 
of the experimental data. The stability and convergence, of the proposed 
iterative method, are good. 
be: 
The most serious limitations of the unsteady FE model appear to 
a) neglect of wall effects, 
b) discretization errors at the free surface, 
c) questionable applicability of the Forchheimer type resistance 
equation to two dimensiona 1 flows. 
The inertial term,.!__ la., is of secondary importance for the 
gm ot 
media used in this study. 
CHAPTER VII 
DISCUSSION OF MODIFICATIOl~S, APPLICATIONS 
AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
7. 1 Suggested Nodi fications of the Finite E lemen·t Models 
7.1.1 Steady Flow 
It was pointed out in Chapter VI that steady two dimensional 
non-Darcy flow appears to be subject to a variable resistance due to 
variations in the convergence of the macroscopic streamlines. Therefore 
introducing a resistance equation, of the form 
b °" b {LO - 0.13e-( 
0 
7.1 
where b O is the value of b for para lle 1 flow and r c is the 
radiun of convergence, 
into the finite element model should improve the numerical simulation. 
The use of an iterative acceleration scheme (20, 34) to speed up 
the convergence of the iterative solutions would be beneficial in saving 
computer time. These schemes make ure of the solution at previous itera-
tion cycles, thus requiring additional storage in the computer. Since 
the number of unknowns in the proposed finite element models is not great 
the additional storage requirement would not be a serious problem. 
·1.1. 2 Suggested }lodifications of the Unsteady Finite Element Models 
Both of the modifications suggested for the steady flow FE 
models could be incorporated in the unsteady flow models. 
The unsteady flow model could also be modified to compensate 
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for the variable wall effect if equation 5. 24 is incorporated in the 
programme. 
In order to decrease the discretization errors at the free surface, 
the modified discretization scheme shown in figure 7.1 is proposed. This 
scheme increases the number of Tinterna 1 r unknowns from 20 to 29 while 
doubling the number of surface elements. 
7. 2 Applications 
Some applications of the steady and unsteady non-Darcy finite 
element models were mentioned in Chapter I. A few completed sample appli-
cations are presented here. 
7. 2. 1 Computation of Flow Through a Rockfill Dam 
The steady flow FE model can easily be modified to solve the 
problem of flow through more practical rockfill sections such as might 
be used in causeways or dams. To illustrate this application the rockfill 
section shown in photograph 7, 1 and figure 7.2 is studied by the FEM. 
The medium was 4. 40 cm crushed rock. The discretization of the flow field 
is shown in figure 7. 2 (a). The numerical solution for this section, 
shown on figure 7.2(b), is compared with the experimental results obtained 
by Wong (132) . Based on Wong's porosity measurements the values of a 
and b were taken to be: 
a = • 0039 sec/cm 
b = • 0034 ( sec/cm) 2 
The computed discharge was 370 cm2/sec compared to the experimental dis-
2 















































Figure 7.2!a) Discretizatlon of a Rockfill Dam 
l"INITE ELDIENT METHOD 
EXPERIIIENTAL 
4 · 40 cm 
CRUSHED ROCK 
figure 7.,(b) Comparison of Experimental and rEI! Results 
11·& cm 
11 .5 cm 
X 
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7. 2. 2 Wave Energy Dissipation in Rockfill 
The problem of computing waterlevcl fluctuations in a rock-
fi 11 section subject to wave action was discussed in Chapters I and II. 
Only a few minor changes in the unsteady flow finite element progranune 
are required to solve this problem. The tailwater piezometric boundary 
condition is represented in the progranune by a periodic function of time. 
As a first approximation, the wave motion on the face of the rockfill is 
taken as 
= Y - A Sin ( 211t) o o T 
where y0 is the mean tailwater level; 
t is the lapsed time; 
( 7. 2) 
A is the amplitude of the fluctuation in waterlevel 
0 
at the rock face; 
T is the wave period. 
Further, if the impact pressure is neglected, the boundary value of ~' 
is equal to the tailwater depth. 
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The slope correction factor was set at unity since in some instances 
it would tend to be greater than one while at other times it would be less 
than one. 
The discretization of the flow field, along with the initial and 
boundary conditions, for the illustrative problem, are shown in figure 7.3. 
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a = .0050 sec/cm; 
2 b = .0040 (sec./cm) ; 
m = 0.40; 
yo 56.0 cm; 
A -- 20. 0 cm; 
0 
T = 2rr seconds. 
Some typica 1 computed free. surface profiles are shown in figure 
7.4. Figure 7.5 shows a plot of the waterlevel movement at the rock face 
and at t e interior impervious barrier. The wave a~plitude in this eY~mple 
decreases by about 35 in passing througl the rockf. 11, 
7, 2.3 A Suecia' Case- ·nstead· Dare F ow 
The problem of Un$teady unconfined arcy f"ow rr~y b~ solved 
b · the non-Darcy f ow ~odels by piacing 
a = 




( 7 • .3) 
( 7. 4) 
in the non-Darcy flow programme. In equation 7.3, K represents the con-
stant hydraulic conductivity of the medium. Also the programme may be 






The finite element model was applied to solve the problem of 
rapid drawdown in the rectangular earth section shown in figure 7.6. Drain-
































































































































































































































































































Using the discrctization shown in figure 7. 7 with a hydraulic 
conductivity of .028 cm/sec . and a drainable porosity of 0.23 the draw-
down curves shown in figure 7.8 were computed. The dimensionless time 
parameter is defined by 
T' -~Kt - 2 
mL 
( 7. 5) 
A finer grid was required for the Darcy flow problem than was 
required for the non-Darcy solutions because of the higher curvature in 
the surface profiles of the Darcy flow. 
Figure 7.8 compares the finite element solution with the results 
of a Hele-Shaw mode] study carried out by Shery (108) and with a finite 
difference study made by Wigle (128). Shery 1 s results were corrected 
for surface tension effects. Figure 7.8 shows reasonably good agreement 
between the Hele-Shaw and the finite element results; however the finite 
element solution slightly under-estimates the rate of drawdown. On the 
other hand the finite difference solution over-estimates the rate of 
drawdown; the agreement between the finite element solution and the finite 
difference solution is only fair. The tendency for the finite element 
model to underestimate the experimental drawdown rate can be attributed 
~n part to the free surface discretization error. 
7.3 Recommendations for Future Research 
On the basis of the investigations of this thesis the following 
topics are suggested for future study; 
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a) The non-Darcy finite element models described herein could be 
extended to include steady and unsteady non-Newtonian flow in 
porous media. 
b) With very little modification the proposed finite element 
models could be used to study similar non-linear problems in 
other fields of engineering, e.g. non-linear heat transfer, 
saturated magnetic field problems and non-Newtonian flows. 
c) Further investigation of the effect of radial flow on the 
resistance equations is required to confirm or reject the 
apparent trends presented in this thesis. 
d) An interesting study could be made of the non-Darcy flow regimes, 
in a t~o dimensionalized medium, using a bi-refringent fluid 
to indicate the shear patterns around the grains. 
e) The effect of curvature of the macroscopic streamlines 
on the flow resistance should be studied experimentally. 
f) Future investigations should include a wider range of particle 
shapes, sizes and institue porosities. Very little experimental 
data has been obtained for flow through very coarse material 
(say> 3 inches); a study of these large materials would 
require special attention to wall effects. 
g) Experimental studies are required to perfect the non-Darcy 
finite element model for wave energy dissipation studies; it 
may be possible to simulate the entire wave action problem, 
including run-up and reflection, by a finite element model. 
h) It would be useful to extend the proposed non-Darcy flow PEM 
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to include stratified media e.g. filter layers in a rock 
protected dam; this would also be useful for the special case 
of Darcy flow in tile drainage systems. 
CllAPTER VIII 
CONCLUSIONS 
The conclusions of this thesis are considered in two parts: 
a) those relating to the finite element models, 
b) those relating to the experimental studies. 
8.1 The Finite Element Models 
Steady non-Darcy flow finite element models were developed and 
verified by comparison with analytical and experimental results. These 
models involved three iteration loops: the inner loop solved the linear-
ized form of eqt.a tion 3.111 by a successive over-relaxation procedure; 
the intermediate loop revised the conductivity matrix; the outer loop 
adjusted the free surface. The optimum rate of convergence was obtained 
for w::,,,. 1.5. 
The steady flow non-Darcy model was extended and modified to solve 
unsteady non-Darcy flow. In particular the case of free surface flow 
was considered, although the case of confined flow may be solved by the 
proposed model. However the study was limited to steady flow problems 
with known initial conditions and time dependent boundary conditions of 
the natural and/or prescribed type. A finite difference scheme was used 
1 ~- I 
gm at . to account for small inertia effects, 
The unsteady flow model involved four main computation loops: 
the inner loop solved the linearization of equation 3.134 by SOR; two 
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intermediate loops revised the conductivity and 'stiffness' matrices and 
computed a new trial free surface; the outer loop established the initial 
and boundary conditions for the next time step. Within a given time 
step several trial free surfaces were computed and averaged. The computa-
tions for a given time step were terminated when successive free surface 
predictions were so nearly the same that the inner iteration loop was 
unaffected. The final computed new free surface and the corresponding 
internal solution formed the initial conditions for the next time step. 
The programme automatically adjusts the geometry of the internal elements. 
The unsteady flow FE models for rapid drawdown in rockfi 11 were 
compared with physical models for the purposes of verification. Fairly 
good agreement was obtained between the numerical and experimental draw-
down profiles. 
Nevertheless the comparisons of both steady and unsteady F.E. 
simulations with the experimental data indicated the following limitations 
of the finite element models: 
a) the Forchheimer equation derived from parallel flow studies 
may not be applicable to macroscopic radial flow; 
b) the F.E. models do not exactly represent the wall effect of 
the physical models; 
c) the discretization error affects the accuracy of the computed 
free surface velocities and slopes; a modified surface discrer 
tization is suggested in Chapter VII; 
d) 1~ the inertia term , was assumed to be small; however 
gm ?t 
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in the case of a very porous coarse medium this term may 
become more important and the present mode 1 could not be 
expected to give good results. 
8.2 Conclusions Based on the Experimental Studies 
On the basis of the e.:ipcrimental analysis the following conclu-
sions are drawn: 
a) Equation 5.25 gives a general resistance equation for crushed 
rock which is applicable to the turbulent transitional regime. 
b) The resistance relationships for parallel and converging 
crushed rock were found to be slightly different (at the 17'{:; 
significant level) as shown in table 5.4; thus casting doubt 
on the general applicability of the Forchheirner type equation 
for two dimensional macroscopic flow. No significant differ-
ence could be detected between the parallel and diverging 
flows, as table 5.5 shows. It was found that converging 
macrostreamlines tend to increase the hydraulic conductivity 
i.e. decrease resistance relative to the parallel case. 
These conclusions are substantiated by the approximate, 
direct analysis of the steady free surface flow experiments 
as summarized in table 5.6. Also the average converging 
flow values of 1a 1 and 1 b 1 in the steady finite element 
studies gave much better agreement with the observed discharges. 
APPENDIX A 
Comment on Importance of Turbulence 
in Non-Darcy Flow 
Ahmed and Sunada (2) neglected turbulence in their development 
of the non-Darcy flow equation. They estimated, on the basis of turbulence 
measurements made by Liu et al (65) in open channels, that the turbulent 
energy, Er' would be less than 7%of the total kinetic energy of the flow, 
E. However on the basis, of the turbulent intensity measurements in 
C 
the pores of a coarse granua r medium, made by Wright (133, fig. 4 p. 858), 
it would appear that the tu rhulent intensity may reach 40~ of the pore 












which certainly cannot easily be ignored. 
(A. 1) 
Moreover the importance of turbulence in a flow is related to all 
the Reynolds stresses and not just the norma 1 components considere~ by 
Amhed and Sunada. One would not neglect turbulent shear stresses in an 
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open channel on the basis that the turbulent energy was only 7,1 of the 
total kinetic energy. 
APPENDIX B 
Justification of the Variation Approach 
to Non-Darcy Flow 
B. l The Self-Adjoint Problem 
Much of the theoretical treatment of the variational formulation 
has been concerned with linear differential equations which can be shown 
to be self-ad joint (4, 35). Forsythe and Wason ( 35) state that an operator 
L(a) is self-adjoint if for two smooth functions u and v the integral 
ff [ u L(v) - vL(u)J dR 
R 
(B . 1) 
is only a function of the boundary values of u and v and their boundary 
derivatives. Now the linear operator 
= ( B. 2) 
i n the region R, and the boundary conditions 
= 0 (B. 3 
ar~ self-adjoint if 
::::; 0 (B . 4) 
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where a 1 , b1 , c 1 , d1 , c 1 , f 1 , g 1 , a\, ~l' y 1 , and 01 are constants or 
functions of the independent variable. 
If the problem is self-adjoint equation B. 3 is referred to as the 
n3t:Ural boundary condition. 












always gives a self-adjoint problem, the problem itself must be self-
adjoint if it is to be represented by the variational formulation . 
Younge (135) defines a linear self-adjoint system in u and u 
X y 
by 
~(a 1 u)+.Q....(b 1u) = 0 
ox X OY y (B.6) 
where a' and b' are functions of x and y. The non-linear non-Darcy 
equation ~35has a similar form to equation B.6 except that a' and b' 
are functions of qi and qi • However the non-Darcy equation is very 
X y 
similar to the non-linear Plateau problem which has been successfully 
represented in variation form (86). More~>Ver the boundary conditions 
for the non-Darcy flow problem of this thesis are: 
a) = 0 
(B. 7) 
and/or b) qi prescribed 
29] 
which satisfy equation B.3, Thercfor~using an heuristic approach, the 
non-Darcy problem is treated as self-adjoint. 
B. 2 The Vari.a tiona 1 Formulation 
Extending the work of Engelund ( 27) the non-Darcy flow equation 
3.l"can be represented by an extrernal of the functional X whose integrand 
is the sum of a point energy dissipation rate, t, and an unspecified 
continuity function, G, i.e. 
X = JJ(E + G) dx dg (B.8) 
where (B.9) 
and (B.10) 
The first variational of X , 
8 X = 0 
applied to equation B.8 yields (by the Euler-Lagrange Equation) 
2 
v{xv1~ + (K~ + K,T, ) ( )v1<P\l + (Gdi + Gil> ) J 
X 't!y ·x -Y 
0 ( B. 11) 
where K = K( \v1<I> I) (B. 12) 
Using the governing non-Darcy flow equation 
'v • Kv'~ = 0 
equation B~l2 can be generalized, in tensor notation as 
[G ( I ipx I)~ 1 
i x. x. 
1 1 
= 
where 11.1 is an arbitrary constant. 
cp 2 + "'1 K ( I ip I ) ip J 
X, X. · X, · x. 




Integrating equation B.14 first with respect to x. and then with 
1 
respect to ip for A. = 
X 
i 




where C1 is an arbitrary constant and may be equated to zero. 
In order for equation B.8 to have an extremal, i.e. a maximum 
or a minimum, the second, variational of 'X. must be non-zero (106, 102). 
If 'X. has a minimum 
(B.16) 




Since, e; ;f O; 
~ and 1y are non-zero 
some place in A; 
and K > O; 
then 2 b X > o (B.19) 
and ox = 0 
yields a minimum. 
APPENDIX C 
Some Properties of the Coefficient Matrix 
Consider the radial flow system 
0 (C. 1) 








(a) RADIAL FLOW (b{ GENERAL 2-D FLOW 
Figure C.l Defining Sketch 
For a problem with n unknown values of g°?, with Ke constant, the 
linearization of C. l (a) is shown in figure C. 2. 


















































































































































































a) The coefficient matrix is symmetric. 
b) The system is irreducible. 
c) The system poscsses the property 'A', i.e. referring to 
figure C. l, any row of C. 2 contains only one ip~ but one or 
more 10 ' s, or 01 e ~O but one or more ~:is I s. 
d) a. . :s; 
11 
a .. on any row and 
lJ 
n 
a .. < .I:.. on 
11 J'tl 
two rows. 
e) The coefficient matrix is positive definite (all cofactors 
of [A] are positive or zero.) 
Young (135) has shown that properties (a) to (e) ensure convergence 
of the successive over-relaxation procedure. 
In the general two dimensional case with triangular elements 
(figure C.l (b)) the property 1A 1 is lost, although the remaining proper-







OF(IN) = 0.0 
DO 50 IN= I , MA 




PH I (IN) = PH I {IN) + D 2 1-------"!!!lo-c 
UT= 1.0 
D I = I O 21 1----.;;.i 
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C RADIAL FLOw SOl..vEj ~v Fl~JTE ~LEM(NT ~~~" ~ 
0 l "'IENS I 0"" WI-I l 4.,. I • .,.1 4 "" • ~ - I • 11 I ,. 0 I , C I( I 4.:; I • ,/ t .. :) I • ? MI C .. ".) I , C w O • 
01MENS10N •P..14..,lt1.)TC1 .. ..,1 . ·:)14Ct • if <o ;J) o .J• .. j 1,F 1,,;> 1 , ,F .;-1 
DIMENSION R0l401 
COM ... ON W,A, OMEG)(, ITE.i.t ,4l-J, Li< •vl , ' .. :. 
READ 1 ,1144, , (P.S,MT,t.l,1,}1 , .)"-!['.(,A,O""EGx 
I F~MAT f212,F7.o\dZ, 2'F8 . -S,,2C"" • l 1 
READ 2, CRI JNJ , IN• I .~TI 
Z FOR,.-AT CF?.21 
READ J, CltlEJt..1(1~1,lt•l,""t.:'> 
3 FORfliltAT 1212) 
A~•l a Ol'AI 
00 98'5 IC.• I ,9 
Sl•-0 , 2 
O ... EGX•OMf.:GX+U, I 
oo 985 te a.1 ,10 
Sl:a:Sl+O , l 
ITER•I 
10 7 FORMAT C8F7 , ZI 
8A•(6,•Btll'lAJ••21 
20 00 21 1£•1,ME 
IR•l t IE I 
.JA•.JC IE I 
ROI IEl•l , IJ/lRt.JR1-RC IAI t 
21 RAC I EI• IRI .J~ I +R( U.O) /f Rt ..JR1-Rt UU I 
I TEA• I !.R+-1 
IFC ITER-2 00129 ,28,26 
29 DO 22 IE•l1ME 
.JR•JC IEI 
GRA0A•4S5C (PHI ( IRJ-PHJ C.JA) J/CRC JRI-R(JRJ) I 
Vt1E1•A8•CS0RTll•+HA•GRAORl-l•I 
Cl(( IEl•l•/CAl+8t•vc (El I 
22 D<CIEl•ADtlE)•CIA5/S0RTtl.+SA•GRAOR)J-CKCIEII/QlAOR 
00 2J IN•l •MA 
'# C INl•O•O 











Al I, 11 •C<I I J •RR( 1 J+tl(<2> •Rl=lt2J 
A1MA,MA>•C~IMC-IJ•AAt~E-ll+C<tME1•RQt~El 
we 11:aCI(( I J•~CI J.PHJIMA+I J 
Ml •MA-I 
00 26 IN• I , ""I I 
At IN, IRl•-QQC IRl•C.t:C IRI 
AC IN, INl•RRt INJ•CKI INJ ·+'~RC IN•l l*CKC IN+I I 
AC I R, IN J •AC IN, I R I 
IR•IR+I 
CALL NLOq CPHJ,0,001,MA,SII 
IF 101-EPSJ 228,228,201 
IF CITER-901 20,228,228 
Co,,,.JT INUE 
PRINT -, , ITER 
FOR"4AT C 1'"40 , •HITER, I• I 






S0LV~ FOR PHltlNJ 
SVBROUTINE Nl..OR CPHJ,EPS,MA,SIJ 
DI MENSI ON RRI 4J J ,AC 4-0,401, II C •01 •CK(40 I ,Vl40 I ,PHI 1401 ,RC 40 J 
DIMENSION Otit..t•01,UTC1•o1,B0C40), I t•o, ,..Jt•O> ,FC40) ,OFC40) 
01•0·0 
00 51 IN•l,MA 
Fe IN>•-W{ INJ 
51 OFC INJ•O•O 
Of'"tl >•-qRc l>•OKf l)•PHI (MA+ll•OF"CI) 
OF(MAl•+QQIMA+IJ•UKCMEJ•PHICME+IJ+OFCMAI 
00 !liO IN•l •M,ii 
00 •O IQ•t ,MA 
Ft IN> •F C INl+AC IN, IR >•PHI C IRI 
IFCIN-IRl39,32,38 
.l2 UT•l,O 
GO TO 16 
3q UT•l,0 
GO TO •B 
38 UT•-1 . o 
•8 I~ CA(JN,l~J-0•0) 338.40,338 
338 OFC IN>•OFC INl+UT•OKC lRJ•AAt IRJ•PHI C l~I 
GO TO 40 
)l OF< INl•OF"< JNI +C•~C IR) •04(..t lR>-RRI IR+l) •OKC l~•I J > H)HI f IRI 
40 CONTINUE 
02•-0MEGX•F< INI/COF'f Jf•H•SJ+AI INe IN) I 
PHl(INl•gHJI IN1+02 
03•A8SC02J 
IF 103-0ll 50,50,•5 
•Ii 01•03 
"50 co ..... T INUE 
RETURN 
















0.0095 1.1 . ~ 
89.21 sz.~o 76.71 69,00 63e00 ~7 ,5~ 10~.JO ~, .,O 
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APP[ U D 
Study Flow tocputrr rroara e 
C Ti'4£ ~ INIT~ ELEMENT lrilLTHOO 
OIM NSION IEU(201,NVt2CJ•IEwC20J,N-(201 
DIMENSION Al50,50J,8(5~,5UJ,w1~0,,aoc~OJ 
01 MENSI ON AREA( 75 J, IC 80 I ,.JI 80 I ,KC 80 I ,VI 751 •81 I 751 •BBPCC C 3, 3 ,7!J I 
DIMENSION ARETl751,0Xt75l 





READ 3.), tAl1(1JJ,611Cllldl•l,31 
)J FORMAT 12F8•5l 
READ 81 LLl,MA,NA ,~8,1'4:t,~E,LNT,LIT,MT 
8A~ ,-OR,.AT 19171 
Q~AO 1122, ALTtTOL,AL 
1122 ~ORMAT C3~7,4J 
READ J,) , CIC If) ,.JI IEJ ,Kl IEI I IE•l ,Mt:l 
JO FORMAT C l).lX.13•3~,131 
Qt:AO ll• t1ES1IE1,IE•l ,LNTI 
REAO Jl, t INSI INltlN•l ,LIT1 
.)I F()q"'1AT t 131 
Rt::A,'.) Jl, CXCIN1 tYt l,..J ,Pt1I CINl•IN•l ,MTI 
PRINT 32 • ext INI ,Yt INJ ,PHI< 1NJ , I"!• I -~TI 
32 l"OA .. AT C3F7e21 
R~AO JOO, OMEGA,EPS 
JOO FOQ~AT t2F8.4J 
At::AO 3, CIEUtlZ1.JZ•ltllJ 
READ 3dNI.JCIZJ.JZ•l,121 
READ 3, 1 IP:WC IZI, 12• It 121 
READ 3 , INWC IZI, IZ•l, 1:31 
3 FORMAT 1121 
e,o READ 811 , X:C291,YC291,PHI (29) 
811 F()q"'4AT C )~7 , 21 
READ 812 • X()Ol ,YC301,PHI I.JOI 
812 FOAMATC3F7 . ~I 
00,00..ilist,l 
Al•AlltJll 
.-,1 •811 I .JI I 
200 OAB•Al/12 , U• ~ll 
oe•• . '"'• t 
OA•Al •• Z 
OB2•Sl/2 , 0 
2000 CALL ST Jir 
2Q1 CALL VON 
C4LL ASSEfllltJ 
CALL SOLVE fOMEGA,EPSJ 
PRINT I 
I FORMAT CIHO, ~HTESTIJ 
SOLVE FOR YC INJ 
AL T•AL T•AL 
IFCALT-0.01 201,291,400 
400 02•0 , 0 
DO 405 LS• I , LIT 
•OJ P·1fal"4SfLSI 
IFCA8SCPHI C INI-YC IN) 1-021 402,402,401 




2 FOR"'4AT C IH , 5HTEST2> 
404 IFC02•TOLI 408,2000,2000 
408 PqfNT 0119,COXC 1£1, 1£•1,MEI 
949 F()qMAT C lttC,7H0XC IEl•F18,IOJ 
CALL QT ( IEU,NUI 
CALL OTC IEW,NW) 
•06 i:>QJNT 1107, {PHI C IN) ,VC INI, JN•t ,M4) 
407 FORMAT (IH0 ,8HPHICINl •FI0.3,IH0,6HY( JN)•Fl0 e31 
500 CONTINUE 
GO TO 800 
1917 CALL EXIT 
STOP 




0l11ri11E"NS1 ON AC.RAO <801 ,Ck C 7'51 • C C 751, IESC 75 I • INSC75) 







'50 IR• IC IE I 
JR•JC IE I 





BI Cl(Rl•YC IR)-YCJR1 
CfKAJ•XllRJ-XIJRI 
ARCTI 1£1•XlJHl•IYCl(.kJ-YI IMJ 1-JCCl(RJ •CYC.JRI -YC IRI J-
t~C IQJ•CYCKR)•YCJRJ) 
AQEAI l£JaAbS1AR£Tt IEJ I 
MO•I 
IA•I C IE J 
IS•I I 1£1 
IST•l 
!51 aePCCCIRT,1ST,IEl•C81f1RI • IIISl+CCIQJ•CtlSJI/ REAC1£) 
GO TO l IOI , 1 V2, I 03 t l 04 , I 05, I 06 I, ""40 
101 IS•.JC IE> 
1ST•2 
GO TO 5Z 
52 "'IO•MO+I 
GO TO '51 
102 88PCCf I ST , IRT, IEl•tH:WCC, IRT • I ST, IE' I 
IS•KC I EI 
IS•l('t IE I 
GO TO 52 
103 8SPCCr I ST, IRT, IE.J•BfjPCC C IRT 1 I ST, IE J 
IS•JC JE) 
C 
IRa..,c IE I 
IAT•Z 
JO TO 152 
t • IC:a•K(JEI 
I T• 
GO O ,z 
,o~ eePCCc J 'S,T. IRT • 1E J•BhPCCI IRT • fST, It J 
IQa,cc IE J 
IQT• J 
GO TO 5Z 
106 IF tLLl•II ~3,SJ,54 
'5.J IE•IE+I 
IFIJE-Me1 s~ . 5~ ,55 
54 IFCLN-LNTI 56 , 55,55 
56 LN•LN+I 
58 IE•IES<LNl 





C ,oR"" NON-LINE.AR COEF,IClNT 
SU8ROU f I NE VO"" 
C 
OfM NSION ARLT(7SI, ~C7!1 
Olfll\ENS10N AC50,50J,8l50,501,WC50lt60C501 
Olil4ENSION AVMAOl8Vl,CK1751•CC75J,IESf751,l~SC"7SJ 
OIME'NSJ 0"'4 AREAC75), I 18CI) ,.JC80 I .,c I 80 l • VC '15J •81 C 7~ I, t:-PCC c .J• 3 ,"751 
DIMENSION PHIXCS01,XC751,Yl7!5J,PHIC75) 
Ot•cNSlON 1£UC20J,NU(20J,IEWC20J,N~(20J 
COM ... ON PHI X,X,Y,Pttl ,AREA, I• J•K•V,81 , IJ,9PCC , 4(,~.\, , C,c , C , IE. S , (1'1j5 , 
lA,8,W,80,ARE~oOX,Al,81,LLt,MAefotE,LNT,LIT,MT,~Ad,~~.~~. ~2 , NA 










GRAOX•81 C JR)•PHI 1 IR1+81 C.JRl•PHJ tJRl +BI Ct<R)•Pr41 OCR) 
GR.OY•CIIRJ•PHltlAl+cC.JAl•PHIC.JPJ+Cl~RJ•PHICK~l 
AGAAOCl£J•SORTCGRAOX••Z+GRAOY••Z1/AREAttE, 
GR40•4GRAOC JE J 
VflEl•OAB•CS RTCl,O+Od•uRAO/DAl·l•OI 












01'4ENS1 ON ARE AC 75 J, IC 80 J, .JC80) , f(( 80 I ,VI "751 , BI C 75 I ,BBPCC C J13 ,7 l 
Ol~ENSION PHIXC50J,XC751,Yl'7~1,PHIC"75J 
Ol~NSJON IEUC20J ,NUCZO> ,tEW1 20J,~Wt20) 
CO"""'ON P~IX,X,Y,PHJ,A~EA•l•JtK1V,Bl,B6P~C.A~Q~~.~~•C•IE5,IN5• 
IA•8•~•S0,AQ£T,0X,Alt81,LL1,MA,ME ,LNT , LIT ,~T,0A8 , ~8 • ~A.~82,~A 
3c 00 40 IN•t ,MA 
we IN)•O,O 
00 4 0 Uhl tNA 
40 AC IN, IJU•OeO 
IN•t 
41 IE•l 
42 ,,c1c1EI-INI 43,.4,43 
•3 lfl'(JCIEJ-IN> •5,46,45 
45 IFCKCIEI-INJ 47,48,4'7 
47 IE• IE:+I 
1,- C IE-MEJ Z50,2!50, 1A5 






GO TO 49 















.JA•I( C It:) 
f(R•I C 11!1 











lfl'C IRT-3) 148, 1118, 149 
IRT•l 
ll"f IR-MAI 140,140,144 
we INI • W ( IN)-BliPCCC INT . IRT' IE I •PH IC IR) • CICC I EI 
GO TO 1141 , 1,..2•14.31 ,MX 
IR•t<A 
GO TO t50 
IFCIE-~E) 4"7,145,145 
IFC IN•MAI 146 , 1117,147 
IN•IN+I 




SOLVE FOR PHICIN) 
SUHAOUTINE SOLVE COM~GA,EPS> 
OIM£~SION A~ETC75) , 0XC751 
o, ,,,..~N'iJ ON '° (t5~).50, . 015l'l . 5UJ ,w l50 l • H0c50 J 
,~~NSIO~ ~ ~~c,ev,.c~c751,Cl7~1t IESC~~J,INS(7S1 
or "'""SI ON AwCAI 751, If 8:>J, .JUt~J , 1".,t8:JI .vf 7~1 ,61 I 751 ,tl8PCC I .J•.J• 751 
01~ ~~,o~ 1~~r2J1.~u,z t•IE~120,.~.1~01 
cO .. "'!.:J..., P~ r " ..... .,, .;:,t11, .. Mt: .. , 1, J,..::,.,. t , oaocc. AVQA.J , c ..... c , IES. • INS, 
IA• .. ••• 0 ,A,... T,.1• , .:.t.t!l,Ll !,".cl!A , ~!: • 1... T,-1T•'4T , :J4d • .'.>B , DA,0dZ t""A 
I TE'""" I 
00 70 IN•1 .M.A 
70 eoc l""l•OM!.GA/A( IN, INI 








JFCWCJNJ-0 .. 0173,74,73 
73 EX•W( IN J 
1• 1,. t I T-IN)7~,276,75 
27( IFflT-MAl76,7q,79 
76 IT•IT+I 
Jl"(AI IN, ITJ-0 .. 0)75,7• , 75 
15 f;:icaEX-AI tN, ITJ•PHJ CIT I 
ZOZ IF ( IT-~AJ78,77,79 
'18 IT•IT+l 
I~ IACJN,IT1-0 .. 0>74 ,202,74 
79 Ex•BOC INJ•l.1(+l:SIT•PMIC INJ 
IFCA S(P~ltl~J-EX>-01180,80•81 
61 Ol•A8SfP•H l P•n-EXJ 
8J P--4111,..) •EX 
1~11,..-~AJBZ,83,83 
82 ,~., ..... 1 
GO TO 72 
83 lr:'C I-EPS184,84,71 
ea~o,,..r J3J, lT!'R 
33 fOQ~AT C IM.J, 5t1ITER•l4J 
~ETI..IA,.. 
E"<O 
$U6ROUTl""E'. OTCIEU , NU) 
~I~ NSION ARETt?5J,0XC751 
~l~N~ION Ac~0,501,B15~•~01,WC501,80t50J 
01 ~NSION A~RAOCBJJ,C~C75J,Cl751,l~St75) , INSC751 
f)l~~~s, ON AQEAC 751, IC eo,, .JC80 I ,I( ceo, .vc 751 ,BJ 175) ,BBPCC C 3,3 ,751 
01 ~~ .... SION PHI.C50J,Xf75J,Yl75),PHlf75} 
01~ ..... SIO"' JEUC2Jl•~UC20l,IE~CZOJ,N~CZ0> 
co~~ON P~IXoXoY,PHJ , AQEA , l,J,K , V , BJ,S~PCC , AG~AO , CK , C,JES ,INS, 
I A ·R•,; ,AO,A~ET ,Q;(, Al ,d I ,Ll. I ,MA ,Me: ,LNT .LIT • MT ,OAtS.08,0A ,oe2,N4 
S""'•o . ,:, 
o, .... ~ 
DO 1 IZ•ldl 
I J• 11!.Uf I ZI 
NFl•Nu( IZJ 
2•,..HIZ+I) 
Y',• f 'Y l .... F I) +Y( Nf'21 J/2 , 0 
S~•5,N+0"' 
)TW•~Tw•O~Clu>•ON 
c:o .... r INUE 
PQl"'T 2 • OTW 
l FORMAT 11"1\Jo 11,,,Fl\) , 41 
E.TVq,.,. 
E""1:) 
5u8ROVTIN~ YTtlE~ t NW) 
01~ NSION A~ET(75},0XC75J 
01~-~SIO .... At5~oS01 , ~C5 ,501o~(~01,80C50J 
DI~ "'~ION A6QA0l8~1,C~l75J , C(7~1.IESC751,INSC75. 
01vr.,-,51 ~ AREA1751,IC8 J,..JC80•,i<t801 , VC751,S1179} , B8PCCC3,3,751 
011 ~~,o .... PHIXC50J , X(7,,,vc7,J,PHIC75J 
or~ N510"' IEUCZ~l•NUCZ )•IEW(201,NW(201 
c,,~ON PHJX oX,y,PHf,~QEA,J•J•~•V,bl,8BPCC,AGRA0,CK,C,IES,JNS, 
I A, , 11,!':IO • 4""E.T ,OX ,Al ,d I ol..l . J .~A ,Mf. , LNT ,LIT t"4T ,iJA8,06,0A ,OBZ,NA 
Cj~•.l , ) ,. 
00 I IZ•I, 1=" 
111'• IE.-r I l 1 ...,_.,.,..,,.,,I Zl 
'->11"'2U,j C I Z+l 1 





PQINT z , OT"' 
2 .,O~""AT ( IHv, luFI\J,41 
Q_ ... 1,,.:~...., 
E ~ 
a b 
o.~, 01 0 , 095 
J , 11 0,Cl06 
11 O, C::366 
LLI MA ME L~T LIT MT ZB 28 Z8 28 !19 . • I 




Z• zs 36 
2• 16 J7 , , 
Z• 37 
17 :n J8 
16 J 7 J8 
16 8 J9 
• 16 19 • J9 •O 
8 9 •o 
ff 4n •1 
1 8 •1 
2t, l!!I 2• 
23 26 Z• 
z 2• 17 
18 ll 17 
18 17 16 
15 18 16 
15 16 9 
10 l!I 9 
10 9 B 
7 10 8 
7 8 
2 7 
l7 26 23 
22 Z7 23 
22 23 18 
19 22 18 
9 8 l!I 
I• 19 l!I 300 I< l!I 10 
II '" 10 11 10 7 
t, 11 7 
t, 7 2 
l 6 2 
;?8 27 22 
21 28 22 
l!t 22 19 
20 21 19 
20 19 •• 
13 20 •• 
13 ,. 11 
12 13 11 
12 11 6 
!I IZ 6 
!I t, 3 
• !I 3 
29 28 ZI 
30 29 21 
30 21 20 
31 30 20 
31 20 13 
32 ll 13 
32 13 12 
33 32 12 
33 12 !I 
:u J3 !I 
3• !I 4 
3!1 3• 4 























X y 0 
4 !5 , 75 o. oo 70.00 
ao . oo o . oo 60.00 
100.50 o . oo 51 .20 
113 .. 00 o.oo 43,00 








100,!50 1 . 00 ,1.20 17 
80,00 a . so 60,00 37 
415.75 11 . 70 10 . 00 24 
45,75 23 . 60 70 , 00 36 
eo.oo 18. 00 60. 00 2!1 
100.50 14 , 60 51 . 20 !59 
113.00 12,BO 43 . 00 58 
113.00 19.00 43.00 57 
100,50 22.00 51 . 20 56 
eo.,o 2'1 . 00 60.00 !l!I 
45. /'5 35 , 60 10 . 00 !I• 
45,75 47.60 10 .00 !13 
ao.oo 36 000 60 , 00 !12 
100 . ,0 29.20 51 . 20 !II 
I 13 . 00 2!S.OO 43.00 !10 
113,00 lt o80 43,00 •9 
100,50 .]7 , 00 51 e 20 48 
eoooo 45,80 60 . 00 4 
45 , 75 60 000 10 . 00 34 
45,75 10.00 10.00 !I 
ao,oo 60 , 00 60.00 33 
100,50 51 , 20 51 . 20 ,~ 
113000 4.3 , 00 43e00 32 
121.90 36,00 36.00 13 
121.90 zs . 10 ze .1 0 31 
121.90 22 o!IO 22 e50 20 
121.90 16 .. 80 22 . 50 30 
121,90 11,20 22 . 50 21 
121 , 90 5 ,60 22 . ,0 29 
121 . 90 0 , 00 22 . ,0 28 
OoOO 79.00 79 ., 00 
o .. oo 63 . 20 79.00 
o.oo 47.40 79 . 00 
TRIAL Ye 
o . oo :lt ,60 79 , 00 121 .. 90 32000 3z , oo 
o.oo 15 . 80 79. 00 121.90 zs.oo 28 , 00 
o .o.::, 0,00 79 . 00 121 . 90 34 e00 34 .. 0Q 
121 . 90 30 . 00 30000 
121090 .)6.00 36.00 
w E 121 . 90 J2 o00 32: e OJ 
, . ~ooo 0 , 0001 lZI .qo 3'S.00 :,e.oo 
121 .90 34 . 00 34 .00 
121,90 40.00 40.00 
121 ,90 36 . 00 36 . 00 
APPENDIX E 
Transformation of the Dependent Variable 
In the solution of unsteady non-Darcy flow it was advantageous to 
introduce a new dependent variable ~ such that (for VXqt ~ 0) 
-+ 
vr;, 1 .Q9.. {E .1) = Vil>+-
gm at 




?lif? + L ili!. oy oy gm ot 
The total differential of C is 
= ac dx + os d + ar dt 
ox oY Y ot 
{E. 3) 
and the substitution of equations E. 2 into E. 3 gives 
d if? + L { u dx + v dy) + { ( -if? ) dt 
gm t t t t 
{E. 4) 
where dili is the tota 1 differentia 1 of ~ 
Referring to figure 3.16 a finite difference equation can replace 
E.4 (if the inertial terms arc small relative to the friction terms), 
i.e. 
301 
6 qi -I- _L ( U AX + V 6y) + ( ('. - iE ) 6 t 
gm t t ' t - t 
A 1 so , i f ( L 1:9..) i s sma 11 
gm ot 1 
..... 
~ O< -KV (Ct) 
ot 
and from equation E.l 






where K is the average conductivity during time flt. 
Therefore equation E. 7 can be used to establish the ini tia 1 (. 
and equation E.5 becomes 
K 
gm 
1 -t.' = .:Sf+ -(u AX+ VtAy) gm t 




gm C At tt 
(E. 8) 
(E. 9) 
Considering only a vertical drop in the free surface equation 
E.8 can ~e simplified to 
V 




(E. l 1) 
on the free surface. 
Ul'tNDlX r 
llouudy Flow Co pute.r Progunnc, [with 1nert1a 
Ol"4ENSION i:H601 •Ct601 • lf•,i5£l l01 •AK.A(40J 
Ol"4ENS.10N lu(lvl,lNS.CtQ>,Jt:~tt21,YIC10)•Xll10J,INS1Cl0J 
01"4ENSION INSNIZOl,IWXtZOJ 




DIMENSION 10(6,6>,YStlOl,XSCIOl,IE 16,6) 
D1"4£NST0N AMATRXC4151,YMCIO),XMfl01 
OIME,.,.SION INTI C IOI, INT2t lOJ ,0Qrt40) 
Ol~ENSION ~ETAC6,40) 
COMMON o•e,81,A1,0T,Uli,A2,GM,A,W,ME,68PCC,IM~N,IEST,INS,IMS,IE$, 
t INSN, I xT, IMX,.AM, I ,J,K ,L,M,N,8,C ,)(, Y ,CK , CF ,vOL, AAEAl, AREA~tPMI, 
2u~l,VXA•VYA,OE~TA,A~A.A~1.•~2-xs,vs.vP.YO,IEO,I 
3A~3,AKA,XM,YM.OOT,dETA 
~O 961 IREAO•t •• 
R!AO l, MNT,ME,IBT,lNST,l~ST,MA,MEXtlENO 
A!A!> Z, (W( 11-l) ,YI IRI ,PHI C I Rt, IR•l ,MNTJ 
~!AD 'l , tlCIAl,.JCJR).K(IRl,IR•l,MEI 
A A 4dl0CIR1dR•ltlOTI 
.; A '.:ttl 11!51 IRI .J~•l .lEST I 
Q~A!) 7, cx~t IEI • IE .. I ,51 
A(AO 7, IVSCIE1.JE•l,51 
Q!AO 8, lll0tll,Jll,Jl•l•61,11•1,!51 
g AO i, OT ,o-4EGA,A~tPHJ ~ ,Y0,YP,[PS 
Q!..t.:> l~h Al , c,1 
R_AO I!'!• I MT, ..JMT 
R!~O 16• C INS( l>C> • JX•l ,~I 
QEAO 16•CINSNt1Xl,IX•l,'!5) 
16 FORMATC5121 
I ,.OR~AT C8fll 
2 FORMAT (JF6,21 
J FORMAT LJl.ll 
• "Ol-t~AT C IZI 
6 F'OJ.1MA.T (412) 
1 "0Q""IA.., (F6,2) 
I) ,-ORMAT C6131 
FOQ~AT lbF5.2,~6,31 
f'OR~A 12F8 , 51 




CC•0 , 0000 
VVAIZl• , O!JOO 
'/Y,H l 1 •0 t OUUO 
00 777 Uh I ,ME 
LI IRls.l f IRl-tMNT 
"1( IRl•,Jt IRl+MNT 
177 NCIRl•te:C IRl-+MNT 
A2•At•Al 
~~•l,0/fAM•980,0l 
0A8•Al/f2 ,0•dl I 
c.~2-c...-.12 . 0 
C"•• , ')0 • I 
OA•A l ••Z 
DB2•d1/2 . 0 
1.0.0 
OT•O , I 
00 ~6~ ITfM •ltNTl~E 
PQINT 2!5,tO Tl1Gl • IG•l,4'l 
If flTl'lll--3 I 91•'11,92 
Q;? OT•0 . '5 
91 CONT l!\luE 
OQINT 888, IOC 
888 FOqPIIIIAT( IH , I.JI 
IOC•O 
P'IINT 60"7o T 
607 FOR"°'AT ( IHO,~F8 . !51 
V'0•5,0 
00 81 IRl•l •MNT 
IR2•1Rl•MNT 
P~ICIR2>•PHIC IRlt 
Y'I IR2J•Yf IRI I 
81 XCJR2l•)(t1Al) 
0031 JS•l•lt;T 
I Q• IBC ISI 
IF CY(JBQI-YOJ 3.J,3.J,32 
.lJ PHI C IBQ I •V~ 
GO TO 'JI 
32 P~t C 18RI •Yl Jt,Rl 
JI CO""T INUE 
IF ,tT IMf:-11 IZ2!h1225, 9 
122'l Q£AO J,226,CPHICINJ,IN•l,"""'TI 
1226 FO~MAT (F~•2> 
99 CONT INUE 
PAfNT25, (YM(IX1,IX•l,IE$TI 
i:,,AINTl8, (YSl INJ , IN•l ,NZJ 
18 ~Oq~AT (IHO, 2HYS, 10~10, 6J 
DO 960 IM•l,6 
A.SSEM:lLE STIFFNESS MATRIX ANO AREAS 
CALL STl~AT C ITJ~,M XI 
IOB•I 
00 860 1111•1 •2 
C J\IONL. I NE AR Tt.k"4S 
CALL VOECF"ClfrllEJ 
C ASSE~i!iLE SlfltllULTANEOVS. £ VAT IONS 
CALL ASSEMtHMA I 




860 CONT I NUE 
CALCVLATE FLOW T;,fROV(#'t ~R~E SVR'ACE 
CALL VO~C~CCITOP> 
CALL AO~USYCIMT,~ ... T,MNT,IMJ 
IF CI06-4J 62,6Z , 960 
62 Jf1h6 
96\) CONT 1 N'UE 
PAINTZ~• CX"4( l>CJelX•l, 1£.STI 
961 CONT JNUE 




C CALCVLATE AREAS,vOLuMc::.S ANa STIFFNESS 
SU8AOUTI~ STl "IAT I ITlllilE,MEXl 
C 
01 ""~N1;10N dC6,.)1 ,C«60), INS£t101,AK'A(401 
01 ... s,o"" 1tH,..,,J.fNSllO),JEStl2) .. YIIIOJtXJCIOl,tNSltl0) 
otv ~SION lNS~t20ttlRXC20J 
0 I ~NSI ON A t4!G•201 ,WC20> •IC 40 I e..lC •O t .Kl •01 ,Lt•OI •M<•O J •NC•O I 
01 ~NSION PI-II C6:>J ,VXAC 401 ,VYA fAOI •88PCC C 3• l••O) •~L.TA. C.l ,•OJ 
DIM!.NS.ION XC601 •YC60) ,CKC•O I •CFC 3•40> ,VOL t 40) ,M~E.t.l <•Ol ,AREA.2(4'01 
OIME'NSICN IMSN<20J,l~St201 
Of ~E"'fS I ON 10t6,6 I ,YSC 10 J ,XSC 10>, IEOC&,61 
01 NS10N lll2C4'.:>J,Wl140J,A.J,1AfA:XlA,5J,VMClOJ,XMCIOI 
0l'4ENS10N INTI C 101, l,..T2f 101 ,:>OTC401 
OIJ14ENSJON 8ETAC6,40J 
COt.lfllllON OA.B,01 ,Al ,OT,OB,A2,GM,A,W•~•B8PCC, JMSN, 1EST, INS, IMS , lES • 
t INSJ,,l, IXT• IRX,AM, I .J,KoL1N,N,OeC1,C,V,CK'.,C,,VOL..,AAEAl tARE:A2,Pf11 • 
'?(.M2tV'II.A,VYA,O~TAt~ A,AKl ,.\K.2,>CS,YS,vP,YOo l!O, I(), 
JAK3,AK4'•XMt¥~•00T,8ETA 
96 MTX•ME 
94 00 197 l~•l•MTX 
tR•L< IE.t 
JR•Ml ff:J 
KR•NC I! J 





AAEA I' I E. l•XCJR:t. CYCKAI-Yf JA) ,-xu«H •tYCJJ:U-Yt I R) ,-
lX( IPt•tYO(RI-YC..IRI t 
IH IRl•Y(.JAJ-VCKR> 





VOL.C I! J • CAAE"-1 C JEl+AAEA2C IE t J 
IR•I C 1£1 
IS• IC I El 
IRT•I 
IST•l 
51 eePc+c J RT, I ST, IE ,. cec tR) •ec 1 S l+CC I A) •c C IS I )/(;,\REA I< I~ 11 
GO TO C 101,102,103, lO•, IO!S, 1971,MO 
lOl IS•.JC IEI 
1ST•2 
GO TO !12 
52 MO•a.llO+l 
GO TO 51 








GO TO !12 
104 IS•ICC 1!1 
IST•l 
GO TO 5Z 
10!5 B8PCCCIST,IRT,1Et•B8PCCllAT • IST,1E> 
IR•KC IEI 
IRT•3 
GO TO ~2 
197 CONT l""JE 
RE.T\JttN 
ENO 
NON.. I Nf! AR TEAMS 
SUSROUTIPE VOECFCCM8J 
OtMIENSIO~ PHlt60>,VXAf401 ,VY~f•Ot,BBPCCt.J,3 • •01,0ELTAC3,•01 
OIMEN5t0N X(60) .Y(60) ,CKC401,a<3•401,v0t..1•0, ,ARE.Al ,.o, ,AREA2C40) 
DIMENSION IMSNt201,1~sc20, 
Ol~NSION INSNfZOl,Jqxc201 
01~ N510N AtZ0,20),lllC20J•lf40J,.J(401,KC40)•Ll40Jt~C40t,N(•O> 
014!:NCilON l6(10l,INSCtOJ,IESCl2.J•Ylt10)•X1ClQJ,tNSlllOJ 
OIMfNSION ij(60J,CC601• 1NSEC10>,ALPHACl01,AKAC40) 
OIMENSION IOC6,6J ,YSC 101,)(51101, JEQC6,61 
DIMENSION AMATRXC4 , 51oY~C101,XMC10l 
DIMENSION INT l ( 101 • INT2C 10> ,OQTC40} 
DIMENSION 0ETA(6,40J 
co~~ON OAB,Bl,Al,OT,OB,A21GM,A,W,ME,OBPCC,IMSN1IEST•IN~•IMS•IES• 
1 INSN• I Jtl . Jq)(,A"I• t ,J,K ,L,M,N .o,c,x,Y,CK,CF,VOL.• AREAi .AAEAZ,PHI ' 
2GMZ,VXA,VYA,0ELTA,AKA,~Kl,A~2,XS,YS,vP,Y0,1£Q,JQ, 
3A<3,AK4,XM,YM,OOT,8ET• 
00 23 IE•t ,MS 





NA•t•,U IE I 
AAI •XCMR l•YCNR)->CINAJ •YCMA) 
AA2•X (NA t •Y (LQJ -IC tLR l •Y CNRI 
AA3•XCLA>•YCMRJ-XCfllllAl•YtLAI 
ALPHAl41•(AA1 •PHI CLRl+AA2*PHl(~J+AA3•PHI CNAIJ/AR£A2llE1 
BC 1 I •Y( .JA)-YUC.RJ 
Bt31•Yl IR)-YCJR) 
BC• J •YC "'-AI-YC NA) 
8C!51 •VCMR 1-Y CLR) 
ecz>• YCKqJ-YCIRl 
9t6) •YI Lq)-YCMRI 
CC I l•XCl(Rt-XC.JR1 
C(Z)•J(C uu-x,KAJ 
C(.31 •Xf .JA)-XC IRJ 
C l4 J •XC NRI-XCAA) 
Cl 5) •X(LRJ-XlNR) 
C (6 I •>CC MRI-XCLA) 





ALPHAl2J • t CPttl < J A>-OEL TAt l, 1£ I) • ec 11+ tPMI C .JA>-0£LTAC2 •II:>> •ecz , .... 
1 CP<"tl C ~R t-OEL TAC 3, IE I I • Bf.31 )/ ( AREA 11 IEI I 















C<t l!:1•AK4C IE>•CV~I U:J/AAEAI C IE1 I 




IF (IE- 91 26.23,23 
16 VXACIEJ•-IAKl•£FXl+AKZ•EFX2)/2•0 
yYAllEJ•-CAKl•(FYl+A,2•Ef'Y2J/2•0 
A At •X I .;Rl•V ("'Al -XllCRI •Yt .JRI 
AA2•~C<RJ•YCIRI-XCIR>•YtKRJ 
AA)•XI I l•YCJQI-XI.JRJ•YC IAI 
Ai..PHAf I I• CAA I• CPHI C IR 1-i)EL TAC l • IE J l+AA2*CPril (..IRI-OEL TA( 2• lE I) 
1 •AAJ• IPrtl CIC.Al- EL T,.,.13 • IE I I Jl'AR'EAI C IE J 













O I "1ENS1 ON Xt601, Yl601 • CK 1401 ,CFC J,40), 'i/~C 401 ,AREA l C40) ,ARE:A2( 401 
Ol'"r..NS10"'4 I '1S!t.fl4?01, l"St20J 
~l~CNSION INSNt2~1,IAMC20J 
01 ·1'1151 N 1ec1 ... 1,l"'ISllO),IESIIZJ,Yl(t01,x11101,INS1110) 
01~!<.f'SION tH60) ,Cl601, INS,£( IOJ ,Al(AIAOJ 
I E.N~ION I t6,61,YSC I J ,)(SC IOI, IE0(6,6J 
IM N ION •2(4.J) .wd C401,,klrilATAX14,5) ,Y"4110J ,)(MC IOJ 
DIM-~ 10~ INllllO>,INf21101, 0T(40) 
-l~NSJ~ ~ETAC&,4 I 
O-.t1,o 0.\8,tll ,A I ,\)T, .Ai;,G.Jrit,A,w, 1rit£ ,LJBPCC • I 1114.5.N• l~ST• INS• IMS• IES• 
11 ..... l)(T .1~x. -"~· J ,.., • ,L.,lrll,N,e,c,x, Y ,CK ,Cfl" ,VOl..• AREA I ,AAEAZ,PHI • 
ZG~z.vxA,vvA.OELTA,~KA.AKl,AK2•XS,YS,vP,VO,JE0tlO, 
J.\l("),P.1(411e>Cllo',Y""•00To E 4 
~ 4C,i lN•l ,lrilA 
111 f .. ,, •0•0 
DO 4.l IR•l ,W-A 
4') AC IN.JR1•0•0 
00 14! IN•I .MA 
• I It'• I 
•2 IF'c IC IEl-lNI 43,44•43 
4 l IFI Jf IE 1-INl 4.,o46t45 
IF'Cl(f IE>-INI 47,48,47 
•7 IE• 1£ .. 1 
IF tlE-MEJ Z50,250,l45 
Z~ GO TO •Z 













.JR•JC IE I 
<R•KC IE) 
CO TO 49 
INT•2 
IRT•2 
JA•KC IE' > 
<R•l I IE > 




JR•I C ICt 
KR•.JI 1£> 
~X• l 
we,,.,,, •• , ,,.,.1-1,;.F( INT, IEI 
A I'""· IR ..... , IN, lR I +tiBPCCI INT. IRT, lE) •c,u IE I 
we INI •W < IN l-+dBPCCc I T, IAT, IE I •Cl( C lE 1 •0E.LTA l lRT, IE l 
IR•.JA 
~l(U0( .. 1 
U~T• IAT + I 
IP"C UH-ll 148,148,149 
IRT• t 
IFI IA-MAI l40ol40ol44 
WI I Nl • II C IN 1-d8PCC1 JNT • IMT, IE I• tPH IC IRJ-OELTAC IMT • 1£1 I •Cl( l lEJ 
GO TO C 141 o142ol•J> ,"4X 
IR•k.'.R 
GO TO 1~0 




~UTION OF SlilitUT'-NEOUS !.OUAllONS 
SV6A0UT1Nf: S0l..VEtOMC~A,EP$,NA,ITERI 
01~ NSION 1~~~1201,IM~tZOI 
)114. NSION I 4S,Nl2:01,IAXt2VI 
~rv~~SION AC20•20J•WC2 ),tc•O),..lt.tt.0).~(401•Ll40),MC•Ot,NC•O> 
01 NSION PHll60J1VXAt4~t,VYAC40J•08PCCt3,3,40J•0E~TAl3•401 
Ot~NSION .NC6'll tY(601 t(KC40) ·CFI.J,40) .vOLc•OJ ,AREAl 1401 •ARf.A2(.tt.0J 
01 "'CNSI :>t• 181 l:.l I• JNSt IOI• IESI 121 tY 11 101 dC 11101, IN!tl I 101 
or ~SION tH60) ,Ct6\JI • IN':El 10,.ao,20, ,•~•c•::u 
JtM[NSl~N l~t6•61•V511Cl,~SCl0lol£Ql6•6> 
)1-..f:NSION AMA RXt4,~>,VMIIO,,XJritlJOJ 
OIY~NSIO~ IN~IClOl•INT2ttOJ,OQTf40) 
Ol~CNSION OCTAC0,401 
C0\4.-.itON OAB•Bl •Al ,OT ,08.AZ.GM,A,W•M!!.•OBPCC, JMSN, IEST • INS• IMS, IES, 




00 70 IN•l,MA 
70 8011Nl•ONIEGA/ACIN,INI 
Blf•C 1,0-0MEG,AJ 
.. I I TER• ITl!.R+I 









IFC AC IN• tT >-0,0 I 7~, 7•, 75 





IFC41SS (PHI t INJ-EXJ~l ,eo.ao,aa 
91 Ot•A8S tP~tllNJ-EXI 
80 Pt-tl C IN)•EX 
l~CIM-"1182,83,83 
82 IN•IN+l 









0 IMCNSI ON XC 601 oVC6iJJ ,Cl(t40) ,C., 1.3••0> .YOLC 401 •~Al l•Ol, 4REA.ll 40 I 
01 NSION IMSNC201,1MSCZ01 
DINENSfON INSNC20),IRMC201 
Of~NSION IBC 101 • INSC 10), Jl!!:SC 12) ,YI t 101 ,XI C 101, lNSI C 101 
Ol"4~NStON BC601,CC601, JNSEC IOJ ,AKAC40J 




Dl"'ENSION C4t lOJ 
DIMENSION BETAC6.40J 
C0~"40N O.t.8,BI ,Al ,OT,0B,A2,GM,A,W,ME•08PCC, l"'4!>f'r,t, 1E~f, 1N!,, :M», IES• 





DO 350 IX•l,IEST 
J2•1NSC IXJ+MNT 









ZT•<B~TAC I ,J51+8ETAC2,.J~l•XI I IXHBe:TAt.J•.J~l•YI C IXJ I/OT 
JC.MC IXl•XI C IX> 




00 92 IM•I dMT 
JOA• IQ{ l,._,.JHT 1 
YT•Vt...JOAI 
YC.JQAJ•YSI JMI 
00 92 JM•2,Jfl4T1 
IOR• IOt lfril,JkJ 
IQB• IQA•..,T 
92: YI IQAJ•YtJOAl•Yt IOAJ/VT 
00 91 JfrC-2,JIIIITl 
IQR• IOC l ,.Jfl•U 
1,cvc10Al-YOI 93,93,9.tt. 
93 PHI ( IQA I •YO 
GO TO 91 
9• PHIi IORl•YI JC)ql 
91 CONTlt-AJE: 
00 9!! IX• I olEST 
Y!IU IXl•YMI C IXI 
95 CONTINUE 
CAU.. POL015•1N•MNT,P$1 
00 96 IX•I ,5 
I T•INSC IXI 
PHI ( ITJ•YSI IXI-PSI l>U 
96 CONTINU£ 
IT•IMSt 11 
Pt1 I ( IT I • I PH I C IT) +YS I I I 11'2 • 
RETURN 
ENO 
SUBROUTINE POl..YCNZ, lN,......,Tl 
Ol~NS10H 8l601 •Cl601, IN.SEC 101,AKAI 40) 
OIMENSJ0""1 IBC 10,, tNSC 101, tESC 12, .vs t 101 •)U 1101 t lNSI C 10) 
01/lltENSION INSNC20)tlRXt201 
DIMENSION AC20•20} ,Wl201 • 1 C•O> t..11401 ,KC40l ,Lt40J •1114<40 I •NC401 
DIMENSION F>t4l 1601 •'IXAC •OI ,VYA t40J eBBPCC CJ, 3 ,40> ,DE.L TAC 3 ••O I 
01 NSION XC60) .V(601 ,C~l40) ,CFC3,40l ,VOi.. <•OI ,AREAi 1401 • 4REA21401 
Dl~£NS10N IMSNC201,1'4SC20) 
OIMl!:NSI ON IOC6,6 J ,YSt lOl ,XSt 10>, IEOC6 ,61 
01 NSIO W2(40J ,wt (401 ,AMATRJCl4 ,51.v,,u IOJ ,)1.11,u 101 
OIM NSION INTICl01•1NT21101•00Tt40J 
Ol!'4ENS10N YAt•O> 
OIM!NSION 8~TAl6,401 
COl"\"40 .... OAB•Bl ,Al .ot ,oe.A.Z.GM,A,W,14£ ,08PCC· IJllfl!tN, 1£ST• 1 NS • IMS, IES· 





00 80 I X•I ,N2 
J2• INS( IX> +MNT 
ea YI ( IXl•VIJZ> 
$M•CV~( 11-YMCZ.J J/O(Mf 1 )-XM(2:I I 
!tH•Y,-.11 >-Sflit*X'4( l l 
YSfll•SM•XSIIJ+SS 
V5 ( I I •YI < l ) ,..y5 ( l) 
lF IYSCll-¥01 2~,2~•26 
Z"\ "fSII >•YO•'D•OI 
2b 00 ~ JM•lt""l3 
\"" IVN( l~J-Y"'4.t JM+l J Jl'(Xlloll JJllltJ-)(JII( lM+t,) 
Y' ( ·~,-~ .... )(""1 l~J 
,~1 • I"'(+ 1 
YSI )111,fl 1 •S"l•XS I I ~+t 1 +Sd 
'f'S,CINl)•YSIINU + YIIINII 
9'5 CONTINUE 
IN2•t-.ii+2 
YS1IN21•C S~•XStl~+21 +SB+YMIIM•IJJ/2.00 
YSC INZ>•Yl C IN2J+YSC IN2J 
,,.~YSI IN2J-VSC INZ-l) 1 30•31 ,31 
)0 Y$t lNZJ •YSC INZ-11 
JI CONT l"'IV!: 
00 •5 INZ•ltNZ 
l,. C IN-I J•5••!J,,\2 
• O Y&I IN.?J •'fSI 1 ..... 21 
CO TO •9' 
•2 'fAIIN2J•IYAl1NZJ-+YSlfNZJl/'2•0 
,.SI IN2J •YA( IN2'1 
•" C.ONT I N•.,1E 
RETVR""I 
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FREE SURFACE ADJUSTMENT WITHOlJT INERTIA 
""'11!:W FREE SURl'"ACE 
SUBROUTINE AOJVSYCIMT,JMT,MNT,INl 
DIMENSION 4C20•2.0> tWC20J •IC 4,QJ .JC 40) ,Kt •OJ •L f4,0J ,MC •o J ,Nt40 J 
0llli4ENS10N PHI C60J,VXAC40J,VYA(40) e8BPCCl3,3,4,QJ•0EL.TA<3••0J 
Ollilll!:NSI ON XC60) • Yt60J ,CfCC40 I ,CF C 3,40 J ,VOLl40 J • ARE.Al C •o J, AREAZ( •o, 
Ol#EN~ION IMSN(20l,IMSC201 
Ol~NSION INSN(201,IQX(20) 
0 t .t«NS I ON I BI 101 • INS l I O > • I ES< 1 2 J • v t l I O > • X l f 1 0 l , INS I I 1 0 I 
DIMENSION 8(601,CC60l, l,.,.SEC101•AKAl401 
Ol"4ENS10N IOC6,61 ,YSl 101 ,XS< 10), JEOC6,6t 
Dl#IIENSION W2C4,0) ,WI t411101,A.""ATRXC4,5J ,YMC 101 tXMI 10l 
OOENSION INTI C 101, INT2110l 
COM"'40H OAB,BI ,At ,OT ,OB,A2,G""•••••,..E•OOPC C. , 1"4 , IEST, INS, l!i4S• IES, 
1 INSl'-I, IXT, IRX ,A"4, I ,J,K ,L,M,N,8,C ,X ,Y ,Ct<: •Cl"• VOL., AQ£AI ,A~42,Pl"41, 
2GM2,VXAtVYA,DELTAtAKA,A<t,A<Z,~S•~S,YP,YO,l~v•IUt 
3AK3, AK• t )("'4, YM 
SC•0.75 
CY•l •05 
00 3.50 1JC•l, 1£ST 
JZ•lNS( IXJ+""""T 
.J4•1NSt IX+I J+~T 
~•IESCIX> 
X I r IX>• IXC..J2J•2.•0•Xt.J4 J J/3,0 
Y111Xl•CVfJ21+2.o•vcJA))/3•0 
S•CYSC I X1-VSC IX• I I I /I xs, IXI -XSI 1 X• 111 
XM(IXl•OT•VXAfJ5 1/A."4 
VMC IXl•OT•VVA(J5l•C'f/A"4 -s•x11,u l>O •sc 
)(MC IXl•XI ( IX) 
350 CONTINU~ 
C4L.L POLY c5, IN,,..T J 
JfllTl•.Jf1n-1 
15A• 1NT+I 
00 92 11"'•1 t lJIIT 
Jcw:l•IOC llllf•JJIITI 
YT•Y C .JOR J 
YCJ0Rt•VS1 OU 
PHI C.JQA)•YC.JORI 
DO 92 J••2 • .JMT I 
IOA•IOC t•,J"'4> 
IOB• JQQ+tilNT 
92 YC IQAl•'ftJORt•'IC IOQI/YT 
DO 91 JM•2 • Jf4T1 
IOA•IOC I ,JM) 
IF(Y(JQAJ-'101 93,93,94 
93 PHICIOA1•Y0 
GO TO 91 
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A Variational Approach to Non-Darcy Flow in Two Dimensions, accepted 
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A VARIATIONAL A.PP~CH TO NOn-OAFCY 
rLOW IN TWO DIMENSIONS 
.John A. McCorquodale 1 , A.14 . .I.SCE., 
The principle• of v.uiation•l ce.lculu.s ~ve be•n applied to 
uny continum aechanic• probleas and Mve led to the u•• of the tinita 
dement aet.hod in eolvinq potential flow probl.... The baaics of Che 
~cently bean applled to Da.rcy flov t.hrough poroue -.di• by Zie:nkiwic.c, 
\a!yer •nd Cheunq (19), nnn (4), Taylor and Brown (12) and Witherspoon, 
Javandel and newnan (l6). 
McCorquodale and Nq (1) f0Uovin9 the vor• of !ngelund (l) 
attempted to solve non-Darcy free .surface flov probl ... by finite 
element analyu.s . Enqelund gave the f•nction.al for turbulent and 
tu.n•1 tional two di .. nsioul flOW' H 
.......... (1) 
"-'here 1 
•K • *i •v • ~; I?• -~• 
4c ss the p1.ezo1netric head and I( 1 Iv• I) 1• the hydraulic conductivity. 
He states that the miniaization of £q. l vill yield the non-Da.rcy flov 
partial difterenttal equation 
•••••••••• (21 
1 Assistant Professor, Deoa.rtaent of Civil £ngine"rin9, University of 
W1ndaor, W1nd11or, Ont.ario, Canada. 
L1.nquiat C6) ) t.:o be of the fora 
1/(a + bq) ......•... (4) 
wher• • and b are exoerimentally determined constanu and q ia I q I. 
The eontinuity equation b 
•••••••••• (5) . 
where u and v are re1oect1vely the Jt and y components o~ q. 
Eq. Z u obu1ned by a\lbst1tuting Eqs. J into 5. 
Eq1. J end 4, it ia oossible to expr••• 
Alao fro. 
where f 1.s t.he 1nteqnrd of the functional x, to Eq. 1, ve obtain 
\li'hlch a:,croc1enes Eq. 2 !or the condition• 11.ated in the lntroduct.ion1 
howeve.r for transitional flow when K ia given by Eq. 6 the •inia.iuUon 
of Eq. l does not approacn t:Q. :i since the last ter111 of Eq. 8 aay not be 
neolected, 
Eq. l repreaenu the rate of energy d.iasipat.ion in t.he uqion 
A hUt. does not nece••arily i1nply floi,, continuity. In order to satiety 
cont1.nuity, the funct.tonal can be. modified so that the E:ule.r-La9ranqe 
eoJU.atl.on Qives !:q. 2 euetly. 
It the CUler-t.aqranqe ~au.on u apol.1.ed to 
• r ,.rK<l••I> 1+! • •:> • ~12 - cl••I>~> dxdy 
••••.•..•• (9) 
where c • 4b/a2 , r.q. 2 1.s obtained exactly when ,: Lti qiven by Eq. 6. 
fer: 
(al hi.ghlv turbulent flow: 
(b) laatnar !low; 
tcJ parallel or nurly parallel uanu.uona.l flow , 
(di ceru.1n fot'"as of the luncuon, Kt JV•I>, for e:omph 
~ expon•nttal font used by CU.rtu and i.vaon (2). 
HOvever, 1n the qeneral ca•e. it appears that a ai.aple 
ainiaiut.~on of Eq, l could lead tQ flow ducont.inu.1ty. The purpo•• 
which will be 8\11.tat>le for laalner, turbulent and tra.nsitional two 
ditfte.nsiona.l tlows. &oth ateady aJ'ld unshady flows ere considered. 
The flnit.e ele-nt •thod is forau.lated and t.b,. solution for non-Duey 
free •u.rfaee flow• through a roeltfill sect.1.on ar::a compared w1.th t.he 
corrupondl.oq expe.ri.lNJ\ta.l flow fields. 
Recently Volker (}4) reportttd a ai11Ular method to that 
propo•ed by the vrlter, howiver the pxeaent paper includa• the •ppli-
cation of the finite •l••nt technique. to un.st.e~y flow vhich wu not 
oon•idered by Vollter. 
M.ATRENATICAL FORMULATION 
Study !'low 
The equation of 110tioo tor ateady transitional flow in porous 
aedi-. b often approxiu.ted (•ee Scheidegger tll)) by 
•• - q/JC(q) .......... (]) 
vt,ere • le the pi.ezoaet.rie head1 q h the .. croscopi.c velocity vector , 
K(q) ia the hydraulic conductivity. The functlon, K(q) haa been found 
exper1.Mntally by many usearchers (see Ward (151, Engelund (J}, 
The ai.niaiution of Eq. 9 is equiv..tent. to the solution of Eq, 2 Vhe n 
both are subjected to the .... boundary conditions, 
The to.r.ul•tion of • finite eletae.nt solution is given in 
detail by Zienkiwici: (20) and is only presented briefly here. The 
.. thod involv•• dividing the flow field into a number of Unite 
•le.ant.a, u•\lally triangle•, Vhich ue cha.racterh.ed by their nodal 
cOOrdinatee, and nodal value• of+ (see Fiq. 1). The ainiaization of 
X h achieved by succ•••n•lY parual different.iat.ing x with resi-ct 
to each of the \lnk.nown values of + and ~Unq e.ach di.f!e.rentiatton 
to zero. Thie give.• rise to a set of n aicnultaneous equations in 
tetlU of the n unknown values of +. These •i11Uleaneou9 equations may 
be linear or nonllnea.r depending on 1.iheUlu the oriqiMl differential 
Eq. 2 h a nonlinear e.lliptie partial differential equation 
&nd the ainiaiz.ation of x in the finite ele.ent .. thod give 9 the 
following set of nonline&r sillultaneous equat.1on.s i.n •: 
, ••• , ••••• (10) 
vhere Sl.J u the 'stiffnus' JNtrix and u axpla.J.n.d in Ap~od.1x 11. 
The. Bua\ationa are taken over all the eleaents and all the nodes. 
Unsteady Flow 
For \fflateady flow the equation of -.otion become• 
•• - q/K(q) - _! !q_ .,.. it , .•• (111 
where III u the porosity. An approx1ute •olut.ion to the unsteady flo-,,, 
~••• ,...ould result 1! the inertia tera !_ .!g 111 ignored; in thb case 
gait 
ehe lnt~rnaJ. flow held u governed by tJ» a.me partial differential 
.-:iuation• H the steady flcr., field. The solut.1.on ot ui;e ur\st.e•d~ 
!lov pr0ble111 is ~eretora reduced c.o the apphc:auon of tnc steady 
flow tecnn1ques to a held vith tlae deoendent boundary cond1.t1ona. 
The energy tuncuond can be wrt.tten 
.......... !121 
when t 0 reoresenu a tiae •t vh1ch •<•,y.t0 J h known. The problea 
11 nc•111 red,aced to salunq the • '• ,y, t 0 • At) which ai.ntah.•• x. SUD)ec:t 
to continuity at the free eu.rt•c• •• well •• the other boundary 
cond1t1ons such •• t.hose illust.r•ted 1n Figure 2. 
The flow field 1n t.he <• - y - t.) •~ce can be ducretized 
by elements of the type sho'otn 1n Figure 3. Ret.ain1nq the lineu 
dutri.but1.on ot -i, w1.th1.n e•ch ele•nt at any instant in t.i•. the 
element i, e beco•• . • - '·1 • '12'' • l"lly)c+ .,4 • as• • o6y ••••.••••• (131 
v-,.~ro t varies fro. t. 
0 • o to t • lit a.nd the values ot o MY be 
obtained fror1 the nodal conditions shown in Figure ). 1he condit.lona 
arc known at nodo 1, •• n and unknown at nodes 1, l, k the.re!ore 
•1 4l x Ot y Ot •1 Yi "1 1 1 
'J Ot ajAt y i4t . j yj '2 
Ot ak.At. ykAt ". yk •3 
01 . 0 0 0 • 1 yl •• 
0 0 0 . v. •s . 
0 0 0 . y" •• " • ••••••••• (14) 
""· (14) u a reducible •Y•te11 and aa.y be •olved in two parta. 
l ••1 y 1 
det l Atj yj •••••••..• (19) 
I •• k yk 
2A1At 
l •1 ••1 
dot .j ••1 •.•••••••• (20) 
l •• 6ok 
A• • t - to 
' ' l 
•••••••••• (21) 
&nd 
• • • •• • ••• • (22) 
Substitouon of Eq. ll into Eq, 12 and ll1nia1.zinq: x with reapect 
to the unknown v•luea of • gi.Yea. after integration, the followi"9 
aysteffl of non-hne•r suulC.neoua equ.ationa in t 1 : 
where k • avera0,e hydrauhc conductivity dur.1.n9 6t.1 
A • averaqe ele111enta.l •r•• du.n.ng .eit; 
.......... (2)) 
~i.j • •tlffn••• aatrix tor triangle iJk (see appendix I1): 
bi and ci are dehned 1.n •p?4tnd.u 11. 
F.q. 2l u bas~ on the fact. t.hat the var1at1on 1n, r and A durtnq a saall 
tt tS very sMlli therefore JC and A have been replaced by tiunr .averaqe 
b 
•1 "1 YI 
dat • • . . v • • ......... USI 
• " . " y" 
2A2 
•1 Y1 
dot • • y • .. ........ !l'I 
• n y" 
242 
xl •1 
dn l . • . . • ......... (17) 
The aolution for a1 , a 2 and a 3 can nov be W?"i t.ten 
••1 •1 Yi 
dot "t •• j .j yj 
•• • •.••••• (181 
•• k "i. yk 
2A1At 
1'\e free aurface IIOYeaent durlng ••eh ti.• atep c•n be 
coaputed u.ing t.a,qran9ian coordinate•. 
a (A.,8,At) • /:t q(A,8,t)dt + ~(A,B,o) 
8 
• q At/•+ a(A,B,o) •••••••••• (24) 
where ;(A.B,t) h the position of the free surface at UN t1 A and 
a are the rectanc,ular coordin•te• of the part.icle •t. t • o, q ia the 
av,erage of the 'bulk' velocity of the particle du.rinq tit. Since 4t 
solution ot r.q. 2l with the surface • (At) • $ (o) r El.I. 24 h then uaed 
c.o eat.lute the new !ree •urfaee. To 1911Prove t.he esti .... t.ed new free 
aurf.:e and to correct for non-linearit.ies, &qa. 2l and 24 are solved 
alternately until • ac.ble aolution for the ne-w free surface is 
obtained . 
THE NUME.RlCA.L SOLUTION 
Ste.Sy Flow 
A n.laber of reaearchers t•ee. tor exa111ple Pori.ullr.y UO). 
TrUtt, £rdelyi and Jacluon (ll1, and Young and Wheeler (18)}. have 
obt•ined finite difference aoludona t.o nonlinea.r parti•l d1 tterenu•l 
equauons s1a.ibr to Eq. 2. The Mt.hod aost coanonly used tnvolves an 
1.nne.r 1terauon loop based on • sy•t. .. o! e,,Tl.l,Atl.on.a t.h•t ar• hneu-
iz.ed by treoat1.nq the 'peraeabihty' K. aa constant: at each node ot t:.he 
or1d and an ouur 1 terat tor. loon w'lich van•• K on the Nau of the 
curre.nt 1nnl!-r aoluti.c,na. Aho it vould aonear that. a nonlinear over-
relaxauon ~t.hod s1.ai.lar co the Nf!'Yt.on '1ttthod could be used (see 
~s ll)). 
The convar9ence of it.erative sehernea tor the solution ot sets 
of equations arh:l.nq from hnite diffe?'enee sche11ea, particularly t.he 
S-point l!IOlecule. have been stud.ud exhaust1vely (see tor example 
Younq (17) >. However, the study of conve:rgenca of tha .1terat1ve 
solutions for sets of equations aruin9 froe the vari.4tional approach 
u l'!UCh less advance.d. kahAn CS) has i.nd!cated that the aynnetrie 
positive d•finite N.tricea that are often obuined by the variational 
a.pprQach can ~ •olved by iterative successive over-re.lagtion methods. 
In thU study, the nonlineu ayataa 10 waa aolved by three 
1.teratton loops u shown in t.he flo..., chut Fig. 4. The innar loop 
,olved, by successive over-relaxation, the lineari&ed ayate• with It 
const.a.nt i.n e.ach element: t.he second loop reviaed the K baaed on the 
cur-rent solution for 11: the outer loop adjusted the free turface 
orcHle 1.n such a way that the au.rfac.e t appro.c.hed the surface. y, 
The finite element -thod ..,ui applied to deterldne che flow 
r•te· and flO\ot pattern for the rectAn<JUlU rock!ill aecdcn shown in 
rta. 1, In order to start the numerieal solution an initial •pproJU. ... u 
solut.1on ..,as requlred tor • and the petition of the f.t'ee surface. The 
free surface was locat*<i arbitrarily •• ahO'tffl in Pi9. 1. The 
aoproxisute solution tor ~ was obtained d.r•wlng an ordinary {Darcy 
Flow) flownet. 
To coq,lete the p:roble11, the aystem 10 must be aol~d subj•ct 
to the boundary conditions shO'Jn in .f'iq. S. 111• kn°"'1\ values of + on 
~B and OE can be entered direct.ly into equation 9 and yield the conttant 
vaetor 1n the line.au.zed ayatem. 
Cw) (A}{$) .......... (25) 
The stream.line condition along BC a.nd AE i8 satisfied it the nodal v•l-ues 
11 
oorous medium. Pier:omater taps were dittributed over t.h.e rectangular 
section on a 6" x 6" arid. Head vatar * tail water, free surface, and 
p1ez.omet.r.1c hfllads vare measured to ! l 1111. A \l'enture aeter vu used 
to Ntaaure d1.seharqe. 
The char•cteriatic constant.a, a and b ot Eq. 4. for the 
1/2" rock, "We.re taken fro• a parallel flov study Ila.de by NCJ (8), (a•.0103, 
b•. J O·lSl, 
The expe.rilllent.al and the Unite eleae.nt values of • aze 
cora!')4red \n F'iq. 6. The •easured d.iacharge t.hrough the section WA-' 
454 cm2 /sec. compared with 436 cm~/•ec. fro11 the finite el.-ent aoluti.on, 
1.'he 4\ dit:ference bet"'een the 111eeaured and calculated dlscha.rqe• can be 
partly attributed to error• in ,1; a.nd b of the order of ! s,. 
Untteady Flow 
sever&! rap1.d drawd0""1 te•ts were ca.r.ried out tor the roclc.fill 
section ahovn i.n f'iqures 2 and 8. Th• rock used for the•• tests v•• 
found to have : a • .010 sec/era: b • • 010 <•ec/em) 2 , and • drainable 
norosity m • Q.«). The uilwate.r level vu droJ>P«l rapidly frca 56 ea. 
to appro,uutely S c11. The water surface profile• "'*-f'e •••ured froe 
photoqraph.s aoeh u Fiqure 10. Th• r•nqe of experiaental data and the 
averaqe expe.ri1tental curve..s are shown on Figure 8. Pigure. 8 indicate• 
that the c01apJted free surface curves qene.raily tall vlthin the ranqe 
of e)C'nl'lru,ental data. 
CONCLUSIONS 
A converg1ng succ•ntive over-rel....ation •olut.lon tor· the non-
Une.ar elliptic p«rtial differential equation for steady trana1.U.onal 
fre.e surface flew through poroWI Ndia 1.a possible vhen a vad•tional 
appro.tch b used to eatabllah the difference equation.•. 'Mle experi-
aant.al data. are in good agreeaenc with t.he finite eleinenc. solution. The 
10 
ot : alonq bC an<J Ai.. an u·uted H unk.nai,mt, In t.hu st1.idy the 
* e~ to y. ffowever, the exit pol..nt C WAS es~lished by t.he 
requ.1rert1ent that flO'of cont.1.nu1cy mutt ex.1at between we facet AB and 
EDC. In this e.aae •c 'ii.as initially equated to ye and st.ceu.J.1ne 
condi.t:Lon. 1 • O, ••tisfied .in the out.e..r iteration by adjuat1n9 Ye· 
The nuaericai aolut.lon for • obtu.ned on an IBM 360/40, ia 
shown 1n Pi.g. 6. Th• dhch.arq• wa1 calculated to be 436 cm2/aec. An 
over-relaxation factor of 1. 5 w-., .found to 91.v-e the ootiaua rate of 
convergence. 
Unsteady Flow 
The flow chart, for the aoluuon of an unste•dy flcv problem 
o! the type illuauaud in P'i9ure 2, 1a shown in Fiqure 7. Th• method 
tor ,olving tll• non-linear sillultaneou..s equations wa s alao~t the sui,e 
a• for the st..-dy fla., case. An ..a • l. 5 was used ln both ea.set. HCl'il-
ever the stability of the unsteady flow ,oludon depended on lit. It. 
vu found, after 90- uthe•tial expe.rittntation, that 
< -
lit • !!. 
/gy. .......... 126) 
yields at.Able aolution.s. For the cue of rapid dra\oldown of che rockfill 
section shown in Figure 2 a dt of O. l sec. wa._9 used to C.Olll!pUte t.he free 
aurf.ace curves shown in Figure 8. 
EXPERIMEllTAL VERIPlCATION 
Steady Fl~ 
The rkt.a.ngula.r rockfill section shown in Pig. 1 wa• aet up 
in a 1.2" wide by 4 feet high flume with a plexiqlesa window .as shovn 
in Pig. 9, Cru•hed rock with a sieve di..__-te.r of 112• w•a: i.aed a• the 
12 
tinit.e element aeh•• is repre,ented by Eq. 10 and Fig. '· 
In the lWt, the aolution of r.q, 10, i.e. as the eleaenu 
beeo- very a...U # represttnt• the ainillU.ution of the rate of energy 
d.i.aaipation in the tlO"W field vith enforced flow continuity a.nd it 
yi.elda the true solution of Eq. 2. 
The finlte element aod.el. can be extended to solve unsteady 
flow proble• vhere the inertia tenm are small compared with the 
re•i•tance t.ras. Both Darcy a.nd non-0&.rcy flow.a NY be solved by the 
proposed •t:hod•. Por Darcy flow (bq) • O and for purely t:urbulent 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































a0 .,o or tf>=o an 
or 4-'= a 
REPLACE 'OLD' 
INITIAL CONDITIONS 
=="i;;;::::::::::::'. ___ ____j (i,y, 0)1,m,n a(i,y,11))1,J,k 
ALL NODES 
TWL • F(t); 
SET 0 ALONG D/S FACE 
E 
NONLINEAR TERMS OF EQ. 23 
o1. ; 1< ; ALSO 1 
ASSEMBLE EQ. 
SOLVE BY SOR FOR 
0 ( t +L>t) 
ESTIMATE NEW FREE SURFACE 
S(A,B,L>t) =i ·L> t/m +S(A,B,O); 
SURFACE fl(ot) • S(A, 8,L> t) .-
ADJUST 
..,__>::;._ __ _., NTERNAL -----
El.£MENTS 
< 














"' • • 
Pig. 6 Comparison ot Calcu1ated and Mf!u1sured PietOfflt?tric Heads. 
LEGEND 
TIME EXPERIMENTAL COMPUTED 
0 Sec. 
I • 0 
2 .. " 
4 • a 
8 .. V 





AfPE, IX 11 
lnput Dau for Cenu1l friction Eq\,il,tlon 
0l"4ENS10N )C~l800•,YK)900• 
















R£AO 3, Gfllt•CV,GO,VOl,VKl•AL.•AA!.AtN 
Pc:11NT 3,Gt.t,CV,G0,V01,VK1,AL,AREA,N 
3 l'"OAMAT 16F7,3,FlZ,•.t3• 
R~A~ Z,5F,SAF,ANG 





























00 • l•ltN 
READ 6, O,HT 
Xt > I ••AA•O 
)( l I I • •X 1 ) I •••ALL 
Hl.•HTl'AL 








UV1 I ••uV> t•;SAl 
O>.J••sv•UVll*/TV 
88 FORMATJIH • 2Fl4.8• 
SSY•SSY•A>J+ 
S1SX1 •SSXI . OJ .J+ 
4 CONTI~!: 
i(•1<• I 




PRINT 10• YM,XI"" 






DO 16 1•1'M 
soo•soo.011••011• 
so•so.o, 1 • 
SA0•3AO .A11 .. 0ll* 






CYJ l*•A) J•-YM 
16 CONTINUE 
sxv•O 
sscx 1 •0 
SSC.Y•O 




20 C:>...,T lNVE 
pqlNT 1751,SSCXI 
P~INT l75l, SSCV 
PR IN1 I 751 t SXY 
1751 ~ORMAT )IH0,4HS~Y•,t8 .6• 
sw•sscx1•sscv 
5W•SXY/S0ATJSW• 
PAINT 1851 tS.W' 
1851 ,OAMAT IIH0,3HS••Fl8•4• 
a•sxv ,ssc• 1 
AAA•Ylri4-8•XIM 
PAINT 25, B,AA.A 
NPTS•flil• 2 
00 21 •• , •• 
XAqqAvtl••ALOGlO)X~II•• 
CU..Y >.-1•• 
.II CO'<TI- 313 
P•-1 •0 
CA~L CA~C02JX~RAAY1YAM~AY.NPTS1P110•, l0••-3••l••-l••0•5•l•l• 
P•I I •O 
00 I• I •I ,M 
XA~AYI ttt•OJ 1• 
YAAAAYI l••AJ I• 
14 C<>ITINUE 
CALL CALC02 lXAR:RAY.YARRAY .NPTS, 11 • •6• 16• ,O. •O• tO• •O•, 1,-1 • 
25 '0AMAT JIHO, 2tte•Fl2.9, 2HA•~t2.9* 
123• CALL ltXIT 
STQP 
l!'.ND 
M) "' "' I" .. L A N 2,008 0 ...22 t.071 1.823 0.943 31.000 121,0000 33 
et, c... A.\ 




30,0 t ."T 
:,s.o 2.2 
40•0 3.t 
!50,2 ... "T 
42•5 3o5 
.... o 3o9 
9!1-0 5,7 
62o0 "Toi 
... o 11.3 
74.9 9,5 
81 ,O 11,5 
116,0 12.e 
n.o 1016 





l 11,0 21.• 
I 13•9 22,2 
11e., 23,9 





11!11 •0 37,5 





l6l 10 42.3 
l,655 0.451 1.12-r l,882 01982 31.000 121.0000 •7 
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APPENDIX I 
The Permeameter Wall Effect 
The following development of a wall correction is similar to that 
of Dudgeon (26) except that he used an exponential resistance equation 
and here a modification of the Ward equation is used . The wall correction 
factor is defined as 
(I. 1) 
where <L,oiS the macroscopic (bulk) velocity in an infinitely large permea-
meter; 
q0 is the apparent macroscopic velocity in the finite permeameter. 
Oonsi der the cross-section of the permeameter sho·wn in figure 1. 
,.. / ' -~· 





Figure I .1 Definition of Wall Zone 
According to Dudgeon (26) the porosity of the medium near the 
wall of the permeameter is less (by about 50~) than in the core. This 
wall zone is restricted to more than a half a particle diameter from the 
316 
wall. 
By con t i nuity the td:al dis cha rge , Q, is 
= 
where AT = the total area of the permeamcter; 
A = area of the wal 1 zone; w 
qw = the bulk velocity in the 
A = the core area, 
(X) 
= A - A 
T w 
Now A ~an be expressed by 
w 
A = CT L D 
w e g 






where Leis the effective length of the wall zone perimeter; C' is a 
constant; D is the grain diameter. 
g 
Assuming that the non-Darcy component of the flow resistance is 
predominate the Ward equation gives the approximate relationship 
q 
(X) (m) 11 wa (I. 6) 
C(m) 
(X) 
h C( ) -- m3 /(l-m) 2 were m 
Substituting equation I.4, I.5 and I.6 into equation I.3 and 
equating I. 2 and I. 3 gives 
C 
w = 
1l+C 1 (/C(m) °' -1) 
C(m)wa 11 
J -1 
for a circular section this can be simplified to 
I I L D 
C = [l +c _.e. s r1 w 0 4r IA.r 
TI L D -1 C = [1 +c ...JL -1L 1 Or w D ~ /AT 




= 2/'IT T I C 
0 
~ = length of permeameter perimeter. 
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On the basis of the wall studies made by Dudgeon (24) for crushed 
rock 
therefore 
C TI ::.. 1.8 
0 




t,.adta I Flow n."l V6l s J>ro~r.1 
~l~ENSION XAARAVJ4)vl , Y~~RAY)40C•,l~VFJ1v~C• 
0 I ~ENS 1 ON P) 2v , 1.3 • , UI J 4'-L • • > J~* • W )-4\J + •dK) 4..JO• , l<lN > wOO •, w,•1) 4JO• 
CO"IMON L , SB 
Ll= l7 
L2• I I 
~EAO 12,>>P>l,.J+,l=l,Ll•,.J=l,L2• 
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Area of a Flow Region 
Element Area 
Average area during Llt 
Area at time tl 
Area at time t2 
Area as of function of time 
Coefficient Matrix 
Ang~larity factor 
Initial coordinates in a Lagrangian System 
A term of [A J 
Darcy term in the Forchheimer resistance equation 




subscript indicates outcrop point 
Disperisvity factor 
Deformation Tensor 
grain or pore size 
grain dtameter 





































Energy dissipation rate 
lna 
og g 
superscript denotes an element 






Acceleration due to gravity 
Depth of Flow; head 
Depth of Water 
Mean water depth 
Inertial Effect 
Summation indices; element node numbers 
Unit vectors of (x,y) 
Hydraulic Conductivity 
Conductivity function 
Permea bi li ty 
Length 
Node nwnbers for element at at initial time 
Exponent 




























Constant; a nwnber 
Normal direction (to boundary or streamline) 
Number of unknowns 




Subscript indicates pore 
Discharge 
Bulk or macroscopic velocity 




Radius of curvature 
Radius of convergence 
Radius of divergence 
Specific Surface 
Stiffness matrix 
Discretized Surface Slope 
Slope 
Surface area of grain 
Shape Factor 
Slope correction factor 
Standard deviation of the mean 










Subscript indicates free surface 




Subscript denotes total 
Time 
Time step 
u.' u. ]. ]. Velocity tensor 























Free surface y 
Outcrop y 
Shape factor 
Coefficient in ~e 
Entrance angle 
Coefficient in ~e 
Specific weight 
Sma 11 change 
Variation 













Transformed dependent variable 










::., ~ - ,. 
gm "'t 
Inertial coefficient, velocity distribution coefficient 
Density 
Summation 
Geomatric standard deviation 
Time factor 
Piezometric head (macroscopic) 
Piezometric head due to turbulence 
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